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Tke bun Praises God

A flame leaps up a hundred thousand miles

From off the blazing surface of the sun

Into the boundless reaches of the sky,

And shouts to heaven in fiery ecstasy:

Gloria! Gloria in excelsis Deo!

-Worth Marion Tippy



Call them what you will
—

"Sermons
in a nut shell,'' or simple verities

dressed up for the "now generation

—the colorful plaques and cards

turned out by Brother Adrian have
attracted a wide and appreciative

audience. [For a more generous
sampling, see pages 43-46.) These

are the joyful messages of a Chicago-

born Franciscan artist-musician who
entered religious life at 16, and 18
years ago established a church and
school at Greenwood, Miss. Not only

is Brother Adrian in charge of the

drum and bugle corps, and the church

choir, he is practical enough to

qualify for general maintenance work
where needed around the institution.
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HUNGER

IS ALL

SHE HAS

EVER

KNOWN

Margaret was found in a back lane of Calcutta, lying

in her doorway, unconscious from hunger. Inside, her

mother had just died in childbirth.

You can see from the expression on Margaret's face

that she doesn't understand why her mother can't get

up, or why her father doesn't come home, or why the

dull throb in her stomach won't go away.

What you can't see is that Margaret is dying of

malnutrition. She has periods of fainting, her eyes are

strangely glazed. Next will come a bloated stomach,

falling hair, parched skin. And finally, death from mal-

nutrition, a killer that claims 10,000 lives every day.

Meanwhile, in America we eat 4.66 pounds of food

a day per person, then throw away enough garbage to

feed a family of six in India. In fact, the average dog in

America has a higher protein diet than Margaret!

If you were to suddenly join the ranks of 1 Vi billion

people who are forever hungry, your next meal would

be a bowl of rice, day after tomorrow a piece of fish

the size of a silver dollar, later in the week more
rice—maybe.

Hard-pressed by the natural disasters and phenome-
nal birth rate, the Indian government is valiantly trying

to curb what Mahatma Gandhi called "The Eternal

Compulsory Fast."

But Margaret's story can have a happy ending. For
only $12.00 a month, you can sponsor her, or thou-

sands of other desperate youngsters.

You will receive the child's picture, personal history,

and the opportunity to exchange letters, Christmas

cards—and priceless friendship.

Since 1938, American sponsors have found this to

be an intimate, person-to-person way of sharing their

blessings with youngsters around the world.

So won't you help? Today?
Sponsors urgently needed this month for children in

Taiwan, India. Brazil, Thailand and Philippines. (Or

let us select a child for you from our emergency list.)

Write today: Verbon E. Kemp

CHRISTIAN CHILDREN'S

FUND, Inc. B.x5i 1, Richmond, Va. 23204

I wish to sponsor boy girl in (Country)

Choose a child who needs me most.

I will pay $12 a month. I enclose first payment of

Send me child's name, story, address and picture.

I cannot sponsor a child but want to give $

n Please send me more information

Name

Address.

City.

State. .Zip.

Registered (VFA-080) with the U.S. Government's Advisory Com-

mittee on Voluntary Foreign Aid. Gifts are tax deductible.

Canadians: Write 1407 Yonge, Toronto 7 tg 3610
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Volunteers

in

Service
Text by Martha A. Lane
Pictures by George P. Miller

Sara and Conrad Damian wanted to do something worthwhile after college. They were
considering VISTA when they heard of United Methodist Voluntary Service. The church's "lend a hand" program
sounded interesting so they applied. Consequently they were accepted at South Bend, Ind., where Sara (hands in pockets

above) and Conrad (below right) work with young people in a usually ignored section of town.



Broadway House, the old, rambling two-story

dwelling where Sara and Conrad live, is a study in contrasts.

Packed with chattering young people enjoying

checkers, Ping-Pong, or the record player during the day,

the place seems ominously quiet by suppertime.

THERE'S NOTHING new about Broadway United

Methodist Church's concern for its South Bend, Ind.,

community. For years the former Evangelical United

Brethren congregation has worked with other denomina-

tions on programs for dropouts and delinquents, on re-

ligious education and fresh-air opportunities for the city's

southeast neighborhood children. But Broadway pastor

Orla Bradford was always considering how the program

could be improved.

Then, at an evangelism conference in September, 1968,

he met Randle Dew, executive secretary of the new
United Methodist Voluntary Service (UMVS). As Randy

explained it, UMVS seemed to be what South Bend

—

long on ideas but short on manpower—needed. So Mr.

Dew was invited to the city to discuss with community

people the feasibility of adding a UMVS volunteer to

Broadway Christian Parish as the ecumenical ministry is

called. Could the parish provide housing for volun-

teers, the Hoosiers were asked. A monthly subsistence

stipend (for food and other day-to-day necessities)

would come out of the Fund for Reconciliation.

(FFR financial arrangements vary from providing only

insurance for some volunteers to full subsistence in a

few instances, Mr. Dew explains.)

Enthused by the United Methodist Voluntary Service

concept, parish personnel outlined what they were try-

ing to accomplish in the community, drew up a job

description for potential volunteers, and asked the

UMVS office to find the right person for the job. Randy

describes what happened next:

"It seemed the best arrangement would be to suggest

Conrad and Sara Damian, recent graduates of Southern

Methodist University, for South Bend. We alerted Orla

Bradford to this possibility, giving him the data we had

on the Damians. He contacted them directly, both parties

were willing, so specific arrangements for their going to

South Bend were worked out between them.

"Our basic standard for volunteers is that they be ac-

ceptable to the local project," Randy explained. "Volun-

teers are a varied group, including both a high-school

dropout with a police record and a Ph.D. candidate."

A month after they applied for volunteer work, the

Damians were in South Bend. They did not come as

leaders, but to train and support local folk as leaders. In

the recreation program at Broadway House, for example,

they hired two black teen-agers to plan recreation and to

keep the equipment in order. Conrad and Sara are always

there, but they remain in the background, advising and

directing only as needed.

And thanks to the couple's presence, for the first time

in years youth groups met through the summer in 1969

—for a beach party, for a trip to a Chicago museum, for

a Friday-night dance. Perhaps in a way they will never

know, the Damians made it possible for Broadway peo-

ple to say, "The neighborhood was quiet last summer."

At this writing 30 volunteers across the country have

completed terms of service ranging from three to nine

months each. Some 130 others are on the job, most of
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whom, like Sara and Conrad, accepted 12-month assign-

ments. Projects just getting under way will call for an

additional 87 volunteers. A total of 35 United Methodist

Voluntary Service projects, which would involve a total

of 347 volunteers, have been approved—but many addi-

tional projects are stymied by lack of financial resources.

As a recent UMVS newsletter explains the situation, "The

big problem is creating working places for volunteers.

There is no shortage of work to be done in reconcilia-

tion. A thousand places could put five thousand

volunteers to work immediately— if there were funds

available. Expansion depends upon Fund for Recon-

ciliation income and/or other resources."

"If we do receive these financial resources," Randy

Dew reiterated, "so as to put literally hundreds of volun-

teers to work, it would make a tremendous impact on

our communities and our churches. And it wouldn't be

because of the dashing, glamorous, exciting work done
by the volunteer— it seldom is glamorous—but because

many persons with very deep commitments are giving

themselves in a way that many older people can neither

do nor understand."

From the beginning, UMVS projects have been varied:

In Haddonfield-North Camden, N.J., the Haddonfield

United Methodist Church provides major support for six

volunteers to work under black supervision with a com-
munity council, in a day-care center, block club organi-

zation, employment services, and communication.

Crosslines Co-operative Council in Kansas City, Kans.,

has four full-time volunteers working to recruit local,

part-time volunteers to work in community programs.

Trinity United Methodist Church in Atlanta, Ga., is

sponsoring 20 volunteers, whose work ranges from tutor-

ing children to working with senior citizens.

The United Methodist Metropolitan Mission of In-

dianapolis, Ind., provided support for two volunteers

working out of Park Avenue Community Center. The
volunteers were involved in employment, education, and

recreation programs for Appalachian whites, blacks, and

Mexican-Americans.

Two volunteers are working with Hinton Rural Life

Center in North Carolina. Another rural worker has been

accepted for Sand Mountain, Ala.

Methodist Urban Ministries, Inc., in Wichita, Kans., is

utilizing eight volunteers for reconciliation ministries

among longhairs and hippies, runaways, school dropouts,

and military personnel; in a drug community; and in

welfare, education, housing, and economic-development.

Twenty UMVS people are working with the Young
Adult Project in Kansas City, Mo., aiding a United Meth-

odist inner-city program, a number of community or-

ganizations, a 24-hour switchboard community informa-

tion service, and other work.

In New York City, six volunteers work with the Many
Races Cultural Foundation which sponsors musical events

in schools, street parties, and other activities through

which blacks, whites, and Puerto Ricans are learning to

live and work together.

The daily routine of meetings—with day-care

center personnel (above), teens, parents—is both demanding

and tiresome, but necessary. "There's no glory in

poverty," Sara reflects at a day's end. The couple's

goal is to turn harshness into brotherhood.
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Every Tuesday morning staff members of the ecumenical Broadway Christian Parish get together. Here they

listen to parish director James Miller (back to camera at right), a United Methodist minister, describe day-care center plans.

In September a third UMVS volunteer, Linda Phillips, joined the South Bend project.

A strong point of UMVS is that most volunteers come
from the neighborhoods in which they work. In Denver,

Colo., for example, there are seven Mexican-American

volunteers. Nine black volunteers work in another sec-

tion of the city.

Most United Methodist Voluntary Service projects

will last 12 months or longer. When a volunteer's term

of service is up, it is hoped that the local "task force"

can make arrangements to continue whatever the volun-

teer was doing. Some projects already have definite

plans for providing support for volunteers from other

sources, once their Fund for Reconciliation money runs

out.

In South Bend, Conrad and Sara's term will be com-
pleted by the first of March, but their work definitely

will be continued. In September, UMVS volunteer Linda

Phillips, who has worked as a teacher and most recently

as a social worker in Massachusetts, joined the Broad-

way Christian Parish staff, in charge of intake for the

day-care center. Arrangements also are underway for

two volunteers from Brethren Voluntary Service (a

Church of the Brethren program) to be assigned to the

parish.

Beyond being a program and beyond being a part of

the church's Quadrennial Emphasis, United Methodist

Voluntary Service is an idea. One goal its conceivers

had was to help the church "work toward the accep-

tance of at least one year of voluntary service as a

normal obligation of all churchmen." Such a philosophy

is both farsighted and worthy of serious consideration.

"Voluntarism is, has been, and will continue to be of

vital importance to the church," as a UMVS publication

points out. "The needs of today call for much more than

part-time, at-home volunteers. To meet the crisis of the

nation, massive full-time voluntarism is essential and

new patterns for voluntary service must be developed.

Voluntary service will be encouraged by the fact that

present and emerging life-styles will allow more persons

to engage in full-time voluntarism for definite periods

of service. With earlier retirements, and increased lon-

gevity, more and more persons with skills and experience

are available."

It is hard to imagine the consequences if the church

were to take this vision seriously. But one can catch a

glimpse of who the volunteers of the future would be

by taking a long hard look at the young men and women
of United Methodist Voluntary Service who today are

lending a hand in projects of reconciliation and recon-

struction throughout the nation.
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Earn while you are helping build Churches

Loans made only to United Methodist Churches
and agencies

All loans secured by first mortgages

Reserves over $4,000,000.00

2,500 investors now receiving 6 1/2%
interest per annum

Interest paid on investments semi-annually
December 30th — June 30th

You too can share in the growth and outreach of the

church through your savings

Marvin A. Leisf, Executive Secretary

Room 335
475 Riverside Drive

New York, New York 10027

assets $27,000,000.00

A World Service Agency

Send coupon for full

information

,
United Methodist Investment Fund
1701 Arch Street

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103

1 NAME
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TOGETHER INTERVIEW

AN

URBAN

INDIAN SAYS:

WEWANTTOSPEAK
FOROURSELVES
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TRADITIONALLY everyone from

church mission boards to the

federal government has thought

of American Indians as living on res-

ervations—period. But today, at the

very least, one out of every three

Indians lives in a city or an off-reser-

vation area.

What is life like for them? To find

out, TOGETHER Associate Editor

Martha Lane talked with Jess Sixkiller,

a Cherokee who grew up in Okla-

homa, attended an Indian school in

Kansas, and moved to Chicago under

a Bureau of Indian Affairs program.

"The bureau tried to make me a
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welder, a floor-tile layer, a carpenter

—and I knocked around at those jobs

until 1962, when I took a police exam

on a dare," he recalls.

Now a detective with the Chicago

Police Department, he has taken a

year's leave of absence to head up

American Indians United (AIU), the

first national organization for non-

reservation-dwelling Indians.

Where do the nation's Ameri-

can Indians live?

They live on reservations, in urban

areas, and in other off-reservation

locations. It's estimated that 230,000

to 250,000—roughly one third of

today's total Indian population in

America—are urban Indians.

In Chicago alone the Indian pop-

ulation is between 12,000 and 18,000

—depending on who's doing the

counting. I'd say an educated guess

would be somewhere around the

middle—14,000 or 15,000. The popu-

lation tends to shift back and forth,

depending on the season and the

job availabilities on or near reserva-

tions.

"Home" is not Chicago or any

other city. The prime consideration

of most of us is to find economic

fulfillment off the reservation, then

to retire to "home"—back on the

reservation.

Must Indians have permission to

move off reservations?

No, this is an erroneous idea which

many people have. You have to go

back in history to clear it up. When
the army gave up control over the

"Indian problem" and the Bureau of

Indian Affairs was created, Indian

agents were appointed. Initially these

agents were sort of little gods—they

granted permission to Indians for a

number of things. This is where the

notion originated, I suppose, that

Indians wanting to leave the reserva-

tion had to more or less get per-

mission from their captors. There is

no restriction on our travel today.

One of the biggest reasons is that

we were made citizens in 1924.

You mentioned the Bureau of

Indian Affairs. There have been
charges that the BIA is not very

effective in working with and for

Indians. Are they valid?

In the main the superintendents of

reservations and different BIA de-

partments, and area BIA directors

are probably doing the best job they

know how to. The only problem is

they forget to ask Indians what In-

dians would like done. The bureau

seems to have evolved a policy that

in effect says to Indians, "We're here

and we're doing you a favor by being

here." But really we Indians are do-

ing them the favor—because we are

here, they have jobs.

The bureau has gotten to be such

a gigantic octopus that—like all gov-

ernment departments— it's uncon-

trollable, unadministrable, and almost

unchangeable. There are people in

the bureau who are very dedicated

to Indian causes, but in the main

they're stymied by bureaucracy be-

cause it's their bread and butter.

I'm not saying they should revamp

the whole thing, but I certainly feel

the BIA's traditional concepts and

policies and its bureaucratic organi-

zation are wrong.

Where does the BIA fit into the

federal government structure?

The BIA comes under the U.S. De-

partment of the Interior, which is

primarily concerned with the conser-

vation and management of the na-

tion's natural resources. The BIA

commissioner comes under the as-

sistant secretary in charge of public

land management.

Do individuals receive govern-

ment payments because they are

Indians?

No, not just because they're In-

dians. Some do receive what they

call per capita payments, but gen-

erally this is from the leases of Indian-

owned land, oil and gas leases, or

from settlements on past claims and

treaties that have been broken by the

United States government, private

investors, or industry.

Unfortunately, the federal Indian

Claims Commission has been largely

ineffective in processing and pre-

senting claims. Since we represent

less than one half of 1 percent of the

total American population today, you

can imagine the amount of effective-

ness we would have in pushing for

legislation and claims. We have to

rely on friends who are willing to

lend their moral and written support

to us.

Another misconception is that

Indians don't pay taxes. We do. We
pay as much and in some cases more
taxes than other people do.

Are there Indians who do not

speak English?

Yes, quite a number don't speak

English. My grandmother doesn't,

and my father doesn't very well.

Did you learn English as a

second language?

Yes. English is the only foreign

language I know. I spoke Cherokee

first—and I wasn't able to swear or

tell many lies till I learned English.

What problems do Indians have

that other minority groups do not

have?
This is a question you should ask

someone more knowledgeable than

I, but I'll say this off the top of

my head: Other minority groups in

America today have been raised in

a white society. American Indians

have not been raised in a white

society. We've been raised in a tribal,

communal, highly segregated society,

so when we come into urban and

metropolitan areas, it's a completely

different world.

In a way our past world has been

both our master and our slave. It

has segregated us from the dominant

society of America, but at the same

time it has made us relatively pure

in our bloodline and has kept us

intact as tribal and communal peo-

ple. So what originally started out

as the solution to the "Indian prob-

lem" is the very thing that has caused

our high birth rate, that has caused

us to be more tribal and to retain

our heritage and culture—even

though vast attempts have been made
to breed this out or kill it off, to

make us into white Red Men.

All our problems are unique to us,

as the Negro problem is unique to

the Negro, the Puerto Rican problem

is unique to the Puerto Rican, and so

on. I think Indians can safely say that

we've felt all the problems other

minorities have. But we have one

thing that none of them have. Our
heritage, our culture, and our back-

ground are here, in this country. You

can't take that away. It's been our

salvation a lot of times.

What problems do urban In-

dians have that rural Indians do
not face?

Remember that Indians, in the

main, are a rural race. The majority

of us are first generation urban, and

this has caused a lot of grief because
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How Your Gifts

Can Help Sri Lai

Fight Leprosy

Yes, Sri Lai has leprosy . . . but

look at her smile! No "leprosy com-
pound" for her. No hiding in the

jungle.

She can be treated at an out-patient

clinic. She can live a normal life,

thanks to early diagnosis.

Yet her personal fight against lep-

rosy is only beginning. Treatment "will

be long and expensive. She will battle

both a disease—and sadly enough ig-

norance and fear, when people learn

of her plight.

Your gifts to American Leprosy
Missions will help children and adults

like Sri Lai fight the dread night of

leprosy—without being "put away"
or shut off from human love.

Won't you join the fight against

superstition by sending your contri-

bution to us? Today?

1
O. W. Hasselblad, M.D.

American Leprosy Missions, Inc.

297 Park Avenue South

New York, N. Y. 10010

Yes, I want to help leprosy sufferers

like Sri Lai. Here is my gift of

$

NAME

ADDRESS-

CITY

STATE_ ZIP_

Please send me more information about

your fj films [3 program packet.

Your gifts are tax deductible.

T-170

we come from a completely different

society. We come from a system that

is not "dog eat dog" into one that

tells us that we must get ahead of

our neighbor, earn more money than

he earns, buy a newer car than he

has whether we can afford it or not.

This goes completely against our

human values, against the principles

that are very dear to us. This is one

thing we've found not to our liking

—that we have to practice this one-

upmanship.

Let's turn to American Indians

United, the organization for urban

Indians you helped found. Was
it necessary? What are its goals?

One reason it's necessary is that

the Bureau of Indian Affairs has

specific programs for reservations,

but it's totally lacking in anything

for off-reservation Indians. AIU is

also necessary because the society in

which urban Indians live is not an

Indian society. One of the things

AIU is reaching for is a sort of Indian

community that goes beyond the

boundaries of tribal identity. I think

this is already happening in Chicago.

We have over 90 tribes that partici-

pate in the American Indian Center

[the local Indian organization], for

example. We know that we can't be

one-tribal, we can't follow the

customs and traditions of the Sioux,

or the Cherokees, or the Navahos. At

the same time we must follow all

these cultures.

American Indians United is made
up of local Indian organizations. It's

run and staffed by Indians who are

at present not reservation people.

AIU is necessary because the

Bureau of Indian Affairs has told

urban Indians, "We can't relate to

you because you're no longer on

reservations." And the social-welfare

agencies that exist in metropolitan

areas have said, "You have a whole

department of government devoted

to you, so go to it."

AIU amounts to a sharing of Indian

talent, Indian ideas, Indian programs,

and Indian funds.

I understand AIU wants to pub-
lish a textbook.

Yes. We have a saying that each

Indian family generally has one

mother, one father, three, four, five,

or six kids, and an anthropologist. In

the past all the anthropologists have

done with their material on American

Indians is to archive it. AIU wants to

take this information that has been
gathered from our families and come
up with a significant, broadly based

supplement that could be added to

American-history textbooks.

Heretofore, we've been written

out of history, even though our con-

tributions to this society are un-

believably vast. Our textbook supple-

ment would help correct that. It's a

long-range program. We're figuring

on five years of actual research and
writing.

And as always, there are a lot

of obstacles in the way, one of the

largest being lack of financial re-

sources. Our proposals run over $3
million. We have the people to write

it and the material. All we need is

money.

It will be written by Indians. It

must be written by Indian people,

mainly because we've been written

about, been surveyed, tested, poked,

punched, felt, interviewed, and so on
by almost everybody in the world.

Now it's time to do something with

all this information.

I had some questions about the

church . . .

About the church? I can give you
something to think about on that

subject right away. When the white

man arrived in this country, he had

the "Black Book" and we had the

land. Three hundred years later we
have the "Black Book" and he has

the land.

Let me ask this: First, what do
Indians want and need? Secondly,

how can church people help you
reach these goals?

We want and need to be able

to become self-determining. The

churches can help through providing

money, according to our guidelines

and proposals for a change.

Would such proposals go to

national denominational boards?
We would like to start with local

funding sources, and broaden the

circle until we get sufficient funding.

In local areas how would you
like United Methodist churches to

help, for example?
We want them to relate to their

city's American Indian center and,

if possible, to work through American

Indians United. Funding—money— is

10 Janujry 1970 TOGETHER



EUROPE & OBERAMMERGAU TOUR
JULY 15—AUGUST 5

Itinerary includes eight countries, Germany. Rhine River
boat trip, Switzerland, OBERAMMERGAU, Liechten-
stein, Vienna, Budapest, Warsaw, Prague. London, etc.

Deluxe motor coach through Germany, Switzerland and
all the way to Innsbruck. Austria. We only have 28
tickets for this exciting tour including the Oberammer-
gau "Passion Play," so write or phone at once for full

information and brochure.

DR. & MRS. IRA B. ALLEN. Tour Directors. GROUP
TRAVEL CONSULTANTS, P. 0. Box 194. Northfleld,

Minn. 55057 Phone 507-645-4478

CHRISTIAN JET FLIGHTS, 1970

$275 round trip

N.Y., CHICAGO, CLEVELAND, TORONTO,
to LONDON, AMSTERDAM, FRANKFURT

Departures: June & July with
4-5 weeks abroad.

Oberammergau Passion Play tours optional.
AIRLINE TRANSPORTATION CHAIRMAN
209 Creeves St. Kane, Pa. 16735

EUROPEAN PALESTINE TOUR
PASSION PLAY—ROUND THE WORLD

With congenial group, superb accommodations,
personalized service with many years' experience.
Rev. Lester K. Welch. 5013 Corkran Lane S.E.,
Washington, D. C. 20031

DE MOULIN
ROBES

Designed with grace and

dignity in your selection

of the finest materials

and beautiful colors.

Masterfully tailored.

Sensibly priced. Write

for free catalog and

swatches. State name
of church and pulpit

or choir type.

De Moulin Bros. & Co.

1103 So. 4th St.

Greenville, Illinois

PEWS, PULPIT* CHANCEL

FURNITURE
V write for Free catalog

AND LOWDIRECTPRICES

J.RRedington&Co.
DEPT. 2, SCRANTON, PA. 18501

COVENANT
RETIREMENT

CENTERS
• A way oflife

' Superb retirement communities

•Custom designed retirement plans

to fit individual needs

• Beautifully appointed suites and sem i suites

•Complete active retirement service with

companionship,recreation,security, aiui

independence withina Christian

environment

iCOM-LNANT R\LMS-miami
mo N.W25A Avenue-Miami,Florida .«H7

iCOVENANT VILLAGE- northbrook
2625Technv Road' Northbrook. Illinois 60062

LMOUNTMIGUEL
1 CO\ENANT VILLAGE- san dikgo

325KemptonSteet -SpringValley, California 92077

i THE SAMARKAND -santa Barbara
2663T.ill.mt Road Santa Barbara. Calilornia93105

HEARTHSTONE MANOR-folsom
6700 Oak Avenue Folsom, California 95630 wgorait

Applications are available to persons ofvary-

ing economic levels. Information is available

by writing the director at the center ofyour

choice. <§§£^>

one of the primary needs at this

time. A second need is technical

assistance.

What kind of technical help?

Administrative assistance, tech-

nique in deploying funds, and possi-

bly an assist in helping account for

funds. In other words, the churches

could loan us professional staff

personnel.

Say there is a local congregation

that wants to make some type of

contribution to an Indian center,

but it doesn't have very much
money. What can it do?

There was such a group in Chicago,

and I suggested that they sponsor

an intern at the Indian center for a

period of months or for however

long their funds would last.

What do you mean by "intern?"

I'm talking about an Indian whom
we could put in an Indian center,

who would be salaried by an organi-

zation such as a church. He would

learn how an Indian center operates.

He would study in specific areas—

-

community organization, the makeup
of centers, maybe family services. In

turn he could train Indian people in

centers all over the country.

It is well and good to donate old

clothing and food— it does a lot for

the conscience and for the heart.

But instead of doing this short-term

type of thing that will be forgotten

soon by both giver and receiver, do
something substantial. I think one of

the most substantial contributions a

church could make is the funding

of an intern. This person would be-

come their investment. He could do

a lot of good around this whole

country—wherever he went.

Is any denomination doing this

now?
At the moment, no. You see if

church people really want to do

something, forget this old attitude

of "you're all my children." Start

thinking of us Indians as actual peo-

ple, with capabilities and wills and

determinations of our own.

TWO GREAT
1970

METHODIST
TOURS!

• EUROPE IN THE SPRING!

MAY 26 to JULY 8

(from New York City—All Surface Travel)

Together let's explore the heartland of Western
Europe in late Spring—traveling across the At-

lantic by steamship (optional air travel available).

Enjoy the finest weather conditions during un-
crowded period visiting Holland, Belgium, Luxem-
bourg, Germany, Austria, Italy, Switzerland.
France and England. DISTINCTIVE FEA-
TURES

—

1970 Oberammergau Passion Play,

Tulip Time in Holland, Rhine Cruise, capital cities

and countryside vistas. Rev. Merrill S. Tope.

• INSIDE ALASKA!

JULY 8 to JULY 25

(from Chicago or Seattle—By Air-and-Ship)

Together we'll cover vast distances by air on our
18 day visit to all major points of interest Inside

Alaska, plus an Inside Passage Cruise. Our Third
Annual adventure includes Alaska Methodist Uni-
versity, Anchorage, Mt. McKinley, Fairbanks.
Nome and Kotzebue above the Arctic Circle. See
Skagway, Whitehorse. Yukon Territory, "Trail of
'98", Tracy Arm Glaciers, Prince Rupert and
Vancouver, British Columbia. Travel in safety and
comfort, most modern accommodations. Dr. Robert
Browning.

Both tours have been especially prepared and are
offered exclusively for TOGETHER readers and
their friends! Planned at the perfect times of the
year for their respective areas, these tours are
100% escorted—all expense! They offer the finest

in travel and transportation, each a "limited" size

congenial tour party with outstanding Methodist
Spiritual Leadership.

For Your Free, Descriptive Folders On These Two
1970 Methodist Tours, Please Print, Clip and
Mail To:

METHODIST TOUR DIVISION
Wayfarer Croup Travel, Inc.

2200 Victory Parkway
Cincinnati, Ohio 45206

Europe In The Spring

Inside Alaska!

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE Zip
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TV & Films

IT
IS official now. Violence on television is not good
for children or other human beings. Dr. Milton

Eisenhower, in making the report of the National

Commission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence,

did warn against making television the scapegoat
for violence in our society. But the report was specific

in condemning excessive violence in both Saturday-

morning and early-evening programming.
The response of some network TV executives is

interesting. No longer do they justify such violence.

Rather, they point to the new style of programs they

have introduced this year. Only a national outcry

could have produced this result. Another result is the

elimination of five-year-old outcries in our living

room on rainy Saturdays. Program selection has been
simplified considerably.

• Know who has spent more hours on the air than

anyone else? His name is Bob Keesham, but everyone
knows him as Captain Kangaroo. He is now in his

15th year, and his is one program that needs no
replacement.

• Those who want to get greater educational value

out of commercial television will be interested in

Teachers Guides to Television. Produced for the Tele-

vision Information Office by a task force of public

school educators, the guides are available from P.O.

Box 564, Lenox Hill Station, New York, N.Y. 10021.

Cost is $2.25 per semester.

• Advertisement for a paint store: "Escape TV
mind-rot! Have something to show for the hours you
spend indoors! Start hanging wallpaper today!"

Speaking of great mental stimulators!

• James Reston on the unifying forces in American
life at the time of the Eisenhower funeral: "Eisenhower
and the church and television were unifying forces

of tremendous power for good in America in these

last few tragic days."
United Methodists who have committed themselves

to continuing this kind of unifying activity through
the Quadrennial Emphasis on reconciliation will wel-

come the upcoming reconciliation programs on
Frontiers of Faith the last three Sundays in February
and the first Sunday in March. These programs will

tie directly to the Sermon on the Mount materials, and
also will relate to the Friendship Press reconciliation

materials. By planning ahead, church groups can
better utilize these pertinent programs.

• Each season, one prime-time series more than
others seems to get its hooks into me. This year it is

Room 222, Wednesdays at 8:30 p.m. EST on ABC.
Hollywood's hokey overdrawn situations, ludicrous

reaching for laughter, and pat solutions are held

down to a minimum in this one. The slices of life

served up in this urban high-school setting are more
believable, deal more sensitively with those involved,

and thus speak more directly to the fullness and foibles

of the human condition than most programs available.

If you are not watching this, I commend it to you.—David O. Poindexter

TV HIGHLIGHTS THIS MONTH

December 21, 12 p.m., EST on
ABC

—

Direction Musical Christmas

Special, The Magical Mystery

Miracle Box, with the Texas Boys
Choir, the Tom Tichenor Puppets,

and settings from the UNICEF
worldwide collection of children's

art.

December 21, 7:30-8 p.m., EST

on CBS—How the Grinch Stole

Christmas (rerun).

December 21, 8-9 p.m., EST on
CBS—The Swinging Soulful Sixties.

December 23, 7:30-8:30 p.m.,

EST on CBS

—

The Nutcracker (re-

run).

December 23, 10-10:30 p.m.,

EST on CBS

—

Wall of Respect.

December 24, 9-11 p.m., EST

an ABC

—

The Legend of Silent

Night with Kirk Douglas and
James Mason.

December 24, 11:15 p.m.-l

a.m., EST on CBS—Christmas Eve

special programs.

December 24, 12 m.-l a.m.,

EST on NBC—Mass from St.

Patrick's Cathedral.

December 25, 10-11 a.m., EST

on NBC—Christmas service from

the Washington Cathedral.

December 26, 7:30-8:30 p.m.,

EST on CBS—Correspondents Re-

port.

December 27, 10:30-11:30
p.m., EST on NBC

—

American
Rainbow Special.

December 28, 10-11 a.m., EST

on CBS

—

Year-end Religious News
Roundup.

December 28, 11:30 a.m. -12

n., EST on ABC—Discovery, The
Plain People: A Visit to the Amish.

December 28, 4:30-6 p.m., EST

on NBC

—

Year-end News Report.

December 28, 6:30-7:30 p.m.,

EST on NBC

—

Hollywood—The

Selznick Years.

December 28, 10-11 p.m., EST

on NBC

—

Politics 69—What We
Have Learned.

December 31, 7:30-8:30 p.m.,

EST on NBC—Orange Bowl Pa-

rade.

January 1, 11:30 a.m. -1:45

p.m., EST on NBC—Tournament of

Roses Parade.

January 1, 4:45-7:45 p.m., EST

on NBC—The Rose Bowl.

January 6, 9-11 p.m., EST on
NBC

—

First Tuesday.

January 6, 10-11 p.m., EST on

CBS

—

60 Minutes.

January 7, 10-11 p.m., EST on

NBC

—

The West of Charles Russell.

January 9, 8:30-10 p.m., EST

on NBC—Prudential's On Stage,

The Female of the Species.

January 13, 7:30-8:30 p.m.,

EST on ABC

—

The Golden Age of

the Automobile.

January 14, 9-10 p.m., EST on

NBC—Rowan and Martin Special.

January 15, 8:30-10 p.m., EST

on NBC—Bob Hope Christmas

Special.

January 20, 7:30-8:30 p.m.,

EST on NBC—Ringling Brothers,

Barnum and Bailey Circus.

CURRENT FILMS OF INTEREST

Paint Your Wagon (M)—A road-

show (reserve seat) attraction

based on a 1951 Broadway musi-

cal of the same name. Unfor-

tunately, this screen adaptation
is vulgar and unrewarding. Lee

Marvin has an occasional funny
moment as an 1 870 gold miner
who shares his wife with Clint

Eastwood, but the basic plot of

lust for women and gold is dis-

tasteful.

Hail Hero (M)—Michael Doug-
las, son of actor Kirk Douglas,

makes his screen debut in what
might have been an anti-Viet Nam
War film. Douglas has presence,

but is saddled with a weak script

that tries to be profound and
succeeds in being ponderous.

Douglas has his best moments
returning home to his dog and
horse after deciding to fight in a

war he doesn't approve. Once

Douglas starts noncommunicating
with his parents and brother, the

film sinks to television-drama level.

The Sterile Cuckoo (R)—Sensi-

tive portrayal of a young college

girl whose desire for affection

engulfs her boy friend in a rela-

tionship he cant resist. Liza

Minelli, looking very much like

her mother, Judy Garland, gives a

strong performance as the homely
girl with aggressive techniques.

Adalen 31 (X)—Swedish film

based on a 1931 labor riot in

which five persons were killed.

Director Bo Widerberg {Flvira

Madigan) juxtaposes the pastel

shades of rural Sweden against

the harsh violence of mob action.

English subtitles will keep this pic-

ture limited to art-house outlets,

which is unfortunate because it

is an important document.
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Church in Action

KeyWords for Missions:

Self-determination

and Honesty
IT

IS NO SECRET that a new kind

of professional missionary is serv-

ing the church in new kinds of

ways these days. Why? Because a

world in revolution allows the church

no alternative.

Traditional terms like "world" and

"national" or "home" and "foreign"

are losing their validity as words to

classify missionaries. The United

Methodist Board of Missions, for one,

proves in its selection of the persons

it commissions as missionaries that

the kind of new missionary needed

to serve in a Chilean mountain village

probably is the same kind needed to

staff a reconciliation project in an

American ghetto.

Pressures for change being exerted

by youths or blacks, or youths and

blacks together, in this country aren't

that different from the calls for help

or demands for self-determination

being heard on other continents.

United Methodism assigns to its

Joint Committee on Missionary Per-

sonnel (JCMP) the task of recruiting,

screening, interviewing, evaluating,

and recommending missionaries for

service. This can be for career ser-

vice, two-year assignments in this

country, three-year terms overseas,

special-term work like medical or

emergency relief, or voluntary ser-

vice of one year at subsistence pay.

A staff member of JCMP talked

recently to TOGETHER about what
the committee's elected members
and staff look for and expect to find:

Q. What are the qualities of the

"new missionary"?

A. He has to be conscious of the

revolutionary context in which he

A "new breed" missionary, Harry Peacock, helps a student discover

a fine point of bovine husbandry at Montero Rural Institute in Bolivia.

lives, not just where he is assigned,

but around the world. He isn't afraid

of the kinds of movements that are

present and is not threatened by the

fact that he either works himself

out of a job or has it taken from him.

Q. What does this mean in terms

of formal education and of personal

sensitivities for the new missionary?

A. He needs to be equipped in a

professional skill apart from his

understanding of theology. We in-

creasingly need people equipped in

such fields as electronics, agriculture,

and forest entomology. In a previous

day it was enough to have a high

religious motivation, to have a "call"

and a desire to share the meaning

of Christ in one's life. How he did

this was rather immaterial. Today it

works the other way around.

Q. Is the idea of the personal call

still valid?

A. That's not necessarily the

criterion by which JCMP determines

who should be a missionary. It is a

way of expressing one's self if one

feels (hat is the way he came to

apply to be a missionary. One man
may say, "I have a personal call,"

but another may say, "I want very

much to throw my life into the life

of the world." The second man could

have experienced as much of a per-
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In addition 4o "Together" read

the christian CENTURY

America's most influential re-

ligious journal —to keep pace

with the swift changes of a

turbulent time, to be alive to

the issues facing mankind and

to be informed of Christian

opinion on those issues, to gain

a refreshing and creative ap-

proach. New subscribers may
read this ecumenical weekly

for 60 weeks for only $6.00!

Subscribe now!

The Christian Century, Dep't. TR

407 South Dearborn Street,

Chicago, Illinois 60605

Nome.

Address.

City-

State.
(Province)

.Zip.

ITOZBEi
TABLE & CHAIR CATALOG FR0M1

MONROE
Buy quality ban- j
quet equipment I
at direct- from- J

\ factory prices, m
WRITE TODAY! Al

HEMONROETABLECO. JgS
ZmK\ 59 Church St., Colfax, Iowa 50054/A

THOSE HORRID

AGE SPOTS*

FADE THEM OUT
Weathered brown spots on the
surface of your hands and face
tell the world you're getting old—perhaps
before you really are. Fade them away with
ESOTERICA, that medicated cream that
breaks up masses of pigment on the skin,

helps make hands look white and young
again. Not a cover-up. Acts in the skin—
not on it. Equally effective on the face, neck
and arms. Fragrant, greaseless base for
softening, lubricating skin as it clears up
those blemishes. Distributed by the trust-

worthy 56-year-old Mitchum laboratory.
ESOTERICA—at leading toiletry and drug
counters. $2.

sonal call, but he would never use

those words. Either way, a person

needs to have a profound caring for

the life style of others even when
that is not his own life style.

Q. Do you see sharp division in

United Methodism between people

who say it is enough to know Christ

as Lord and Savior—that's all I

need—and those who say that just

doesn't mean anything anymore?

A. That polarity exists, and we in

JCMP have trouble trying to repre-

sent both views fairly. We turned

down a girl last year who was "too

religious." She was president of a

religious group at college; she be-

lieved in the inerrancy of the Bible

and in the Virgin Birth and all the

basic doctrines of the conservative

evangelical group. We just felt the

only way we can get a change in the

whole concept of mission as it's em-

bodied in the missionary is to keep

feeding new blood and fresh life in.

Maybe the thing that causes the

polarity is how one views the world.

We of JCMP staff believe the world

is not something we rescue people

from to bring them into our box, but

that we send missionaries into the

world knowing that Christ precedes

them. We are a sending and a receiv-

ing church, and we send them to

cross a certain kind of boundary.

They are accountable to us, but we
are no less accountable to them in

how we perform mission where we
are. All of us are missionaries.

Missionary service is such a per-

sonal thing, ultimately, that the re-

cruiting, screening, interviewing, and

eventual hiring of missionaries be-

comes one of the crucial junctures

for the church in mission. JCMP
looks intently at an applicant's rec-

ord of social involvement, family

relations, adaptability to others, and

his statement of his world views be-

fore he is recommended for employ-

ment. Steps between a prospective

missionary's application and his hir-

ing include psychiatric examination,

psychological testing, in-person inter-

view with regional committees, and

final screening by JCMP.

This may all seem painfully slow

and establishmentarian to a young

radical who would call, as one did

at the recent Board of Missions meet-

ing in Boston, Mass., for bringing

home immediately the 1,400 mission-

aries overseas and training them in

black-white reconciliation. One mis-

sions staff member agreed, adding,

"If a person can't make it here in his

relations with blacks and browns, he

shouldn't go overseas."

No serious consideration was given

to the young man's call, but the

board in Boston "welcomed the con-

cept" presented by Black Methodists

for Church Renewal that missionaries

be offered opportunities for training

in mission under black leadership

in the U.S.

With expenditures of more than $3

million per month, the Board of

Missions is the denomination's

largest agency and one of the largest

in Protestantism. The 145-member
elected board, as the designated

ultimate decision-maker for United

Methodist missions, finds such pres-

sure points as these demanding relief:

A coalition of young people and

blacks questions the board's right to

exist and demands accountability "to

the people who need the money"
... A bishop reminds that the people

back home who put money in collec-

tion envelopes have some rights of

self-determination, too . . . Rupture

of staff relations is threatened, says

one board member, by creation of

a new office of African affairs . . .

Hasty replies to emotional situations

in this country could lead, one

bishop claims, to killing missions

overseas . . . Missionaries wonder
whether all money will go to blacks

and none to hospitals, children's

homes, community centers.

How, asks one member, does

United Methodism meet its ecumeni-

cal commitment in mission? Should

there be a moratorium on loans for

church-building? Where do emer-

gency funds come from? Can the

$250,000 cost of the board's annual

meeting be justified? What about the

people back home "with blood in

their eyes"?

Just when one might despair at

the thought of withstanding or even

understanding these pressures, he

notes the words of a young black

pastor as he warns the board about
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young revolutionaries he has seen

in action: "These young men will

use any means, even serving the

church, to achieve their ends."

The board, seat of most of the

jower of United Methodist missions,

called down on itself many of the

tensions evident at its October meet-

ng when it provided for a special

youth group to report at the meeting.

Initial plans to bring some 40 or 50

/oung people to Boston were scuttled

n favor of financing two youth

studies, one based in Chicago, the

Dther in New York. The one concen-

rated on missions efforts in one an-

lual conference (Northern Illinois)

ind the other treated some aspects

}f overseas missions and training

:

or missionary service.

Harsh though some findings were

n the combined 132-page report,

the most persistent demand made
jpon the board by its invited young

quests was for radical reexamination

}f rights, responsibilities, and ac-

ountability. In one hour of open

discussion the youths made explicit

their identity with proposals pre-

sented by a black staff task force and

with still further and broader de-

mands in a paper from Black Meth-

adists for Church Renewal.

Frustration greeted most moves

for massive changes, but nothing so

mpressed the Boston meeting as the

admissions by more than one over-

30 white board member that he (or,

more frequently, she) had been dis-

turbed and moved by the presenta-

tions of those outside the establish-

ment.

The youth-black coalition did

have the satisfaction of seeing the

board accept the vote taken by the

board's executive committee last

May in a Black Manifesto-related

confrontation. As promised, $1.3

million was voted to a variety of

programs, though not everyone was

satisfied that the variety met the

spirit of the May action for "eco-

nomic empowerment of black peo-

ple." The board then voted an addi-

tional $550,000 for black projects. In

sum, demands for hundreds of mil-

ions of dollars were answered by

decisions to allocate less than $2

million.

Self-determination is one of the

Look! For Pre-Easter Fund Drives...

4 BIG IDEAS

OU CAN USE

! *

One of the best fund-raising seasons of the year comes just before

Easter—a traditional time for family feasting and bunny business. And
now you can choose from four high-profit, high-quality, easy-to-sell

fund-raising products. They're offered for Easter programs by the na-

tion's leading producer of fund-raising merchandise—Benson's Old

Home Kitchens. Return the coupon today for complete information on
the item or items you have checked.

Benson's Old Home Kitchens

245 North Thomas Street

Post Office Box 1432

Athens, Georgia 30601

Please mail me at once complete Easter fund-raising information on
the following programs:

CHECK ITEMS IN WHICH YOU ARE INTERESTED

Benson's Pecan Buttercake.
Delicious high quality cake.
Different. In a can for all

seasons. 50C profit on each
easy sale.

Benson's Butter Poundcake.
Superb poundcake that you
sell for $1. Make 33C profit.

Canned for freshness.

Benson's Old Home Fruit Cake.
The old familiar favorite.
Great for Easter feasts.
Up to $1.10 profit on each
3-pound cake sold.

Benson's Easter Candy.
Delicious milk chocolate candy
for baskets, hunts and Easter
giving. Sells for $1.00.

Name

Address

City .State

Zip Code. Phone.

Organization, .No. Members.

Position in Organization

(We can honor only U. S. inquiries that list organization names, since we sell only
through civic, church, community and school groups.)
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HAVE YOU CONSIDERED
DONATING SCHULMERICII
HELLS TO YOUR CHURCFI?
Many a church today is without

hells, hecause a potential donor,

unaware that good bells can be in-

expensive, felt his resources to be

inadequate. Yet, all the while, will-

ing co-donors might easily have been

found within the congregation or

community. We at Schulmerich

have offered much counsel to in-

dividual donors and entire congre-

gations, on practical means of

obtaining bells by Schulmerich,

world's acknowledged leader in

church bell instruments. Write us

for more information.

Schulmerich Carillons, Inc.

3110 Carillon Hill • Sellersville, Pa.

CHURCH
BELL

DONATIONS
5 NEED
NOT
BE
JUST

ONE
MAN'S

GIFT

^Trademark of Schulmerich Carillons, Inc.

World's Most Honored Name in Carillons,

Bells and Chimes

new words of confrontation in mis-

sions. Nationals in other countries

use it, and minorities in this country

use it. And they insist that the prin-

ciple of self-determination be ap-

plied right down (he line. The black

staff task force which in Boston pro-

posed establishing the new office of

African affairs (later approved) was
challenged: "How can you speak for

the Africans"? Another speaker

warned the coalition of youths and
blacks: "Don't consider yourselves

part of the Third World. You are

much too affluent and too western-

ized to identify with the truly op-

pressed."

Honesty may be another newly-

alive word in missions. One staff

member, aware that the board has

committed its three divisions—Na-

tional, World, and Women's—to a

reordering of priorities to meet the

demands of confrontation, acknowl-

edged that he is putting his house in

order. "I'm asking myself, Is this the

best thing we can do at this point in

history?"

There was honesty, too, in the

agreement by one graying-mother-

type board member that, as the

youth claimed, "Perhaps the real cap-

tives of today are right here on this

board."

Honesty can be a question, too,

like one asked of the board's execu-

tive secretary for missionary person-

nel on a recent tour of Latin Amer-

ica. Why, he was asked in a remote

town in southern Chile, are there no

Negro missionaries?

The answer, coincidentally, may
have come in a paper by a black

personnel secretary from the board's

New York headquarters. He wrote,

"Until minority persons are con-

vinced that the church will aid them

in the achievement of self-deter-

mined goals, it will have only modest

success in recruiting them for ser-

vice."

In the Chilean's question and the

New Yorker's answer lie many of the

markings of United Methodist mis-

sions in the beginning of the 1970s.

Nonwhites the world over are hold-

ing whites accountable.
—John A. Lovelace

For every
dollar

a college

needs
to educate
a student-
it charges

33? in
tuition.

The cost of educating the students

in our colleges and universities, this

year, is estimated at more than $20 bil-

lion. Tuitions, high as they seem to

parents, only pay about V3 of this.

There are now over 7,000,000 stu-

dents—more than triple the number of

15 years ago. Skyrocketing, but vitally

necessary expenditures—for larger fa-

cilities and faculties—and for academic

advances—have brought our colleges

and universities to a financial crisis.

They must, somehow, meet the bill.

And keep higher education moving
ahead. Both are urgent, if our young

people, and our society, are to move
ahead.

The billions of dollars that tuitions

don't pay must come from other

sources. More help is needed, now,

from more individuals, more busi-

nesses.

To better understand the need, ask

a college.

Give to the college of your choice.

COUNCIL FOR
FINANCIAL

AID TO
6:&

0{; NG >S> KDUCATION

Advertising contributed for the public good.
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NEWS

First freshman and first of her race

to win the Homecoming Queen title

at Ohio Wesleyan University is Jackie

Trice. Her election from 1 2 candidates

was by vote of the more than 1 ,200
male students at the United Methodist-

related school in Delaware, Ohio.

Miss Trice is a zoology major whose
home is located in Warren, Ohio.

ALCOHOL, TOBACCO
ABSTINENCE VOIDED

United Methodism's "Supreme
Court" has ruled that an annual
conference may not require a candi-

date to abstain from alcohol or

tobacco in order to qualify for

ordination.

The ruling was among several

made recently by the denomina-
tion's Judicial Council.

In action that took most of a full

day for hearing, the council post-

poned decision on the question of

unequal pension rates for past

service of ministers in merging
black and white annual confer-

ences. The question before the

council is whether annual confer-

ence members who were receiving

$40 per year of service before

merging with a conference whose
members received $70 per year of

service should also receive $70 for

their service years prior to the

merger.

The council decided to look to

1970 General Conference for guid-

ance and will make no decision

until after that session.

FUND-RAISER DEFENDS
CHURCH-BUILDING NEEDS

The head of United Methodism's
professional fund-raising staff

stepped down recently with a
strong defense of the need for

church-building and some comment
on factors hindering such activity.

Dr. Alton E. Lowe retired as
executive secretary of the Depart-
ment of Finance and Field Service in

the Board of Missions' National
Division, heading 32 full-time or

part-time fund-raisers, all of them
ordained United Methodist clergy.

He decried "extremist religious

leaders" who demand a morato-
rium on church-building so more
funds can go to church programs.
Dr. Lowe said it is a false assump-
tion that money now being given
for church-building would be avail-

able for church programs, and he
called for more money for each.

He added, "It must be remem-
bered that if the church is to func-

tion effectively and thus properly

serve the spiritual needs of its

people, it must have adequate
building facilities."

Dr. Lowe said conditions in the

1950s and early 1960s were con-

ducive to church-building and
fund-raising. But he said about
1966 tight money policies, higher

interest rates, and more difficult

loan conditions began to choke the

church-building industry for Cath-

olics and Protestants alike.

He said a "widespread secular
emphasis is taking its toll on the
devotion and response of church
people" and said the end of "tragic

consequences" of racial, social, and
political tensions is not in sight.

Dr. Lowe's staff led 383 financial

crusades in United Methodist
churches in the 12 months ending
May 31, 1969. The $44.1 million

raised was down about 10 percent
from the previous year, and the
number of crusades was down 40.

PERIODICAL WILL OFFER
CHURCHMEN FILM GUIDES

Increasing interest in the impor-
tance of films as a major influence

on society has prompted a monthly
Film Information periodical which
will be available to churchmen in

early 1970. It will be designed to

provide information and guidance
from a Christian perspective on
films released in this country and
some foreign releases.

The monthly is being sponsored
by the Broadcasting and Film

Commission of the National Coun-
cil of Churches, the United Method-
ist Program Council's Division of

Television, Radio and Film Com-
munication, and Lutheran Film

Associates.

Main objectives of the periodical

are to: (1) Provide information

about all current films; (2) supple-
ment newspaper reviews, and (3)

keep Christian families informed
as they make selections especially

of films rated "M" and "R" by the

film industry.

Coordinator for Film Information

is Dr. James M. Wall, editor of

Christian Advocate and movie re-

viewer for Together. The movie
review service is available for $4
per year from TRAFCO, 475 River-

side Drive, New York, N.Y. 10027.

FUND SHORTAGE KILLS

HONORED RADIO SHOW
United Methodism's much her-

alded radio program Night Call is

off the air. Lack of funds terminated
the national call-in show that won
five national awards.

N/ght Call once had the fifth

largest radio network in the nation

with a high of 92 stations. At its

folding it had 44 stations. During
its 16 months Night Call tackled

such issues as Viet Nam, sex,

drugs, religion, Communism, and
extremism. Guests ranged from Ku
Klux Klan leaders to black militants

and student radicals.
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The program was produced by
the Division of Radio, Television

and Film Communication (TRAFCO)
of the United Methodist Program
Council and received its first grants
from the National and Women's
Divisions of the Board of Missions

as well as TRAFCO. It later ob-

tained funds from other denomina-
tions and backing from Roman
Catholic and Jewish groups.

Its fifth and final honor was a
Mass Media Brotherhood Award
from the National Conference of

Christians and Jews for its treat-

ment of human relations themes.

A last-minute effort to continue
the show was mounted by a

committee including former Night

Call guests Tommy Smothers, Dr.

Margaret Mead, and Dick Gregory.

Annual production cost was about
$450,000.

METHODIST PASTOR LEADS
CAPITAL AREA DEMANDS
A Washington, D.C., organiza-

tion which demands reparations

from white churches is headed by
a United Methodist minister, the

Rev. Douglas E. Moore, chairman
and chief spokesman for the Black

United Front (BUF).

Concentrating solely on the

Washington area and having no
connections with the Black Mani-
festo-related Black Economic De-

velopment Conference, BUF has
demanded more than $20 million

from Washington churches. At press

time none of the demands had
been met.

So persistent have been BUF de-

mands that the group has evoked
a negative response from the head
of the Roman Catholic Archdiocese
of Washington, received severe

criticism from a congressman, and
incurred the disdain of a prominent
Baptist minister.

Patrick Cardinal O'Boyle, head
of Washington's Roman Catholics,

flatly rejected BUF demands for $4
million from the archdiocese. In a

letter to Mr. Moore, Cardinal

O'Boyle said, "My fundamental
obligation is to discharge my re-

sponsibility to serve the spiritual

A monument dedicated recently in Gloucester City, N.J., marks the precise

point of landing of the first Methodist preachers appointed to America by

John Wesley. Joseph Pilmore and Richard Boardman of Britain arrived in

what is now a county park on October 24, 1769 [see Happenstance Made
History, December, page 561. Participating in dedication services were,

from left, Robert J. Mumford, Bishop Prince A. Taylor of the New Jersey Area,

Lawrence E. Roher, Leon E. Walker, and Retired Bishop Fred Pierce

Corson. New Jersey laymen financed the monument.

and temporal needs of all the

people of the Archdiocese of

Washington without difference or

distinction."

However the cardinal did say
that the archdiocese would con-

tinue to give "support and energy"
to improve black conditions. "While
we may see fit to pursue these

goals through agents and agencies
other than your own," he said,

"you may rest assured that we are

striving ceaselessly for the well-

being of our Negro people."

Members of the House of Repre-

sentatives heard an open denuncia-
tion of the activities of BUF by
Congressman Joel T. Broyhill of

Virginia. He said he had received

"literally hundreds of letters" from
outraged constituents who pro-

tested BUF's using the fact that

they were members of a particular

denomination as what was termed
an "excuse" to interrupt services

and threaten members.
The congressman's remarks were

prompted by a letter written to him
by a Baptist minister. The Rev.

V. W. Sears, pastor of First Baptist

Church in Annandale, Va., which
had not been visited by BUF,

charged in his letter that many
individuals, groups, and move-
ments have their own ideas about
how to straighten out the world
and had finally come around to

accusing the churches of being re-

sponsible for their assumed ills

and have decided to "tap the till

and make the churches pay the

bill." He added, "It almost sickens

me that so many 'church' leaders

acquiesce to this."

Other Washington churches that

BUF has made demands on include

Washington Cathedral (Episcopal),

National Presbyterian Church, and
Metropolitan Memorial United

Methodist Church, $2 million each;

All Souls Unitarian Church, $250,-

000; and the Washington Jewish

Community, $10 million.

CATHOLIC MEMBERSHIP
SOUGHT IN COUNCILS

While a group of young Prot-

estant churchmen are trying to re-

form the National Council of

Churches (more on this next month)

the trend in local and state coun-

cils of churches seems to be toward

more Roman Catholic participation.

Father David Bowman, first priest

on the NCC staff, has been assigned

as a personal deputy to NCC Gen-

eral Secretary R. H. Edwin Espy to

advise and encourage joint Cath-

olic-Protestant membership in local

and state councils. He is expected
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to spend a year facilitating Cath-

olic membership in councils.

The priest said four state coun-

cils have asked him to help set up
councils with dual membership.
Only Texas now has this on a state

level. The Texas Council of Churches
and Texas Catholic Conference
formed the Texas Conference of

Churches in early 1969.

Father Bowman's assignment
was seen by some religious news
interpreters as the first clear indi-

cation that the NCC, the National

Conference of Catholic Bishops, and
the U.S. Catholic Conference are

looking toward a day of common
federation in which each would
keep its identity but in which many
programs would be administered
jointly.

The NCC deputy predicted a

common council could be formed
nationally but not in less than five

years. He said a principal block is

the NCC's state of flux as it reevalu-

ates its structure and moves to

reorganize.

BIBLE COURSES IN SCHOOLS
SPURRED BY METHODISTS

If a project begun by a United

Methodist Sunday-school class suc-

ceeds, all 31 public secondary
schools in Pinellas County, Florida,

will offer an elective course on the

Bible as literature next fall.

Project BLESS (Bible Literature in

Every Secondary School) is the code
name for the drive originating with
the Walker Fellowship Class of

First United Methodist Church of

St. Petersburg, Florida. The project

grows out of the U.S. Supreme
Court's 1963 decision banning de-

votional Bible reading in public

schools but encouraging courses
"about" religion.

Walker Class teacher Garnette
Stollings started the project. A com-
mittee from the class received en-

couragement from county school

supervisors but was told the big-

gest problem was lack of qualified

teachers. Only two teachers were
accredited to teach Bible.

Two things were needed, the

committee was told: names on
petitions indicating public support
for Bible-as-literature courses in the

schools, and training for teachers.

More than 4,000 signatures were
acquired, and more were coming in

by mid-autumn. A fund of $4,500
for teacher training workshops was
obtained by personal contributions,

gifts from church groups and, final-

ly, by a bank loan which the class

then repaid with fund-raising
events.

Winners of $1 ,500 college scholarships and new cars to drive for one year

were these Explorer Scouts from Post 269 sponsored by Trinity United

Methodist Church in Tonawanda, N.Y. They beat 35 other three-man teams

in a national safe-driving road rally requiring them to follow a complicated,

unrehearsed 125-mile route and to arrive at check points exactly on time.

From left are Steven Chernoff, driver; John Simoneau, observer; and
Drew J. Bottaro, navigator. The rally was staged near Detroit, Mich.

Funds and plans were not com-
pleted in time to begin the full

program in the 1969-70 fall term.

But school officials, using the

$4,500, set up workshops for five

teachers who in turn were to

become instructors for 30 other

teachers of the Bible as literature.

Momentum for the class's appar-
ent success came not only from
the Supreme Court decision of 1963
but also from a Florida state study
of religion as part of secondary
school social studies courses. The
chairman of the committee con-

ducting that study set up the work-
shops financed by Project BLESS.

NATIONAL PANEL RAPS
TELEVISION VIOLENCE

Latest claim that television vio-

lence can and does have adverse
effects upon audiences was made
by the National Commission on the

Causes and Prevention of Violence.

The commission, established by
then President Lyndon B. Johnson
after the assassination of Sen.

Robert F. Kennedy, in essence ac-

cused the television industry of

"playing games" in regard to tele-

vised violence. It said that while the

industry agrees on the adverse
effects of violence, it at the same
time contends that its programs of

violence do not have any such

influence.

While expressing disappointment

over television's constant portrayal

of violence, the commission ac-

knowledged differences of opinion

in degrees of violence wrought in

individuals, but concluded that "the

vast majority of experimental
studies on this question have found
that observed violence stimulates

aggressive behavior."

Results from a study of 1967 and
1968 children's programs showed
more than 20 violent incidents an
hour as compared with about 9
an hour for adult programming,
the commission said.

The commission also warned that

children are easily inclined to learn

from television because it is never

too busy to talk to them nor does it

brush them aside as parents do
when busy with household chores.

Of more placid mood, Catholics

and Protestants are sponsoring a

joint leadership education tele-

vision series in Minnesota. Believed

by some to be the first of its kind,

the programs will be directed to-

ward assisting leaders and teach-

ers of religious education in both

the church and home.
The series will begin in early

1970, consisting of six half-hour

programs in several Minnesota
cities. The proqram is made possi-

ble by a $9,000 grant from the

Butler Family Foundation.
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Race Relations Dominant Theme for Boards
Black-white issues dominated

annual meetings of five United
Methodist general boards and
agencies during a five-week span
this fall.

Actions common to two or more
boards included renewed emphasis
on the denomination's Race Rela-

tions Day offering in February,

utilization of task forces to carry

out special black-white projects,

and more reliance on the denomi-
nation's Commission on Religion

and Race, at least as consultants.

Actions on racial matters, board-
by-board, included:

Evangelism. A task force was
appointed to consider issues raised

by Black Methodists for Church
Renewal (BMCR) in a confrontation

with the Board of Evangelism staff

in August. As part of $800 million

asked during the next five years

from denominational boards and
agencies, Evangelism was asked for

$25 million by BMCR, plus a sub-

stantial number of black adminis-
trators and staff personnel in

decision-making positions. The task

force is to report to the board's
executive committee in December,
and the Rev. Woodie W. White, the

Commission on Religion and Race's

executive secretary, was asked to

serve as a consultant.

The board also approved staff

restructure into three major program
areas, and specifically called for

appointment of one black staff

member to an executive position.

Christian Social Concerns. Race
relations actions included:

• A resolution to support a
United Methodist-sponsored pro-

gram of black economic develop-
ment.

• Renewal of board membership
in the Interreligious Foundation for

Community Organization (IFCO).

• Petition to 1970 General Con-
ference to require denominational
agencies to participate as sponsors
in Project Equality in support of

fair employment practices.

• Resolution to co-operate with

the Board of Education in a new
approach to Race Relations Day in

an effort to raise the 1970 offering

to $2 million. In recent years it has
been around $500,000.

Health and Welfare Ministries.

The board voted $227,028 from a
fund set up for it in 1959 by
Evanston, III., businessman Harry R.

Kendall to provide hospital and
housing care for poor whites and

blacks and scholarships for persons
training for welfare work. The 1970
grants will place Kendall alloca-

tions above $1 million.

The board has added a staff

member, the Rev. James C. Moore,
to work on a task force with the

Commission on Religion and Race
for full integration of boards, staff,

and clientele of health and welfare
agencies related to the board.

Publication. The board directed

a committee set up last March to

establish a working relationship

with Project Equality to continue as

liaison with PE officials.

Missions. This board was work-
ing under agreements reached last

May by its executive committee
during a confrontation with blacks

and whites to allocate $300,000
immediately for economic em-
powerment of black people and to

seek another $1 million from the

board this fall.

The board voted these allotments

of the $1.3 million: $550,000
among five black colleges related

to the board; $300,000 to IFCO
(that organization's largest un-

designated donation); $100,000 to

a World Council of Churches' pro-

gram on racism (the first major con-

tribution toward a $500,000 WCC
goal); $75,000 to a Mexican-
American caucus and an American
Indian caucus; $50,000 to the Na-
tional Committee of Black Church-

men for five regional conferences

on black economic development;

$25,000 to BMCR; and $200,000
for a new office of African affairs

'in the board staff.

The Board of Missions then set

aside an additional $550,000 for

black economic empowerment,
with designations to be made in

January by the executive commit-
tee, and voted to join with the Board
of Education in seeking $2 million

on Race Relations Day in 1970 for

the denomination's 13 black col-

leges. Under this same action the

two boards are asked to consider

joining in raising $350 million in

six years from many sources for the

13 schools.

At the suggestion of a task force

from its executive staff, the board
"welcomed the concept" that mis-

sionaries on furlough from overseas

be offered opportunities for training

in mission under black leadership

in the U.S.

In addition to a new assistant

general secretary for African affairs,

the board okayed two other new
top staff positions to be filled by
blacks: an assistant general secre-

tary for economic development
among minorities in this country,

and an ombudsman, for concerns
of blacks and other minorities.

The board also adopted a $1

million program to train and em-
ploy black community developers
as assistants to black pastors, with

its National Division having admin-
istrative responsibility but with the

Board of Christian Social Concerns
and Commission on Religion and
Race sharing as policy advisors.

In addition to actions by the full

board, its Women's Division voted
at least $200,000 to BMCR.

Other major actions by these

boards included:

Evangelism. Staff restructure sets

up sections on Christian community,
local church, and connectional min-
istries, and a division of devotional

and evangelistic resources.

Mandatory retirement at age 65
will become effective for all evange-
lism staff members on Jan. 1, 1970.

Four men will be affected within 10

months, and another retired within

a week after the fall meeting.

Christian Social Concerns. The
board called on the U.S. Senate to

refuse confirmation of Judge Clem-
ent "F. Haynsworth as a member
of the U.S. Supreme Court, saying

he has taken a position "opposing
school desegregation, favoring

'freedom of choice' plans, and
denying rights to Negro hospital

employees and patients."

The board also urged faster U.S.

withdrawal from Viet Nam, repeal

of the draft, a United Nations seat

for mainland China, an accelerated

attack on population growth, and
steps to end pollution and waste
of natural resources. It supported

selective conscientious objection,

steps to end Middle East strife, fire-

arms regulations, access of farm
workers to national labor-law pro-

tections, church-related housing

projects, and efforts to raise mini-

mum income standards.

It advised against violence and
extreme measures in campus dis-

order and its control and warned
against increasing repressiveness

in American society.

The board's call for legal provi-

sions for voluntary sterilization as

a means of population control was
believed to be the first church sup-

port for such a move.
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Health and Welfare Ministries.

The board expressed its concern

over some pending federal tax

legislation, saying it would threaten

ability of church-related agencies

to continue to serve persons unable
to pay for care. It was reported

that United Methodist agencies pro-

vide more than $50 million in free

and part-pay services annually.

Publication. Methodist Publishing

House net income for 1969 was re-

ported as $1.5 million, a decrease
of $900,000 from the previous year.

MPH president and publisher Lovick

Pierce said there was some loss

because of merger of former
Methodist and Evangelical United
Brethren publishing operations.

Total sales were reported at $45.4
million, a slight increase over 1968
sales of the separate organizations.

Dr. Curtis A. Chambers was
elected editor of Together.

Missions. A 132-page mimeo-
graphed report from a youth task

force criticized what the young
people claim are racist practices

of the board. The report was re-

ferred to the board's three divisions

for study, and a special committee
which oversaw production of the

report was assured funding through
1972.

Other board actions included
appropriation of $36.5 million for

1970, down about $1.1 million

from last year,- establishment of a
task force on Latin America; vote

by the Women's Division to sell

more than $400,000 worth of Dow
Chemical Co. stock, with half of

that amount to go indirectly to

BMCR; and appropriation of funds
for an American Indian staff mem-
ber to evaluate Indian programs.

CENTURY CLUB

Mrs. Ester Ayers, 100, Sabetha,

Kansas

Miss Rosa Finch, 100, Campbell
County, Virginia

Mrs. Dottie Hampsher, 100,

Baltimore, Maryland
Mr. John Bernard Harry, 102,

Washington, D.C.

Mrs. Susan Reidenbaugh, 101,

Marion, Ohio

In submitting nominations lor

the Century Club, please include

the nominee's present address,

date of birth, name of the church
where he or she is a member, and
its location.

THREE SCHOOLS AMONG
TV *BOWL' CHAMPIONS

Three United Methodist-related

schools are among an elite 34
which have retired as undefeated
champions among 340 schools dur-

ing l l seasons of the nationally

televised Co//ege Bowl program on
the NBC network.

DePauw University of Green-
castle, Ind., was the first to see

four of its undergraduates make
up a team winning five weeks in

a row (the maximum number of

wins allowed any team). DePauw
won its five games during the

1961 -62 season.

Ohio Wesleyan University of

Delaware, Ohio, was the next

United Methodist champion during

the 1963-64 season.

Dickinson College of Carlisle,

Pa., provided the third undefeated
United Methodist team in the con-

test of knowledge and quick

information in liberal arts, winning
during the 1965-66 season.

Other United Methodist schools

and numbers of games won are:

Baldwin-Wallace College of Berea,

Ohio, and Northwestern University

of Evanston, III., three each; Duke
University of Durham, N.C., and
North Central College of Naper-
ville, III., two each; and Boston

University of Boston, Mass., and
Southern Methodist University of

Dallas, Texas, one each.

Northwestern won College Bowl's

first game, beating Columbia Uni-

versity 135-60 in October, 1953,
when the program was on radio.

When the program became a tele-

vision feature in January, 1959,
Northwestern edged Brown Uni-

versity 145-135.

OHIO PASTOR HEADS
FOUR-YEAR PROGRAM
A veteran denominational legis-

lator has been named United

Methodism's Quadrennial Emphasis
executive secretary.

Dr. Raoul C. Calkins took the

Dayton, Ohio, position in early

October, moving there from the

nearby pastorate of the 2,300-

member Christ United Methodist
Church of Kettering, Ohio.

Dr. Calkins was a delegate to

Methodisl General Conferences of

1952, 1960, 1964, and 1968, and
at each was a member of the

Christian Social Concerns Legislative

Committee which deals with prob-

lems to which his new office is

closely related.

The four-year program involves

raising a $20-million Fund for Rec-

onciliation, promoting church-wide
study of the Sermon on the Mount,
and mounting a voluntary service

program.
Dr. Calkins' predecessor, Dr.

J. Lem Stokes II, resigned to return

to North Carolina as an executive

in higher education.

Sixty-six cents per person per day for food isn't much, but that's the

amount allowed by the New York state welfare department. To learn what
it's like to eat on welfare allotments, the family of the Rev. Bruce Hilton

and other employees in New York City's Interchurch Center tried it for a
week. Mr. Hilton, member of the United Methodist Minnesota Conference,
said, "The biggest effect is a learning on the emotional level, which
makes you determined to work so that people don't have to be hungry
in this country. When you feel it in your stomach is when you get concerned."

His family includes wife Virginia and sons Steven, 14,

Philip, 12, Thomas, 8, and Paul, 4.
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VIEWPOINT

Communication
Is the

Church's

Business

FOR YEARS the church has championed the cause

of open communication. It has encouraged
communication between husbands and wives,

between children and parents. It has stressed the

necessity of communication between management
and labor. It has chided communities for permitting

barriers to neighborhood understanding. It has de-

nounced nations which refuse to communicate with

other nations.

But now these preachments begin to come home
with telling force. Ironically, the church is having
great difficulty communicating within itself.

There is an obvious communications gap between
the clergy and the laity. There is a gap between the
local church and the annual conference or the gen-
eral church. There is a breakdown of communica-
tions between persons within the church who dis-

agree vigorously about what the mission of the

church is.

Communications specialists tell us that genuine
communication only takes place when the persons

involved are willing to be changed
themselves in the communications
process. Thus, if a person would en-

ter into genuine dialogue, he must
be willing to take the risk of chang-

ing his own mind in the encounter. Communication
involves listening as well as telling—receiving mes-
sages as well as sending them—being changed one-

self as well as helping others to change.

The word in vogue today seems to be "confron-

tation" not "communication."
Confrontation has its place in the church, but

only as a last resort and certainly not as a standard

operating procedure. Confrontation is legitimate

only as a shock treatment when all other methods
have failed.

Practitioners of confrontation tend to make non-

negotiable demands of others, but they refuse to

subject themselves and their concepts to the possi-

bility of change. This violates the basic principle of

communication. How tragic it is when anyone as-

serts the imperialism of his own assumed inerrancy

instead of practicing the Christian virtue of humility

. . . when he proclaims his own infallibility rather

than extending to others an invitation to join in a

joint and honest search for truth.

Certainly the church today is inadequate in many
ways. It desperately needs renewal and redirection.

But some of its harshest critics have been appal-

lingly wrong in their precipitate judgments and,

worse, unforgivably intolerant of any who hesitate

to embrace their own all-encompassing assump-

tions. Lacking the grace to enter into real commu-
nication, they rigidly resist any risk of change within

themselves.

The church is not something other than ourselves.

We are wrong to criticize "it" as outmoded and to

assail "it" as irrelevant, just as though the church

were somehow removed from us. The church is

people. The church is what we its members are.

If the church is to be renewed, then genuine

communication must also be renewed within us as

the church. And this means that, as the church, we
have the tolerance to accept each other, the grace

to love each other, and the humility to learn from

each other.

Only then can communication become real

among us. —Your Editors
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5, Cook Christian Training School moved from Phoenix to the suburb of Tempe, where a modern campus is taking shape.

Arizona Indian School
Leads the Way

Text by Martha A. Lane /Pictures by George P. Miller

IT
STARTED OUT as many Indian

missions had: a devoted white min-

ister and his wife eking out a living

for themselves, spending every mo-
ment possible among their adopted

people, dependent on concerned
women in far-off New York to supply

missionary barrels and prayers.

The man was Charles H. Cook, a

pioneer in the Arizona Territory. He

had dedicated his life to the Pima In-

dians, and nothing, not even the death

of his beloved wife, could take him

away from his chosen work. In 1871 he

opened the territory's first Indian day

school. In 1893 a U. S. Army officer

said of him, "I wish all ministers and

missionaries were as able, devoted,

and successful as he has been!" But

Cook's best-remembered achieve-

ment, the founding of an Indian school

which now bears his name, did not

exist until 1911.

There were other schools for In-

dians, of course, but few if any had

the visionary goals that Cook Christian

Training School had and continues to

have. Nearly 100 years ago Charles

Cook realized what churches and gov-

ernments finally are beginning to ad-
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mit today—that what America's Indians

need most is trained, top-notch Indian

leadership. (Ironically this is exactly

what Indians have said for years.)

Cook School's sole objective has

been to develop Christian Indian lead-

ers. Appropriately, its administration

is headed by Dr. Cecil Corbett, a

Choctaw-Nez Perce, as director; and

the Rev. Raymond G. Baines, a Tlingit

Indian from Alaska (and a United
Methodist), as associate director.

The school is both intertribal and

interdenominational. It draws students

from more than 60 tribes; and its sup-

port comes from United Presbyteri-

ans, United Methodists, Episcopalians,

Lutherans, Mennonites, Baptists, from

the Reformed Church in America,
Christian Reformed, United Church of

Christ, Disciples of Christ, United
Church of Canada and other denomi-
nations. The National Council of

Churches also is a constituent member.

Who Are Students?

The school's typical students are be-

tween young adult and middle age.

They generally have some high-school

experience, but did not graduate for

one reason or another. Many will go

into the ministry.

"Our uniqueness is that we cater

to those young people who are not

academically trained or able to at-

tempt university work," explains one
school official. "Without Cook, those

who feel called into the ministry would

go with no foundation at all. Many
denominations that require college

and seminary training for ministers will

accept our graduates as lay ministers

or as licensed ministers under a super-

visor on the reservation, to serve in an

indigenous capacity."

Roughly speaking, Cook offers three

basic classroom programs: a two or

three-year preministerial or Christian

education course; a college-prepara-

tory program for students who have

not received a high-school diploma,

or who attended a substandard high

school; and a college-preparatory pro-

gram for students with high-school

diplomas who are not emotionally or

culturally prepared to be thrust into

an urban or university community.

Cook School does not intend to

compete with other institutions of

higher learning, but rather to channel

students into them as students' needs

Deaconess Pat Gibson instructs a class of two on the Pauline Letters. Before going to Cook,

Miss Cibson worked with French-Indians in Louisiana's bayou country.

and abilities develop. Cook offers no

diploma since it is not accredited.

Cook's students are typified by Lois

and Sue Tims, who came to Cook be-

cause "they told us it was a good

school to prepare a person for col-

lege," or like Titus Peter and Francis C.

Apple, ordained Episcopalians, who
wanted to increase their effectiveness

as ministers among their own people—

the Athabascans and Sioux.

Changes to Meet Needs

While Cook Christian Training

School's main goal continues to be the

training of Christian Indian leaders, its

methods have changed dramatically

over the years. In 1967, after years of

carefully evaluating the needs of In-

dian people, the school's board of

trustees issued a policy statement. "It

becomes clear that the church faces

new and urgent demands to define its

mission in terms of total individual and

community needs, and to see its

responsibility in the development of

leadership for both church and com-

munity," the statement said in part.

"These factors determine that the

church must adequately assess the

radically changing world and modify

and redirect its goals and programs

accordingly."

Cook School personnel acted im-
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tire section of the library has been set aside for

s on American Indians. School officials hope Cook eventually

>e a national information center about Indians.

Floyd and Sherry Black Bear play with their young son

in front of married students' quarters. Two and three-bedroom

efficiency apartments are available for 76 families.

nd Sue Tims, Choctaw United Methodists

Oklahoma, enjoy relaxing moments on the badminton court.

Student-council elections are taken seriously at Cook
where ideas and opinions of the students are greatly valued.
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mediately and decisively on the new
policy statement. The fifth-year aca-

demic and cultural program for high-

school students wanting to qualify for

college was more sharply defined.

Staff requirements were upgraded.

More Indian leadership was appointed.

In January, 1968, an intensive three-

week training session for lay leaders

and ministers from reservations was

instituted. (The 1969 term offered

courses ranging from Christian devo-

tional life to audio-visual communica-

tions training.) Last February Cook's

first evening school program was be-

gun. Open to the general public, night-

school courses have included Bible,

English, study skills, Indian cultural

studies, typing, business math, music,

art, and others.

Cook continues to offer short ori-

entation sessions for church workers

assigned to Indian missions. White

workers have found this invaluable in

Eleanor Begay (right) and a number of her classmates attend

Arizona State University (also at Jempe) on a part-time basis while completing

work at Cook. A majority of Cook students have no high-school diplomas.

Luke Titus (left) and Titus Peter, both Episcopalians and members of Alaska's Athabascan tribe, teach church school at nearby

Guadalupe, Ariz. "Last time we had just three kids, but we had fun. They speak Spanish," Luke says.



understanding something of Indian

culture.

And more changes are coming:

a program to develop Christian

Indian leadership for urban churches,

Indian centers, and other urban

Indian programs; updating of cur-

riculum; making Cook facilities and

resources available to more Indian

and Indian-related groups; a nursery

school for children of student

mothers; and continuing education

for missionaries.

Enrollment figures indicate that

Cook is providing programs that are

wanted and needed. Last year, for

the first time in the school's history,

applicants had to be turned away

for lack of room. With completion

of dormitory and classroom buildings

last summer, Cook's capacity jumped

from 75 to slightly more than 100.

Why Cook?
What can Cook Christian Training

School offer that is unique and

needed? Associate Director Raymond
Baines answers such questions from

personal experience. "I was reared

among my dad's people, the

Tsimpshean tribe, one of Alaska's

largest," he explains. "I went to a

mission high school that offered a

better liberal academic foundation

than any Bureau of Indian Affairs

school around. Then I went to a small

Quaker college in Oregon, and found

that my academic background was

inferior to that of most of the other

students.

"As at the mission school, I re-

ceived good support at the college.

I had my own counselor. They spent

more time with me than with all the

rest of the students put together, it

seemed. They realized I wanted an

education and would work for it. I

was sort of carried through my first

year, but by the second year I could

stand on my own feet. In fact I was

able to go on to a university in

Oklahoma. I never would have made
it if I hadn't received such support

the first two years.

"That's one thing we're doing here

at Cook. We're helping students make

the transition from high school to

college according to their individual

abilities and needs."

Indians, illustrating why Cook School

is needed, we also asked.

"One of my jobs is to attract to

Cook as many of our middle-aged,

married Indian people as possible

who are serving in mission areas,"

he began. "Between the Methodists

and the Presbyterians, incidentally,

we have the majority of indigenous

Christian leadership in the whole
nation. The United Methodist Church

in the Oklahoma Indian Mission

Conference alone has 150 or more
licensed ministers, only half of whom
are serving a charge full time. We
have 72 local ministers serving

churches. Ninety percent of them
haven't gone beyond the eighth

grade. Some have only second or

third-grade educations and no other

training for their job than the pastors'

school which meets from one to

three weeks a year.

"Let me digress a moment here,"

the associate director continued. "The

fallacy of much of the thinking of

non-Indians, as far as I'm concerned,

is that they always want to solve

things purely on an economic basis.

They ignore the problem of attitudes

—lack of self-confidence, lack of

pride and dignity. These problems

can be worked out only when Indians

are allowed to say, 'This is how /

think it should be done, and I want

to do it myself.'

"Unfortunately, it's been the his-

tory of government and church

programs to impose white men's

programs on Indian people. That's

what has been wrong with the

Oklahoma Indian Mission. The hope

of the mission now is that we've got

three seminary-trained Indians who
are becoming a real force in the

white-led Indian Conference. Only

one of them, Robert Pinezaddleby,

a district superintendent, is still in

the conference. The other two have

been assigned to white congrega-

tions, which deprives Indian people

of the type of leadership they so

badly need.

"As far as I know, only 5 of United

Methodism's 30,000 seminary-trained,

ordained ministers are of Indian

ancestry.
1

I just mentioned three

of them. Another is Fred Yazzi,

chaplain of the church's Indian mis-

sion in Farmington, N.Mex. I'm the

fifth one. We can serve in any Con-

ference, in any ethnic congregation.

There are licensed Indian ministers

in the Oklahoma Indian Mission, but

it's their own level of ordination.

They cannot serve anywhere outside

of the Oklahoma Indian Mission

and its areas of responsibility. The

average annual salary is under $4,000.

No wonder only 72 of them are

active; some of them have seven or

eight children.

"Here's where Cook Christian

Training School fits in. At Cook we
could upgrade the skills of many of

these pastors who will never qualify

for college and seminary. We can at

least give them two or three years

of foundation on which to build a

better ministry.

"There are countless other ex-

amples I could mention showing why
the church needs a higher degree of

Indian leadership, more Indians in-

volved in planning and implementa-

tion, and a higher grade of missionary

work. I was in California recently,

visiting a mission station. It is a dis-

grace to see what kind of work The

United Methodist Church is calling

'mission to the American Indians.'

They have one man there going out

to the reservation 40 miles away

—

when he can make it—twice a month.

He spends one day calling on Indian

people on the reservation. And

there's no educational program, no

local minister, nobody to really do

anything—just a standard preaching

of the gospel twice a month. Cook

could provide the leadership to

change that situation, too.

"If the church is sincere about its

Fund for Reconciliation, I hope it

will provide funds to enable Cook

to train substantial numbers of Indian

people. I don't think there's any

greater avenue through which the

church can train Indian leaders than

through Cook School's program."

Help for Oklahoma
Could Mr. Baines give specific

examples within The United Meth-

odist Church's work with American

1 Eight seems to be a more accurate

figure. Lee Chupco and Forbis Durant serve

Oklahoma Conference charges, while Linn

Pauahty serves an Indian Mission Conference

charge. —Your Editors
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Wisconsin's Indians:

Too Long Forgotten
By MARTHA A. LANE, Associate Editor

IT
WAS Saturday morning in Ashland, Wis., and I had

to get up early or I'd miss my ride to Odanah with

Grace Estel, the deaconess. Ashland was my first stop

on a brief tour of United Methodist work among Wis-

consin's Indian people. My assignment: to learn what the

church is doing with and for these original Americans.

Over a quick breakfast I reviewed what I already knew
about the Bad River Indian Reservation, just east of Ash-

land: It is the largest reservation in the state, 7,300 acres

of tribal land and 35,000 acres of allotted land (assigned

to individuals); the 1966 population of 332 was less than

half the 1950 number. There are no full-time jobs on the

reservation; jobs are scarce for both whites and Indians in

the surrounding area; and Bad River is considered one
of the most economically depressed of all Indian com-
munities in Wisconsin.

I was in for a surprise -when I met Grace. She had been

working with Indians "for a long time," I had heard, and

I rather expected her to be the mild-mannered, retired,

schoolteacher type. She isn't. In her 30s, she is an old-

timer only as far as length of service in the Chequamagon
Parish goes. She has been with the parish eight years as a

church and community worker. The usual stay for pastors

has been one or two years.
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Odanah: Chippewa for 'Village'

It is about 10 miles from Grace's home in Ashland to

Odanah (O-DAY-nah), the only settled community on the

Bad River Reservation. The morning's project would be a

rummage sale, a monthly occurrence at the all-Indian

church, she explained on the way.

We turned from the main highway onto a dusty road

near an old Indian cemetery, and moments later we
pulled up at the small, weatherbeaten-white church that

is Odanah United Methodist. Several youngsters were

playing on its front steps. A much larger Roman Catholic

church stood down the street, an impressive architectural

reminder that Catholics had been active here since Father

Rene Menard's 1660 arrival.

"Most of these houses are abandoned," Grace gestured,

getting out of her car. "The families have been relocated

several miles from here, to avoid the Bad River's annual

rampages. It's always been a wild river."
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Inside, three Indian women were sorting clothes. The

sale would last from nine until noon in the church an-

nex, which also serves as church-school classroom, din-

ing room, and social hall. The sanctuary, like the annex,

was small, with holes in some of the windows—from BB

guns, Grace explained. "We must give the young people

something to do," she would say often in the next couple

of days.

During my stay I came to know Grace as a quiet, hard-

working person who is reluctant to talk about personal

accomplishments. But from our conversation between
her errands and meetings, and from what her Indian

friends told me, I learned that her everyday accomplish-

ments are both many and varied: providing transporta-

tion—to the doctor, to pick up commodities, to meet-

ings, to the funeral of a grandson-in-law killed in Viet

Nam; training leaders for work in Women's Society,

UMYF, and church school; working with law-enforce-

ment agencies when necessary, and with the county

nurse; dipping into her emergency fund from time to

time for food or medical supplies.

She tries to visit the home of each of Odanah's 50 or

60 United Methodists monthly. And through a Home-
makers Club (the only adult group on the reservation),

4-H, and other community programs sponsored by tiny

Odanah church, she works with another 50-60 nonmem-
bers.

At least one of Grace's ecumenical efforts in Ashland

has brought local white people in contact with their

Indian neighbors—something that has not happened
much in the past. Ashland's Church Women United unit

(which she helped establish) has worked with Chippewa
people in tutoring programs, in presenting ideas to the

school board, and in other areas of mutual concern.

Mrs. DeCoteau's Scrapbook
I met a number of Odanah church people including

Mr. and Mrs. Bazil DeCoteau, both longtime members.
Mrs. DeCoteau, of Norwegian and Chippewa descent, is

organist for the Ashland and Odanah United Methodist

Churches. She also plays regularly for a Lutheran con-

gregation. Her husband is a retired north-woods guide.

The DeCoteaus have moved from the reservation into

Ashland so she can be closer to her work. (Most Indians

live on or near the reservation, and there is not much
interaction between Indians and whites, I gathered. My
white motel host had been born on the reservation, for

example, but has not set foot on it for years.)

As we pored over her scrapbook, Mrs. DeCoteau de-

scribed the early days of Odanah Methodism. "Our first

pastor, T. C. Thomas, an Indian, started having cottage

meetings here in 1897. Several of his grandchildren still

live around here," she said.

"We quit using Chippewa probably in the '20s. In the

late '20s, when the sawmill shut down in Odanah and
they stopped logging operations, a lot of people moved
away. Of course they were mostly white. But the church

was still active in the early '30s. We had our own par-

sonage and pastor until the 1940s."

A picture of a rugged lacrosse game reminded Mrs.

DeCoteau that "we used to have celebrations in com-
memoration of the Treaty of 1854. It was our last treaty

and gave us certain rights, including our wild-rice beds.

Now they're trying to put through Congress a national

park deal, whereby the national park would take over
our rice beds. That would be a violation of the treaty,

but we can't get them to see it."

Standing on the "main street" of the old village of

Odanah later, I found it hard to visualize the boomtown
Mrs. DeCoteau's pictures proved it had been with a saw-
mill, ice cream parlor, candy store, opera house, and two
movie theaters. Now there are only a couple of old

stores, the United Methodist Church that needs repairs,

the Catholic church, and abandoned houses. Even the

bridge over the Bad River has collapsed.

Mrs. Peter Lemieux, whom we visited next, attended

the Methodist elementary mission school that once
served Odanah. Seven of her 10 children are still living

—

four in Odanah, one downstate in Black River Falls, one
in Cleveland, and one in Chicago. Mrs. Lemieux can talk

and understand "Indian," but seldom uses it anymore.
She is also one of the few reservation women still making
beaded items.

"We could never get along without Grace," she told
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me. "We depend on her for so many things. She doesn't

get any rest, helping out church people—and outsiders,

too—in any way she can. Might as well say it, she really

does the work of about two people.

"And if it wasn't for getting help from the New York

office [National Division, Board of Missions], we
wouldn't be able to get along because there's no work
here for anybody, so they can't contribute anything."

In 1967 Mrs. Lemieux and Grace Estel attended a re-

gional meeting set up by the missions board to study

Methodist work with Indians. I asked if the meeting,

under the direction of Dr. Harry S. Komuro, executive

secretary of special ministries, has borne any fruit.

"That's the first time I ever went to a meeting like

that," she pointed out. "They asked what we wanted or

needed. They're getting to the point that they're going

to do things," she said rather excitedly. "Dr. Komuro was
here again this March, and that was really something. It
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shows they are trying to make some kind of headway."

Our talk turned to the relocation project—the moving
of Indian families from the original flood-prone village

of Odanah to a site three miles away. Her own family

had been relocated there many years ago.

"We were living right in the flood area," she said.

"But we didn't mind it, we were used to it. We just had

the cleaning to do after the waters came in. But I sup-

pose it bothered others. One day about 30 years ago I

went to the store and when I got back, there was a man
with a team of horses and a sled. He was loading up my
stuff. They moved us out that afternoon. It was terrible.

It was late and a couple of my kids were small so we
had to carry one and drag the other along. They moved
us into one of six houses the government had built. We
still live in the same house."

Odanah's newest housing, started three years ago, in-

cludes some 14 units of low-rental housing and 20 single-

family dwellings. The latter are "mutual help" houses,

meaning prospective owners must help construct their

own homes. Plans for the present project were drawn up

by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in the early 1950s

and accepted by the tribe. But 16 long, unexplained years

passed before construction started.

The relocation has caused problems for Odanah's

church, too. Almost every church member used to be

within walking distance. Now no family is. A local com-
mittee is discussing the possibility of constructing a multi-

purpose building in the new village that could be used

as a church and as a community center, but nothing

concrete has been decided.

At Odanah (as in other Indian communities I visited),

both Indian and white church leaders were somewhat
critical of the U.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs and of VISTA

(Volunteers in Service to America), I learned from Mrs.

Lemieux. But other government programs, notably Head
Start (a tutoring program for youngsters) and Upward
Bound (a college preparatory program for high-school

students), seemed well received and capable of accom-
plishing something.

Fred's Last Totem Pole

More dusty-road travels brought Grace and me to the

home of Fred Connors, one of the few Bad River Chip-

pewas who have been able to capture any tourist trade.

(Bad River is not near a major resort area.) During the

summer he sets up shop in his front yard with a huge

teepee, the usual "come on" signs, and a grandchild who
dances in costume. Mr. Connors was working on a large,

white-pine totem pole when I saw him. It would be his

last one, he told Grace. His health would no longer

permit such work,

"Is anyone in your family going to follow in your foot-

steps?" Grace asked. Mr. Connors shook his head. A
grandchild came running out of the house then. "They're

staying with us," he explained. "My daughter's husband

got wounded in Viet Nam. He'll be in a cast until Christ-

mas. She went to visit him."

A late Sunday-night conversation with Grace wound up

my Ashland visit.

She commented on the new housing: "It's city housing,

but these aren't city people. With the houses unpainted,

it's hard to say how long they will last. One of the build-

ings is supposed to be a community building. It is tiny.
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It has one washer and one dryer for the entire low-rent

project—which has at least 49 school-age children. So

the people have to haul their wash clear to Ashland."

She answered other questions about her work:

What kind of budget do you have to work with?

"About $1,600 for this year. It isn't a lot, but it's more
than we've ever had. You see how far it is between

places up here—we've had the station wagon a month

and it's gone over 3,000 miles. All the gas comes out of

the $1,600—as do books for the library and office ex-

penses like paper and stencils."

What special training did you receive prior to your

assignment to an Indian culture? "None. After four years

here I was given a chance to go to an orientation session

at Cook Christian Training School." [For more about

Cook Training School, see page 23.] "That was one of

the greatest experiences I've ever had. If they had sent

me to Cook to begin with, it would have saved a lot of

mistakes.

"I did not understand the Indians' idea of sharing, for

instance. I'm not sure white people can understand it!

Everything on a reservation belongs to everybody—
family, neighbors, and strangers. For example, one of

our Indian girls saw an ill-clad white girl on the school

bus. She helped get clothes for the white girl from

Odanah's rummage, and the Indian people treated the

underprivileged white family to dinner and a party on

both Thanksgiving and Christmas. Indians are always

willing to share today regardless of what tomorrow

might bring. Whites are usually more 'practical' than

that."

How do the white congregations in this parish help

the Odanah church? "Well, the Odanah children will go

to Ashland for vacation church school—that's probably

the biggest thing they're doing. They have given Christ-

mas gifts and Thanksgiving baskets to the Indians, but

nothing really continuous."

How well supplied is the Odanah church? "We could

use a good stereo record player, a super-8-mm. movie

projector, a filmstrip-slide projector, and a screen that

we could keep at the church. And we need a 75 or 80-

cup electric coffee maker."

Before I left, Grace asked where in Wisconsin I was

going next. To see the Rev. James Feay, I told her. "Oh,"
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she said wistfully. "Jim Feay has the freedom to go into

any home he wants to. He works with the Roman

Catholics, with the Baptists—whoever happens to be

there. He's not bound by church structure nearly as

much as I am."

The next weekend I saw for myself what Grace meant.

Jim's Menominee Ministry

It was a dismal, rainy morning in Shawano (about 30

miles northwest of Green Bay), home of the Rev. James

Feay, director of the United Methodist Menominee Min-

istry. He wasn't home when I arrived, but he soon would

be, his congenial wife explained. He and some Indian

friends were putting on a program at the local grade

school.

Menominee County—Jim's "parish"—didn't exist until

April 30, 1961, when the Menominees became one of

the first tribes to be terminated by the federal govern-

ment. Their reservation area became Menominee County.

The withdrawal of all federal supervision and respon-

sibility for the Indians caused major problems—for them

and for the state as a whole. A Wisconsin publication,

Handbook on Wisconsin Indians, explains why: "This

group of 2,500 Indians, long isolated from the main-

stream of the culture about them, with little responsibility

for their own affairs— ill housed, underemployed, poorly

educated, and ... in poor health—was now expected to

move ahead to self-government and self-support ... in

comparison to the non-Indians around them they repre-

sented a community of dire poverty."

Nearly three years ago, when concerned clergy and lay-

men met at Shawano to discuss what Methodism could
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offer the Menominees, the situation still was appalling.

A sawmill was almost the only source of full-time em-
ployment. Its supervisors earned about $5,000 a year.

Some 188 others earned $3,500 annually, and the average

yearly family income was $600. One third of Neopit's

192 homes housed an average of 22 persons each. Near-

by clinics would not accept Menominee County people,

although the Indians' only hospital was closed by the

government's termination action.

At their 1967 meeting, the church people agreed that

"the main need for the church in a ministry in this area

would be for personal work with people."

Jim Feay, a New Jersey seminarian with some experi-

ence in unconventional evangelism, accepted the com-
mittee's call. In June, 1968, he and his family moved to

Shawano, a town of 6,000 plus, just seven miles outside

Menominee County.

"I started by visiting the jail, the hospital, by going up

the street and saying 'Hello,' " Jim told me during an

afternoon of community calls. That still seems to be a

large part of his program.

"I cover the local jail and other penal institutions for

it's at this point Indians are told, 'You're just an Indian,

just a drunken Indian,' " Jim explained. "My presence

says that I see Indians as persons. They see me as a white

man at first—but then they see I'm a person, too. Then

I can enter into ministry. But I don't preach," he hastened

to add. "I tell them I'm a believer in Jesus of Nazareth.

I don't even ask them if they believe. I just try to live

the gospel."

Locked in County Jail

Jim laughed as he recalled his first experiences at the

county jail in Shawano, which he visits each Sunday

evening. "They always lock me in the cell block during

my visits, and more than once they have forgotten me,"

he related almost gleefully. "One night it was 11:30 and

I was still there. A prisoner glanced out a window and

saw the sheriff and jailer leaving. 'Hey, the reverend's

locked in here,' they all yelled. The sheriff said he

wouldn't have been back till 1 a.m."

Besides just talking with prisoners, Jim keeps an eye

open for injustices. Once he found a man who had been

in jail for seven days without having been in court.

"I have a court case tomorrow," he remembered.

"Stemmed from a family fight. I want to be with the

family."

He turned the car into a muddy driveway. "This

woman just got out of the hospital. I'll just check to see

that everything's all right."

Most of the time I stayed in the car while Jim made
his calls. He preferred it that way so the people would

not feel as if they were being investigated.

Another stop was to leave foodstuffs for an old fellow

who lived "way off in the woods, not many know for

sure just where."

"He was here looking for you," the old man's friend

told Jim. "But he's gone again."

"I wish I'd been here a little earlier. Well, tell him

I'll be back day after tomorrow." Maybe Jim would miss

the old man several more times before running onto him.

Between the day's several other stops, Jim showed me
some local points of interest. One was a cracked, over-

run basketball court. Even the heavy fencing around it
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was in deplorable condition. The energetic pastor is

working with community officials to get the court re-

surfaced because it could "change the character of the

whole community" by giving the people something to be

proud of accomplishing, and by giving the young people

something to do. Now idle teens occasionally set fire to

abandoned buildings for amusement.

He wants to start other community activities such as

a couples night or a family night. "The only possibility

for adult recreation in the past has been drinking parties,"

he explains. "Maybe our activities could end with a short

devotional, to give it a church flavor." But he thinks es-

tablishing any congregation—even a house church

—

would weaken his "to the whole community" ministry.

Point of interest number two was Neopit's sawmill,

where we stopped for gas. One of the few outwardly

positive things I saw, the mill is run by Menominee En-

terprises, Inc., a tribal corporation in which enrolled

Menominees hold stock.

Alex, chairman of the local council of chiefs, who
was pumping gas that day, said the mill's current maxi-

mum employment is 180. The mill is modern, but it

looked small in comparison with the ones dotting the

Pacific Northwest, where I grew up.

Another Menominee program taking advantage of the

county's natural resources is the development of wilder-

ness homesites. Jim showed me a 270-acre lake near

Keshena on which half-acre and larger lots are available.

A shopping center-motel complex also is planned. Such

businesses would mean the Menominees could spend

money at home rather than contributing to the econ-

omies of already richer surrounding counties.

The Weekly AA Meeting
That night I went to my first Alcoholics Anonymous

meeting. They are held once a week among tricycles and

other reminders that by day the building is a Head Start

center. Drinking is a major problem in the county, Jim

told me. The ensuing discussion of problems by the

handful of AA members reinforced Jim's statements.

"You a friend of the reverend?" someone asked after

the meeting. I nodded. "You're traveling in good com-

pany, he's a good egg." Others standing around in the

group nodded agreement.

Jim Feay is more than a "good egg." He is a prototype

of what may be the church's most effective preachers

—

or missionaries, or whatever you want to call them—of

the future. The United Methodist Church, by not tying

him down to its usual organizational structure, has freed

him to accomplish things no other minister or priest in

the area can do. Jim feels that approaching his work in

an ecumenical spirit is essential, as even his dress indi-

cates. He wears a beaded Indian pendant over his clerical

collar. Sundays often find him at Catholic mass or at the

Assembly of God church.

"I get as close to people as I can—by open, sensitive

listening," Jim says. "When they see I'm for real, they'll

accept me. After talking with people a while, I always try

to ask the deeper questions. I feel that is one obligation

of a minister: to ask deep questions. If someone's a

Catholic, I'll help him to be a better Catholic. If he finds

God in nature, I help him verbalize his faith, to find a

depth in his personal belief that he isn't living yet."

Oneida: The First Mission
The final stop of my Wisconsin trip was in the vicinity

of Oneida village, just a few miles from Green Bay. There

are no forests here, but gently rolling, prosperous-look-

ing farmland. A most unlikely place for a mission project,

I thought, as I pulled up in front of the neat, new parson-

age of the Rev. Eldon Riggs, pastor of Oneida United

Methodist Church.

The Oneida Indians were moved from New York to

Wisconsin under a series of treaties with the U.S. govern-

ment in the 1830s. In the East they had been in contact

with European culture for decades and many had become
Protestant Christians.

The Oneida Mission (now Oneida United Methodist

Church) was established by missionary John Clark in

1832. By 1890, the mission's church membership had

risen to 265 with 55 probationers, mission society records

show. Present membership is roughly 255.

The homes of his Indian neighbors are attractive and

well kept up so I was surprised when Eldon Riggs said

some of them were without electricity or indoor plumb-

ing. He tried to explain why: "White people are future-

oriented; most Indians live for today and aren't worried

much about tomorrow. Few probably have insurance

policies; that would be planning ahead. They don't

place values on property or income like whites do. A lot

of these people could afford indoor plumbing, but they

don't think it's essential."

He explained more about this attitude. "Cars are es-

sential in this rural area. But they aren't status symbols

among the Oneidas so you'll see many secondhand cars.

Here's another difference in values: to a white man land

is a commodity, to be bought and sold. But for the

Indian land is an idea, home, the tribe."

Would his Oneida friends agree with Eldon on that, I

mused, or would they think he was unduly romantic?

The reservation area west of Green Bay assigned to

the Oneidas in 1838 contained 65,000 acres. They led

an isolated life until 1887 when the General Allotment

Act (which Eldon calls the worst thing that ever happened

to them) went into effect. Inexperienced in land owner-

ship, the Oneidas lost much land through tax delin-

quency and mortage foreclosures. By 1930 the tribe had

little more than 1,000 acres left.

The depression of the thirties dealt them another harsh

blow. By 1939 all but about 200 of the 1,500 Oneidas in

the area were receiving some kind of governmental aid.

Today they are considered among the most progressive

of Wisconsin Indians, yet problems remain for many.

On the way to the far side of Eldon's parish, we passed

through the village of Oneida (population 150). Like

many rural "wide spots in the road," it contains a few

stores and a gas station. Just one business, a drive-in, is

Indian owned, the minister pointed out.

A short distance beyond the stores is a residential

area. On one side of the highway, joined together by a

rutted, dirt road, are some wooden, unpainted, 1930-era

homes about the size of the average two-car garage.

Directly across the road, new one and two-story housing

rises in sharp, almost mocking contrast. A sign identifies

the "Oneida Housing Project, People of the Red Stone."

Land for the housing project was donated by the near-

by Episcopal mission. The project includes duplexes and
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single-unit homes of mutual-help type, and looks like a

modest suburban development.

"The bad part of such housing is that they're building

up a small city without the facilities of a city," Eldon

pointed out. "There are no parks or playgrounds, no

garbage pickup—none of the facilities and services this

type of a development needs."

We also stopped at Eldon's church. The building itself

is not unusual—white frame, a sanctuary seating 125,

church-school rooms, kitchen, social hall, and a nearby

cemetery. But it looked like a cathedral after seeing the

church on the Bad River Reservation.

"Who are your members?" I asked.

"We have a good cross section of people in terms of

age," he said. "The membership is scattered along the

Fox River Valley, but a three-mile radius from the church

might capture 60 percent of them. About 10 percent are

nonresident members who live in Chicago or Milwaukee

or somewhere." He paused, then decided to go on.

"They might have lived in Milwaukee for 20 years, but

they still consider this their church—wouldn't think of

joining a church there.

"Jobwise," he continued, "many of my church people

work in construction. We have carpenters, truck drivers,

and plasterers. Another larger segment is semiskilled

—

machinists, drill-press operators, and the like. Many work
in Green Bay, but some drive as far as Oshkosh (about

50 miles away) to work.

"We have no professional people in the congrega-

tion."

Donations: Rummage and Rubbish
I saw a pile of clothing in the social hall and asked

if the Oneida church uses rummage. Eldon hesitated,

giving me an l-wish-you-hadn't-asked-that look. "We do
get a lot of rummage from well-meaning churches," he

conceded. "But often it's sent in a condescending atti-

tude. And much of the stuff is junk. We're grateful for

good rummage, but not for junk." He waved his arms

in a helpless gesture. "I just don't understand people.

They say, 'Oh, the Indians are such a proud people'—and

then they give them junk and expect them to wear it!"

Back in the parsonage, I asked him more questions:

What is the church's financial situation? "The sanctuary

and social hall are heavily mortgaged to the Board of

Missions and will not be repaid. This is customary for

most national mission projects. To tell the truth, the

congregation pays only a small part of the budget, $200

of the $600 it cost recently to repair the hall, for

example. It's not that their incomes are so low but that

they're so used to receiving everything from other people.

Until recently, for example, most of the church's equip-

ment came secondhand from other churches. How can

you stop this pattern of receiving only? One of my
members told me stewardship is a difficult concept for

people who for so long have been on the receiving end

of mission. Giving to the church and helping others

is not a part of their heritage."

What types of personal problems do you encounter?

"Alcoholism, out-of-wedlock pregnancies, marital prob-

lems—the things that come up in any church. But we
have them to a lesser degree than Jim Feay has."

What do you do every day? "I spend most of my time

in personal calling—at hospitals, jails, and in homes. A
lot of the people come to our house, too—more so than

in any other parish I've served," he reflected. "I wish

I could do everything on a one-to-one basis and forget

the administrative tasks. I've taken a runaway boy into

my home, worked with Head Start and community-wide

youth programs."

A newspaper on a nearby table reminded him of an :

other project. "This local paper lists all Green Bay area

welfare recipients by name and amount of money re-

ceived. It has a separate list headed 'the needy Indians.'

I've got to see if I can get this type of discrimination

stopped."

What makes your work so difficult? "Trying to under-

stand this nonwhite philosophy of life. For example, the

Indian way is: don't intrude in another person's life.

That makes witnessing hard. And what does a minister

say to people who live for today and aren't worried

about tomorrow? Is it right to impose any white values

on them? I also serve a white church, Angelica, about 20

miles from here. My sermons don't always fit both

places. The needs are very different. All my ministerial

training was geared to the white culture, with its value

system and its method of organization. And now it

doesn't fit."

What kind of help do you get from The United Meth-

odist Church? "The Conference Board of Missions is pay-

ing for the parsonage through Advance Specials. In the

two years I've been here, I had never heard from the

national board until Dr. Komuro visited last year. He gave

me hope."

Then he added, "The church at large must struggle

with what to do with these specialized churches. The

church must realize that it takes more money to support

ministries in a culture foreign to their own."

Eldon leaned back in his chair. "I was asked to speak

at a meeting in Green Bay recently," he said. "One of

my Indian women asked, 'What are you going to tell

them about us?' I said, 'What do you want me to tell

them?' She said, 'Tell them we're people; just tell them

we're people!' "
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Laymen Interpret

The Sermon on the Mount

THE STANDARD Friday-noon lunch menu for six lay-

men and their pastor in Holdenville, Okla., for six

months was double cheeseburgers washed down with

plenty of coffee or milk. The lunch was easy to order

and serve, quick to eat, and gave the men more time

for discussion at their weekly study session. Meeting in

a small downtown cafe called the Streetcar, the laymen

telephoned reservations to the church secretary who
then ordered for all.

The Friday lunch meetings started five years ago when
a few laymen of Barnard Memorial United Methodist

Church in Holdenville decided to make a serious study

of the Bible. Plunging into the Book of Isaiah, they first

followed an academic procedure. Each member read a

selected passage ahead of time and the minister lectured.

An urge to "put biblical teachings into practical use"

soon led to a discussion format. The men have dipped

into several contemporary writers on various aspects of

Christian belief. In five years the laymen also have waded,

sometimes neck-deep, through The Christian Agnostic

(Abingdon, $4.75) by Leslie D. Weatherhead, Who Trusts

in Cod (Oxford, $3.95) by Albert C. Outler, and What's

Left to Believe (Abingdon, $4.95) by John S. Setzer.

Early in 1969 the group chose the three chapters of

the Gospel of Matthew commonly known as the Sermon

on the Mount for study. It was selected for its practical

content and because it is the basis of the current quad-

rennial study emphasis throughout The United Methodist

Church.

For six months, these laymen—two attorneys, an

oilman, a banker, an insurance executive, a businessman

—and their pastor worked through each chapter and

verse of the Sermon on the Mount, reflected on it, argued

about it, and reached a consensus on its meaning for

today. The Rev. D. Ronald Ritchie (who recently moved
to Grace United Methodist Church in Oklahoma City)

acted as scribe, taking down notes at each session to

write the group's interpretation for their evaluation and

polishing at the next meeting.

The fruit of the group's study and discussion is a re-

writing of the Sermon on the Mount, in language these

men understand. The statement reflects their own per-

sonal value judgments and an outlook on life colored by

their particular culture orientation. None of the laymen
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would claim to be a biblical scholar or theologian, but

in their study together, "these men have become a sen-

sitivity group which has made them very open and honest

in dealing with many aspects of life," Mr. Ritchie says.

This interpretation by laymen is not a model of biblical

scholarship, it is an example of a serious and sustained

attempt on the part of a group of lay people to under-

stand what the scriptural heritage of Christianity has to

say about everyday living in the 20th century.

The Sermon on
the Mount

Seeing the crowds he went up on the mountain,

and when he sat down his disciples came to him.

And he opened his mouth and taught them, saying:

Who the Blessed Are
(Matthew 5:3-16)

The Christian is one who learns his true worth, and

enjoys the happiness of God's love.

The Christian isn't afraid of sorrow for he knows God
will comfort him.

The Christian claims nothing, and discovers the whole

world is his.

The Christian craves the highest form of Good, and is

assured he is doing God's will.

The Christian forgives others because God forgives him.

The Christian is completely devoted to God, and

recognizes his presence.

The Christian works for peace because God is love.

The Christian always stands for what is right—even

when he is ridiculed—because history proves that God's

love overshadows man's hatred.

These characteristics make life on earth worthwhile and

meaningful. The man who lives by them is to the world

as salt is to unseasoned food. Christian truth gives light

to a dark world. Thus, don't try to hide the light, but

hold it high so all can see its brilliance. Do your good

for the glory of God.

An Extension of God's Law
(Matthew 5:17-20)

God's laws are eternal. Christianity seeks to interpret

this eternal law for practical living.

This means that true Christianity cannot change the

law of God. Likewise, selfish interpretation leads to the

loss of God's goodness. Christianity, thereby, is an exten-

sion of God's everlasting truth, and to practice these

truths is to become a part of God's eternity.

The Law Applied
(Matthew 5:21-48)

You have heard that it was said in the old days, "You

shall not kill," and that everyone who does must stand

his trial. But there is more to it than this: I say that any-

This They Believe

TRADITIONAL creeds did not fully express the

beliefs of the women in a Gary, Ind., lay study

group, so they wrote their own statement of

faith. The women have met regularly for more than

two years. They call themselves the "Life and Dia-

logue Group," which began with a series of biblical

studies. Then the idea for working out an affirma-

tion of faith came when they wondered how a

person might tell a non-Christian what he believes.

Meeting in their own homes, like the early Chris-

tians, members of the dialogue group developed
the statement printed below. While it was not

written for public worship, their pastor has used it

on occasion in his services at Marquette Park United

Methodist Church, where most are members.

*i* *i? r»?

We believe in God, the Father of all men and
creator of all things.

We believe the Holy Spirit is God with us, God
working in and through the responsive man.
We believe that God was in Christ, his son and

special emissary, whom he sent to reconcile man
to him.

We believe that Jesus' purpose was to demon-
strate, by example and teaching, how we should

live, and to reveal the nature of God.
We believe that God's prime requirement of us

is that we should love one another, which means
that we care about what happens to other people,

not just those closest to us but to all people

everywhere. This means that we believe all men
are brothers, and that our loving concern should

be directed especially toward those who are hungry

in either body or spirit, or with whom life has

dealt unjustly.

We believe, then, that if we are truly concerned
for others, we will not be apathetic to the evils of

this world (perpetrated by man) but will do every-

thing in our power to foster God's will.

We believe that although God's will is for justice

and the best possible life for everyone of his chil-

dren, yet he does not manipulate, but, rather, has

given us absolute freedom to make our own de-

cisions as to how we shall live our lives—whether

or not we will do his will, and to what extent.

Amen.

I 41 i
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one who desired injury to another human being will

himself suffer before society and God; anyone who
scornfully or hatefully calls another human being inferior

or traps him into appearing foolish, must face the same
consequence; and anyone who looks upon another

human being as being of less value than himself will dis-

cover that he is the one who is without value.

Do not make offerings to the church anticipating that

they will buy forgiveness. First, prove yourself by for-

giving your fellowman, and then God will receive your

gifts and forgive you in a like manner.

The Ten Commandments say, "You shall not commit
adultery," but any sexual relation outside the marriage

he is unwilling to let evil destroy good, and he feels it

is his obligation to stand up against it.

Love your enemies, and pray for those who give you
trouble.

If you want to be a man of God you must love those

outside the circle of your family and best friends. Just

as God loves all people, so must you love all mankind.

Anyone can love his own kind. To be like God, much
less a part of God's family, you must have undiscourage-

able goodwill toward all people whatever their color,

creed, nationality, or social standing.

God sees people as they really are—not obscured by

their infirmities or color or inadequacies or adequacies.

bond brings on heavy suffering and unhappiness. There-

by, not only is it wrong to perform such acts, it has been

proven that even the desire and thought may lead to

moral degeneration.

If you are obsessed by one sin, discipline your mind

and body to suppress it completely. It is foolish to lose

your entire purpose in life because of one failing, no

matter how much you enjoy it.

Marriage is a very valuable and healthful relationship.

This means that divorce should not be considered lightly.

If there seems to be no solution to marital incompatibil-

ity, then divorce can be arrived at in a Christian and

forgiving manner. It may be better than living in turmoil

and unhappiness. As one should not enter marriage

without proper counsel, the same must apply to divorce.

Make it a regular practice that regardless of the situa-

tion, you are honest with God and man. Speak plainly.

Say "Yes" when it is yes and "No" when it is no. The

greatest fact on which you have to stand is that you are

a creation of God.

Make a conscientious effort to tell the truth in business,

family life, social relationships, court and government

affairs, and all other human relations.

Let your word be your bond.

Untruthfulness destroys individuals and entire nations.

If you lie, your life is a lie.

You have heard that it used to be said, "An eye for an

eye and a tooth for a tooth." Then it was said, "Don't

resist the man who wants to harm you." The truth for

this day is that there are times when the man of God
must defend himself, his family, and his nation against

destructive aggression. His own goodness will overcome

insults and minor conflicts. He is forgiving, generous, and

willing to counsel with all men who come to him. But

Christianity: No Outward Show
(Matthew 6:1-18)

Don't do good works to satisfy your own self-esteem

or build yourself up in other men's eyes. Let your pur-

pose be to benefit mankind and set a good example.

Your reward will be more than the praises of men. God
will reward you according to your motive.

Real prayer is not showy, nor is it a strict ritual (like

saying prayers over and over), nor is it said for the ears

of men. Real prayer is private communication between

man and God. As you pray, trust God, for he knows
your needs before you ask him.

Use this prayer as an example of a basic way to pray:

"Our Father, holy be your name, your kingdom come,

your will be done. Sustain us from day to day. Forgive

us our sins and help us to forgive those who sin against

us. Keep us clear from temptation, and save us from

evil. Amen."

So, once again, one of the main themes of this message

is forgiveness. If you have been concerned about your

own forgiveness, learn to forgive others. Then you will

know and feel what it means to be forgiven.

Put Your Trust in God
(Matthew 6:19-24)

Don't put your faith on temporary things that can be

spoiled or stolen. Trust God.

God will give you the ambition and ability to care

for yourself and those who depend on you. If you make

money, clothes, and the values of the jet set your gods,
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To live by the Golden Rule, you must first accept God's

Spirit. Then the Source of Christian behavior becomes
part of your behavior. And then you can "treat other

people exactly as you would like to be treated by them,"

even though they do not respond in a like manner.

These are practical rules of conduct that will lead to

a fruitful life. The way is narrow and rough, with small

gates and shaking bridges. Be strong and determined to

make your choice for good. Resist temptation and resolve

to live a Christian life. The way in modern times is not

like an interstate expressway.

you will someday discover that old age, waste, and your

own pride have actually killed your god.

God is eternal—yesterday, today, and tomorrow. Things

don't last. You must choose where to place your faith.

Good Behavior Is Sensible

(Matthew 7:1-14)

Do not judge people unless you are prepared to

accept judgment from them. Remember that you have

faults and can be judged by other men just as you are

prone to judge them for their faults. Be cautious with

criticism.

Admit your own faults, and then you and your fellow-

man can work together to correct faults in both your

lives.

Many people have needs that you can fulfill. Be care-

ful not to try to help them with wrong answers. A hungry

man doesn't need a warm coat. Don't build opera

houses where a hospital is needed. A social problem

is not always solved by a gift of money or finery or high

culture. Sometimes the ones to whom you give money
will not appreciate the aid and will actually turn and

attack their benefactor. The trouble in the streets of

the ghettos is proof of this, which has been true since

the days of the New Testament when it was said: "Great

care and judgment should be exercised in investing your

Living Is What Matters

(Matthew 7:15-23)

Don't worry about trying to please the many sorts of

religious teachers. Some of them are in the teaching

business for their own selfish interests.

Some people will even swindle in the name of God!

The main thing is to live as God directs you. You will,

if you look carefully at a religious teacher's motives, be

able to recognize the bad and the good by their bad

or good results.

Some people will try to receive God's blessings by

outward expression and putting on a show. But God sees

the inner side of man and will judge or bless him because

of his motives.

The Sense It Makes
(Matthew 7:24-27)

This is a practical sermon. Everyone who hears it and

puts it into practice is like a sensible man who builds

his house on a foundation that is engineered through

experience and proven truth. On the other hand, every-

one who hears this sermon and does not follow its

guidance can be compared with a foolish man who
builds his house without a foundation.

Obviously, the house without a foundation cannot

withstand the pressures of nature.

The Christian life can withstand the pressures of life.

And when jesus finished these sayings, the crowds
were astonished at his teaching, for he taught them
as one who had authority, and not as their scribes.

—Matthew 7:28-29.

assets in attempting to satisfy the need and faults of

others."

God does not give his children what they do not need.

On the other hand, when you have a need, ask God
and, if it is within his will, you will receive what you

need. The secret, thereby, is to examine your needs, to

be sincere and honest, and to seek only what you need.
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A Meeting Place With God

By BLAIR BENNER

SHE WAS in her mid-30s and a

mother, but at first sight she

seemed like a little girl. She lay

doubled up in the hospital bed, her

hands clenched, her face tight with

strain.

It was evident that she was suffer-

ing intense pain. But haltingly she

told me about her many operations,

the months of convalescence, her

fears as she faced still more surgery.

"I'm not afraid to die," she

whispered, "but I am afraid of the

awful pain. It's the excruciating

anguish, the physical torture. I'm not

sure I can stand it this time."

"You're not afraid to die?" I asked.

"No," she answered, "because I

have met God in these trips to the

hospital. I don't know him, but he's

here. When the pain comes, I can't

think of him or anything else except

the terrible grinding. But when it

eases off, I can feel him. That's all

that keeps me going—his presence

when I just can't take any more."

Pain is real, and it comes to all

of us at some time in our lives. The
point is: can we derive anything

valuable out of it? Is it sheer un-

relieved horror, or can we find some-

thing good in the darkness?

Pain slashes in many ways. Some-
times it is physical, brought by illness,

hunger, accident, catastrophe, or

childbirth. Often it is mental, grip-

ping us in anguish of spirit, bleakness

of despair, or the gnawing of loneli-

ness, failure, helplessness, or anxiety.

Sorrow hits; bereavement shears the

spirit; disaster buries dreams and

hopes.

There are kinds of pain which have

little place in our discussion. One is

self-inflicted pain, like that of the

woman who died of a lingering case

of cancer. Her life had been especially

cheerless because her husband was

openly unfaithful. In retaliation she

refused to take drugs, even as the

pain became unendurable, because

she knew her suffering made her

husband squirm, and seeing him

seized with remorse meant more to

her than relief. Nor are we examin-

ing the pain of martyrdom through

which people like Polycarp, Justin

the Martyr, John Huss, and so many
others were sustained by their strong

faith.

WE ARE concerned with pain

which cannot be avoided: pain

which comes in the natural

course of living; pain which we must

accept, because neither pill nor thera-

py can eliminate it. This sort of pain

comes to us as a wall of terror—hard

as obsidian, lava-hot. Yet in moments
of respite, or when the heat makes

the inner nerves cold, the wall cracks

and through the fissures we catch

glimpses of Cod.

This is what we can find in pain.

It is why pain properly received and

accepted can lead toward life's

deepest experience, the feeling that

God is near.

James C. Whittaker, a U.S. Army
pilot, has described how it takes

place in his book We Thought We
Heard the Angels Sing (New York:

Dutton, 1943). The story is about the

occupants of a Flying Fortress which

went off course in the Pacific and

crashed in mid-ocean, south of

Hawaii. Eight men bobbed about in

cramped rubber boats for 21 days,

without food or water, in tropical

heat, surrounded by hungry sharks.

After a few days they began to pray.

Since they did not know how to ad-

dress God, they started their prayers

with "Old Master." Gradually their

doubts were accompanied by what

seemed to be miracles. Nature was

desolate, yet they could feel some
sort of presence which the author

called God. Death, despair, and mad-
ness dogged their little boats; but at

the same time, they were confident

that something supernatural had hap-

pened.

Leslie D. Weatherhead has hinted

at such experiences in Why Do Men
Suffer? (Nashville: Abingdon, 1936).

"Fight your pain, my brother! But . . .

if you cannot yet be healed, accept

it in a co-operation with God which

can even contain joy, and by that

secret alchemy of Jesus make your

pain also redemptive; and you also

will be among those who hold the

world in thrall."

One reason why we can feel God's

presence is that when deep pain

strikes, the walls of habits and atti-

tudes we have built between our-

selves and him begin to crumble.

Let us make no mistake. It is not true

that when we run into pain head on

we find God automatically. Nor if

we keep our minds on God does all

pain disappear. On the contrary, pain

can be so terrible and all-consuming

that it fills every pore and wrenches

every nerve, and there remains no

space for God until it subsides or we
are lifted above it when nerves can

stand the weight no longer.

In normal circumstances we build

up our own private walls which

keep God out. We throw together a

heap of porous armor between our-

selves and other people. We even

keep those we love at arm's length.

We are separated by the veneers of

education and culture. We become
possessive of our children, as if we
owned their growing personalities,

and we fasten our affections on

familiar objects—china or furniture,

stamps or fishing rods, doll collec-

tions, even bottle tops. But we are
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too cautious to give ourselves in un-

hesitating love, and we run rather

than risk being hurt.

But when the hammer blows of

pain crack the wall of caution and

self-centeredness, our souls are laid

bare. We know then that our ac-

complishments are empty shells. We
perceive that our attachment to things

is deceiving, and that we are naked.

In The Hollow Men, T. S. Eliot wrote:

Our dried voices, when / We
whisper together / Are quiet and

meaningless . . . / This is the dead

land/ This is the cactus land . . .

When the terror and tension of

pain subside, we know we cannot

run away from life's deeper issues

any more. Exhaustion blankets the

nerves. All activity and striving, all

planning and charting of the future

stop. Pain has hit us with repeated

pounding and thunder, sometimes in

a regular rhythm which sets up tom-

toms of dread. The grinding of the

soul and the rasping of clenched

muscles can be just as noisy as any

jet exhaust. Busy thinking then is

drowned out, and we are ready for

something to take place.

A friend in his early 40s had been

a vigorous, confident man who had

succeeded in his profession to where

he knew he could begin to relax and

enjoy his family and friends. Then

cancer hit him. At first he was resent-

ful and rebellious. Later the unpre-

dictable attacks of agony stopped all

his thinking, and when we visited

him he did not talk or ask us to talk.

He merely gripped our hands and

gained strength from our nearness

and the fact that we cared. His ambi-

tions and dreams were gone; there

remained only love, for which there

had been little time in his busy life

but for which now there was all the

time of eternity.

Between bouts of pain we find that

our frantic haste and activity have

crunched to a stop, that what we
thought were life's most necessary

processes have been burned off, and

that we have been thrown back on

basic relationships again. When this

happens, suffering has become for

us "a refiner's fire" and "a hammer
that breaketh the rock into pieces."

The extras of life—our packed sched-

ules, the frenetic whirl of job and

social life, the demands of school

and church—all are scorched off and

broken to bits. We can start to evalu-

ate our lives for what they really are

worth. Our examination can be only

partial and limited, for we are not

God; yet the insight is deeper and
more penetrating than ever before.

In the ashes of travail of spirit and
body, we see, almost too late, that we
have scurried about like ants on a

mountain of precious ore, wasting

hours in drinking the sour wine of

twisted hopes and desire. The
Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam moans the

sad epitaph in five final words ".
. .

turn down an empty Glass!" Futility

and defeat!

We want to know what life is all

about, but as we pour our energies

into mowing the lawn, jousting with

commuter traffic, fighting figures

overtime in the office, attending

meetings and yet more meetings, life

goes by. We miss what we want
most.

Pain hits as a shock, twice repeated.

The body slows down, and so does
the pace of the spirit and mind. We
learn to wait because there is nothing

else we can do. We could take the

road to despair; some do. We could

curse the universe and make our-

selves a burden to everybody; some
do. However, it is also possible for

us to become receptive and open for

Another to come in.

Pain is a whirlpool. It picks us up

and flings us away from the ground

on which we have stood. It tears

apart homes and ambitions in a roar

of destruction, and crushes us in the

wreckage, spent and lifeless. But in

that moment of exhaustion, when
our guard is down, we can receive

God.

We make a fetish of peace. "Come
to this sanctuary of rest and peace,

and there you will find God." "Be
still and know that I am God," we
quote, out of context. We church-

men forget the wrenchings of the

wilderness, the tears of Gethsemane,

the blinding light of the road to

Damascus. God often comes to man,
in times of great stress, when the soul

reverberates with noise and the body
creaks and groans as it fights against

"pain with a thousand teeth."

Picture Job as he sits on the ash

heap, plagued by his boils. His chil-

dren have been killed. His wealth has

been wiped out. His friends tell him,

on flimsy evidence, that he is a terri-

ble sinner. Elihu preaches a sonorous

sermon, and when Job catches his

breath and probably clenches his

teeth in outrage, God appears.

God and pain are linked, for pain

is at the heart of creation. God is not

on the other side of the rubbish heap,

watching impassively while we twitch

and grope. When the walls of our

fortified cities collapse, he is in the

rubble, in the smoke, in the cries and

sibilant whispers of the dying. The

cross means that where pain is God
is also.

HOPEFUL OF BEING

By jane Merchant

Hers was a trite life

—

ABCs, and the other children making fun of her clothes.

She knew the ABCs were old, but not that tears

Had splashed in dust as a child ran home, alone,

Ever before.

It was all quite ordinary

—

The dull silences of the only date she had,

The typing job, the apartment she tried to brighten

With condensed books and paint-by-number pictures;

She learned that tears were never unusual.

She died, crippled by arthritis, in a retirement home,
Saying, "Father, into thy hands—

"

Timidly hopeful of being, out of all the millions of trite

people,

Considered unique by One.
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ALONE IN a forest cabin one morning last spring, I

listened to oncoming rain slashing across thousands

of treetops. Falling without thunder from a fast-

moving cloud, the shower swept across dense stands of

- oak, hickory, ash, beech, and maple. It came hurrying

up the mountain slope, and rattled like small-arms fire

in the woodlands around me.

Fat raindrops spattered briefly on the cabin roof, and

departed. Suddenly, from a clear sky, the rising sun

spotlighted the higher treetops. A soft breeze wandered

up from the dark valley, rippling great green rivers of

glistening leaves.

All this, I thought for a mystic moment, had happened

to me before—as though I recalled an event from another

life. I had heard the same rain on the same trees, on the

same cabin roof. Yet, until now, I had never visited this

part of the Ozark National Forest.

Then I began to realize it was all part of a dream I

had wanted to dream—but had been unable to dream

—

just a few months before in the medicinal twilight of a

hospital's intensive-care unit. In one dream I had

walked endlessly through desolation, longing for a cool

green forest that beckoned, always out of sight, beyond

hills as stark and dead as those of the moon.
It had seemed to me in the dream that if I could reach

the forest, if I could see the trees, I would be well again.

Now, convalescing in the real world of mid-May, I

wondered: Was there medicine enough here—or any-

where—for a disease that wastes and lingers and knows

no medicine?

My doubts increased as I walked a hundred yards or

so up the gravel road, and stood at the foot of the tall

fire-lookout tower that surveys thousands of acres of

forest from lofty White Rock Mountain. I had wanted to

climb the tower for the panoramic view it promised.

But the weakness and uncertainty that follows a long

illness threatened to crush my resolve.

How forbidding the dizzy heights looked as I took

the first hesitant steps up the tower! I knew the climb

was relatively safe and easy, but after only 20 feet I

stopped to rest on a small platform, gripping the hand-

rails so tightly that my knuckles showed white. Finding

myself still down among the trees, and very much
ashamed, I was none the less thankful that no one was

TREES IN MAY
By HERMAN B. TEETER
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on the mountain that morning to witness my poor

performance.

Driving up from the valley the previous day, I had

no trouble on the narrow dirt road, quite steep in places,

for I encountered no traffic. Now and then, I caught

breathtaking glimpses of high bluffs above me—but

only glimpses through trees that arched the road.

I had taken my time, stopping often. A leaf here, a

forest monarch there, a box turtle crossing the road;

wild flowers everywhere—evening primroses, jack-in-the

pulpits, sweet Williams. I stood in a miniature snowstorm

of fragrant white blossoms from the drooping boughs

of a tall black locust tree.

With a magnifying glass I gazed into green forests of

moss and fern—and imagined this was how the world

around me would look from 50 miles out in space.

I saw dew trembling on phlox and fire pinks; and at

the brink of a place called Deep Hollow, I saw pines

intermingled with beautiful hardwoods in a deep canyon.

It occurred to me that I had seldom done such things

since childhood; that I had forgotten how to take my
time; that if I had known wonder, it had been wonder
at a glance, hurrying on.

Not since childhood had I looked closely at a toadstool,

imagining it to be the seat of an elf. I permitted myself

this fantasy once again in a forest glen where may-

apples grew.

With a hunting knife, I delved into last winter's deep
leaf cover, finding moist, black humus—and a multitude

of tiny scurrying creatures.

For an hour, I reclined on a grassy slope, looking across

a valley at a nearby mountain, noting the outcroppings

of resistant basal sandstone near the summit, attempting

to reconstruct the geologic ages that take the Ozarks back

into time's Ordovician and Pennsylvanian eras.

Since it was physically impossible for me to hurry,

to rush on elsewhere, to pass time away in a roadside

tourist stand full of gimcrackery (there was none in this

isolated section of the forest, anyway), time stood still

at my behest.

Thus, on the fire tower that morning, I decided that

I had all day to make the climb. I would take all day,

if necessary, and I would not be ashamed of physical

shortcomings over which I had no control.

At a platform about 40 feet above the ground, I rested

again, slightly tired, before mounting to the 60-foot level.

This high, much of the mountaintop and some of the

nearby ridges and valleys came into view. It now was

possible to look across the broad Arkansas River Valley

toward distant Mount Magazine, highest peak in the

Ozark-Ouachita mountain area—that abortive attempt

by the earth's crust, some geologists believe, to bridge

the lowlands between the Appalachians and the Rockies.

Again I thought of the bleak winter, of the fitful

restlessness that comes to the ill, of sleepless midnights

watching the unmoving hands of a clock. First there had

been two weeks of hospitalization from major surgery

which required four blood transfusions—at least one

of them carrying the dreaded virus of hepatitis.

This baffling, wasting disease—for which there is no

prescription other than diet and rest—was diagnosed a

week after I returned from the hospital. Daily, on the

bathroom scales, I watched my weight drop—10, 20,

finally 30 pounds.

Too restless to rest, I roamed from room to room,

from bed to sofa, from armchair to bed, and back again,

growing weaker. With the New Year, the Christmas snow
went away, and the whole world creaked with unbearable

cold. Ice formed on windows inside the house, and I

scraped tiny peepholes, only to find a brown, barren

landscape littered with the wreckage of a forgotten

summer.

Again and again, I dreamed fitfully of desolation and

despair, of walking, walking, walking toward something

I could never reach. And when I awoke, feverish in the

night, I found silence and emptiness and an agonized

yearning for green hills, clear streams, flowered meadows,

and unlimited vistas of growing trees.

This yearning became the obsession of one who has

forever lost a treasured world. I found myself confined,

imprisoned, more limited in freedom of movement than

most inmates of a penitentiary. Days and nights stretched
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into lonely, bitter weeks while other members of the

family went about their work, leaving and returning home
in winter darkness. For me, the real world I had known
dangled precariously at the other end of a telephone

that seldom rang in the empty house.

I sought for, but found no joy in once-favorite music;

nor in the dead words of books I had once loved to

read. How could I be inspired now, in sullen resentment

of my lot, by that paragraph I recalled so well from a

little book of daily meditations at my bedside? It read:

"As you look back over your life, it is not too difficult

to believe that what you are going through is for a

purpose, to prepare you for some valuable work in life.

Everything in your life may well have been planned by

God to make you of some use in the world . .
."

Months later, looking up through the steel framework

of the fire tower, I estimated that another 20 feet would

find me near the top. Slowly then, step by step, I worked

my way to the last platform, and eased to a sitting

position where wind whistled among the girders.

Far below, green ridges and forested valleys swept

away, fading into blue on every horizon. I watched the

ascending sun play across ledges, turrets, towers, and

rocky bluffs, rolling the shadows of mountains down
picturesque slopes. Someone described such a forest

as "the living garment of God"—and this one, on a

jeweled morning in mid-May—was draped jauntily around

the broad shoulders of the world.

In far gorges, the downflowing mountain streams

steamed with morning mist. Although I could not see

them, I knew that the Buffalo, Mulberry, Haw, Hurricane,

Big Creek, and Cave Creek—all these, and many more

—

were gliding fresh and clear out of the tree-clad moun-
tains. Some 50 miles to the southeast, earlier in the week,

I had stopped beside a slope covered with the white

blossoms of wild blackberries, and I had strolled slowly

through the forest to the banks of Piney Creek.

I had wondered if I would be bitter when I came back

to Piney without fishing tackle, too weak to explore its

banks or swim in its waters again. I remembered the

bass and goggle-eye I had caught here; I remembered

the summertime feel of a fly rod. I had not forgotten

the feel of Piney's cool waters flowing at my waist.

Actually, Piney is more than a creek at this place along

its course. Edging the precipitous flank of a mountain,

the stream forms Long Pool, a beauty spot of riverlike

width and depth held briefly at bay by tremendous

boulders from the bluffs above.

Like so many other Ozark streams, Piney is the distilla-

tion of the green heights I overlooked from White Rock

tower that morning. It is the precious end product of

rain clouds and morning mist, of the dew I had seen

trembling on phlox and fire pinks. This water, safe to

drink in many places, had filtered through deep humus,

through underground channels or sandstone and lime-

stone; it had seeped out of springs, large and small; it

had known sand, sunshine, white gravel, clean air, and

rippling shoals.

Yes, I was more than a little bitter, returning to Piney

as a mere spectator in a grandstand, full again with

self-pity—an emaciated, helpless reflection mirrored in

Long Pool with green trees, lichened bluff, and a blue

sky fluffed with fair-weather clouds.

But the bitterness passed, even before I saw a half

dozen smallmouth bass darting and browsing for break-

fast on Piney's surface that day. Something else had taken

its place, and the secret seemed hidden now in the words

of yesterday morning's meditation:

"Ceaseless activity is not God's plan for your life.

Times of withdrawal for renewed strength are always

necessary . . . Stop all work, everything, and rest before

God until you are strong again. He can work through

you better when you are not hurrying."

It was almost noon when I began a slow descent of

the fire tower, watching the trees come up to meet

me again.

I had seen what I had wanted to see, what I had

searched for beyond frosty windows while the skeleton

fingers of winter clawed at a bleak Midwestern sky. It

was there, waiting for me, because far-sighted men had

saved it, had nourished it, and protected it by law—

a

million acres of greenery, one of many National Forests.

Greedy and thoughtless men had not been permitted

to destroy what I had seen, as they have destroyed and

will destroy—unless those of us who care fight back

relentlessly.

THE OZARKS remain little changed since a pioneer

surveyor reported near the turn of the century that

the summits and higher slopes of the mountains "are

so heavily wooded that it is difficult to obtain good pano-

ramic views."

What the early surveyor-geologist couldn't see, I

had seen from the fire tower. And, in the dead of a

winter now past, I had learned what it would be like

if—through pollution and stupidity—we make it impossi-

ble for mankind ever to see the trees in May again.

Most of all, perhaps, I had learned what it is to share

in a small degree the illness and despair of hundreds of

thousands of others in hospital beds and sickrooms

everywhere. My thoughts turned many times to a robust,

dark-haired man I had known almost 50 years ago. One
day he patted me on the head with a friendly greeting;

the next day he went home to confinement that lasts

to this day. I thought of a beloved schoolteacher, badly

burned a few years ago, who has even now not fully

recovered. And I remembered a cousin, a favorite boy-

hood playmate, who has known the agony of emphysema
for most of his adult life.

For a few weeks, I had known physical and mental

misery, self-pity and bitterness. At the same time, I had

learned the importance of a friendly face at the bedside,

of a voice of warm encouragement over the telephone.

In my weakness and helplessness, I had found what it

must be like to be very old, shunted out of life's main-

stream, and I would not forget.

Now my winter was over. Unlike many others, I had

been strong enough to return at last to the restful embrace

of a green, growing world. True, I was not yet well; I

had not fully recovered. I had not gone very far, nor

had I done many things. But I had climbed the tower,

and I had seen the trees.
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The Joyous Ant of Bnothen Abuion

Plaque

BVPHMMpm

Plaque

Rarely has one of Together's covers brought more
enthusiastic response from our readers than did the

joyous Easter message, "He came singing love..."

published last April. Almost at once came requests for

information about other works by the same artist,

and through the summer we continued to learn how the

cover had inspired other creative efforts.

In Chester, Va., teen-ager Suzanne Wollenberg set

the words to music of her own composition; in

Indianapolis a church secretary sewed through the

night to recreate the cover as a banner for Easter

worship; and a Seattle woman copied the design for

wall hangings as a gift to her pastor. Parents wrote to

Plaque
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Plaque Plaque

learn if the cover design had been done as a plaque or

banner which could be given to graduating students.

Our editors' conclusion was obvious: Why not
prepare a portfolio of the artist's work for later

publication? And what more appropriate month to

publish it than January, the start of a new year?
So here it is. On this month's cover and these four

pages are a collection of designs by Brother Adrian,

a Roman Catholic Franciscan who—in addition to his

artwork—is a teacher, choir and glee-club director,

drum and bugle corps drillmaster, and general

maintenance man at the small St. Francis Mission
School outside Greenwood, Mississippi.

When we called Brother Adrian to ask about
assembling a selection of his work for Together, he
responded with wry humor: "Your call is a mixed
blessing. We've been so busy with correspondence
on that April cover we've hardly had a chance
to keep up with our regular work!"
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The creations on the cover and these pages include

serigraph cards, made by forcing pigments
through a fine-mesh silk screen, and plaques made by
covering a wood base with various fabrics.

Words for the inscriptions—which Brother Adrian .

draws from many sources—are handwritten in ink or

are cut from felt, Naugahyde, and other materials and
then glued to the fabric or the wood itself. Each
plaque is a one-of-a-kind creation, never duplicated.

The cards are available under the name Ser-arts.

—Paige Carlin

* ttt**lX*% ft.

Plaque
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Serigraph card
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Your Faith
Christians seeking truth always have questions about
their faith, and Iowa Bishop James S. Thomas discusses

some of them each month on this page. Send yours to

him c/o TOGETHER, Box 423, Park Ridge, III. 60068.

Why aren't certain modern writings just as important as the Bible?

+ Two reasons, primarily. The Bible is

a record of God's dealings with a par-

ticular community of people—ancient

Israel. Christianity is both the religion

of a person and the religion of a com-

munity. The person is Jesus Christ, and
the community is the people of God to

whom he has revealed himself. This

gives the Bible unique importance.

Also, our Holy Scriptures have stood

the most rigorous tests of time and ex-

perience. Some writings, once very popu-

What is frontier thinking?

+ As the name implies, frontier thinking

goes beyond the limits of familiar pat-

terns, customs, and beliefs. It is the ex-

ploration of new and different territory.

It is open acceptance of innovation. In

some ways, frontier thinking is a much
clearer concept than the more familiar

labels: liberal, conservative, radical, re-

actionary, all of which are emotionally

charged. They do not reveal very much
about what people really believe. Our
thought patterns shift so rapidly that the

Should church renewal be our highest priority today?

+ It is hard to find a clear definition of

renewal because it means many different

things. Perhaps its clearest meaning is

to open the church to those powers,

influences, and practices which made it

great. If so, this is not to return to some
point in past history and imitate it. God
meant his church to be a pilgrim church,

moving out into the world according to

his will.

Awareness and obedience are higher

lar in their day, suffer erosion with time.

But the books of the Old and New
Testaments, selected over a period of

almost a thousand years, have survived

the testing of experience, form criticism,

and many detractors. Always, they have

emerged as God's timeless word. Some
modern writings are very important, but

the Holy Scriptures are of supreme im-

portance for those who wish to under-

stand God's nature and purpose.

unchanging liberal of one decade be-

comes the conservative of another. When
no one is very sure of norms, it is difficult

to say what a label means.

Frontier thinking is always somewhat
ahead of the traditional patterns what-

ever they happen to be. If it embraces

the new simply because it is new, frontier

thinking is of little value. But when its

explorations extend knowledge, it can

open new frontiers that many other peo-

ple eventually will occupy.

priorities than church renewal. It is im-

possible for the church to recapture past

glory. Even if it did, that would not be

renewal. The church must be aware of

God's will and action in history and

open itself for obedient response. If this

is done, God will freely give the light

and the power with which to respond.

If not, renewal will become man's futile

striving without the power of God.
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OPEN PULPIT

God's
Impractical

Gift

By JOHN GALEN McELLHENNEY
Pastor, The United Methodist Church of the Advocate
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Don Quixote by Pablo Picasso. Permission SPADEM,
1969, by French Reproduction Rights, Inc.

ONE OF THE more beguiling of recent Broadway

musical plays is Man of La Mancha. The show
opens with the imprisonment in Seville of Miguel

de Cervantes at the end of the 16th century. Finding him-

self in the midst of a band of cutthroats, Cervantes de-

cides to divert his unsavory companions by telling them

a story he has written, the tale of Don Quixote de la

Mancha. 1

It is Don Quixote's lot to live in an age when somber
bookkeepers were replacing knights in shining armor.

But he is unable to accommodate himself to his era's

countinghouse view of reality. The Man of La Mancha
believes that he is meant "To dream the impossible

dream, / To fight the unbeatable foe, / To bear with un-

bearable sorrow, To right the unrightable wrong." With

that song on his lips, Don Quixote sallies forth from La

Mancha.

Accompanied by his squire, Sancho Panza, Don
Quixote sets out to do battle with the servants of sin.

When those about him joke that, wherever he journeys,

"nuts" are in season, the Man of La Mancha ignores them

and continues to sing about his impossible dream.

Like every chivalrous knight, Don Quixote has his fair

lady in whose honor he fights bravely. He calls her

Dulcinea, saying he has sought her, sung and dreamed

about her: "Thy name is like a prayer an angel whispers."

A dramatic climax is reached when the Man of La

1 Man of La Mancha, by Dale Wasserman and Joe Darion. Copyright

1968 by Random House, Inc. Quotes used by permission.

—

Your Editors

Mancha finally encounters his lovely lady, Dulcinea.

But the audience laughs: Don Quixote's dream lady is

a kitchen slut at a country tavern. Her name is Aldonza,

and she says she is "the most casual bride of the mur-

derous scum of the earth." Neither her protests nor a

ribald scene at the inn can dissuade the Don. To him

this serving wench is his noble lady, Dulcinea.

Puzzled by Don Quixote's strange behavior, Aldonza

questions him. Why do you do the things you do? Why
do you live in a dream world? Where is all of the good

that you see? In a world of coarse men, why do you try

to be a gentleman? Why do you give when it is so

natural to take?

To all this, the Man of La Mancha exclaims, "My
lady!"

Irritated, Aldonza screams, "I am not any kind of a

lady." Assuming now that Don Quixote's honeyed words,

"And still thou art my lady," are an elaborate attempt to

seduce her, Aldonza demands: "What do you want of

me?"
When Don Quixote replies that he sees heaven when

he sees her, Aldonza remarks that she sees a dream

covered with rusty tin.

Aldonza cannot conceive of a man who does not

desire a physical favor from her. Either he is flattering

her in order to take advantage of her, or he is an im-

possible simpleton. How else is one to explain such im-

practical, unrealistic, inappropriate behavior?

The Sense of the Impractical

Don Quixote's style of life does not make sense in a

world of practicality. His dream has no place in what

Peter L. Berger calls "the reality of a middle-aged busi-
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nessman drowsily digesting his lunch." His ideals are as

impractical as the Christmas gifts mentioned in the carol

The Twelve Days of Christmas: "On the first day of

Christmas / My true love gave to me / A partridge in

a pear tree." Among other gifts mentioned in this carol

are turtle doves, French hens, swans, and drummers.

It is a lovely carol, but the items given by the "true

love" would be difficult to exchange for something

sensible on December 26.

Realistic people, when selecting Christmas gifts, try

to figure out what the recipient needs or wants. For an

elderly, shut-in auntie, bed socks would be practical.

What Mother needs is a new iron. The tool kit which

Dad carries in the car is out of date so there is an

appropriate idea for his present. And the preacher could

use a white shirt and tie. All these items are useful—but

a partridge in a pear tree! Who needs it? Such an im-

practical, unrealistic, inappropriate gift!

Yet, in our concern for what is practical, haven't we
lost sight of what is joyous? Might not Auntie enjoy a

sparkling ring that would make her eyes light up? Fine

perfume, even if the budget calls for an iron, should go

on the list for Mother. Dad may need tools, but the place

to shop for him is among the adult gadgets in a toy

store. As for the preacher, give him a yellow shirt and

a mod tie.

There are times for giving practical gifts, but Christmas

is not one of them.

After all, the first Christmas gift was highly impractical:

a Baby lying in a trough of hay. Who asked for such a

gift? Who clapped his hands and shouted, "Boy oh boy,

just what I always wanted"? What was needed was a

tax reduction. What was needed was someone to take

the lead in overthrowing the oppressor. As the Scottish

poet George MacDonald put it: "They all were looking

for a king / To slay their foes, and lift them high; /

Thou cam'st, a little baby thing, / That made a woman
cry." The sensible, down-to-earth men of Bethlehem felt

no need of another crying mother or cringing father.

Nevertheless, that impractical Gift is the best ever

given. Eyes have sparkled, spirits have soared, hearts

have danced with joy. Through the bestowal of that

Gift, God has revealed how he sees us: not as animals

defined by instincts but as creatures who can transcend

all that the past has made them.

Our Highest and Best

God gave himself to us in such a way as to bring out

the highest and the best in us. Down through the cen-

turies, the Baby of Bethlehem has enabled men to go
beyond what they have ever been. A young man con-

sumed by lust became St. Augustine. A juvenile delin-

quent in Assisi became St. Francis.

How this transformation occurs is magnificently por-

trayed in Man of La Mancha. At first, Aldonza is suspicious

of Don Quixote. She is unable to grasp how anyone
could treat her as a lady. She has never met a man who
did not see her for what she is, a cheap prostitute.

Thus, Aldonza presumes that the Don's stilted manner
is a way of flirting with her. But then as she comes to

recognize -this is not the case, she tries to bring the

dreamer back to his senses, to see her as she is.

Brushing aside her pleas, Don Quixote goes on seeing

only the good in her. For him, Aldonza remains his lovely

Dulcinea.

Such dreamers cannot long be tolerated by reasonable

men. Members of the Don's family devise a plan for

restoring his reason. They use a type of shock treatment,

obliging him to suspect that he is seeing a world that

is not there. Both his health and his spirit crumble.

Disheartened and dying, Don Quixote is ready to re-

nounce his impossible dream.

Just then, Aldonza enters the room and says to him,

"You looked at me! And called me by another name

—

Dulcinea." As she speaks, the audience realizes that

Aldonza has become Dulcinea. She is a lady. The dream
has taken on flesh. Because Don Quixote insists on see-

ing his fair lady within the serving wench, Aldonza
responds to that vision and becomes the embodiment of

his dream—Dulcinea.

He Calls Us Another Name
In like manner, God's Christmas Gift brings out our

human potential. He sees us as we are: sinners; but he

calls us by another name: beloved of God. He sees that

heredity and environment have shaped the present,

but he calls us to open ourselves to his future. He sees

that we are creatures of our passions, but he calls us his

children. Don Quixote looks at Aldonza and calls her

Dulcinea. God looks at us and calls us "Beloved." And
that name begins to work its will.

Alcibiades, speaking about Socrates in Plato's Sym-
posium, says: "And [he] is the only person who ever

made me feel ashamed. Because there's no getting away
from it, I know I ought to do the things he tells me to;

yet the moment I'm out of his sight, I don't care what I

do to keep up with the mob . . . Only I've been bitten

by something much more poisonous than a snake . . .

I've been bitten in the heart or the mind."

The name which God calls us bites us in the heart

or mind. The Baby of Bethlehem is the gift of love that

will not let us go. We may argue that Jesus is an un-

reasonable dreamer. We may assert that traditional

Christian theology does not make sense to modern man.

We may try to escape from the implications of Christ's

words. But, once bitten by the Gospel of God's love, we
are drawn to it as Aldonza was attracted to Don Quixote.

Slowly questions begin to take shape: Does what is

real to God differ from what is real to us? If God sees

us as lovable when we see ourselves as unlovable, might

not God's reality be the potential for love in us? And,

beginning to live up to God's love, isn't it possible that

we could find ourselves really loving those about us?

To see life as it is is to be imprisoned by a narrow

point of view. To see life as God sees it is to sing, "Love

came down at Christmas, / Love all lovely, love divine;

/ Love was born at Christmas; / Star and angels gave

the sign."
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Letters

CONFESSION AND REPENTANCE
COME BEFORE RENEWAL

John L. Knight's article,

Approaching the Lord's Table, in

the November issue [page 10],

describes well six Communion moods,
but an important underemphasis
prompts me to write. An essential

mood in approaching the Lord's

table is that of confession of sin

and repentance before renewal can
come. The article should have given

this as a primary mood, as it is

strongly emphasized in the ritual.

Isaiah had to cry, "Woe is me!"
before the angel would touch his lips

and declare, ".
. . your guilt is

taken away, and your sin forgiven."

Not until then could Isaiah hear the

voice of the Lord saying, "Whom
shall I send?" and reply, "Here
I am! Send me."

Our people need to know better

the historic pattern of worship which
follows closely Isaiah's experience,

and to observe the proper sequence
of moods or experiences, beginning
with a vision of God, then our
sense of unworthiness and seeking

of pardon, our forgiveness, new
light, and dedication.

CECIL DANIEL SMITH, Ret. Minister

Ada, Ohio

SMALL FAMILIES BETTER
IN AN OVERCROWDED WORLD
No one can deny that Paul and

Jo Ann Pfaltzgraff have done a

noble thing in adopting three

orphan children, some of whom
may have been otherwise

unadoptable. [See Baby Brian Comes
Home, November, page 53.] For

this they deserve nothing but

high praise. But how much
more responsible they would

Send your letters to

TOGETHER
1661 N. Northwest Highway

Park Ridge, III. 60068

have been to decide to have not

more than one or two of their own
children rather than the five they

have produced so far.

Together could do the church

and the world a greater service if

it would at least ignore the large

family in its features or, better still,

encourage responsible parenthood by
featuring those who have
deliberately chosen to have no
children of their own in order to

provide a home for homeless

children without adding
numbers to today's already

overcrowded world.

T. H. MILBY
Assistant Professor of Botany

University of Oklahoma
Norman, Ok/a.

SEX EDUCATION IN SCHOOLS
NOT WORKING IN SWEDEN

In the article, Home, School,

Church—And Sex Education

[November, page 12], "School"
should be removed. How in the world

could a non-Christian teacher in a

public school impart moral values

according to our Christian ethic?

This past summer I visited Sweden.
What a rotten moral mess it is! Since

the institution of sex education,

the divorce rate has increased

alarmingly. Those who favored sex

education hoped to strengthen

Sweden's moral and family life and
create better life-adjusted persons,

especially within marriage. Sex
education in the schools is evidently

not the way to do it, because two

decades of this in Sweden has

accomplished just the opposite.

KENNETH I. BOWER, Pastor

First United Methodist Church

Mechanicsburg, Pa.

THE PROGRAMS CANNOT
ACCOMPLISH THEIR GOALS

Not all of us attackers of

sex-education programs in the

schools call them "pornographic"

or "communist inspired." I call

them simply less important than

some other current courses which

parents cannot teach and which must

be pushed aside to make room
for sex education.

Like most issues on which Together

takes a stand, these programs will

not accomplish the things you

suggest. Sex knowledge among
teenagers has increased with each

generation, and so have all the

pitfalls related to misuse of sex.

When two such functions increase

with time, it can only mean that

either (1) the two are not interrelated

and each is caused to increase for

a reason independent of the other,

or (2) the two are interrelated

and further increase in one cannot
possibly cause a decrease in

the other.

I missed sex education in the

classroom, but I did take a course

which included curve analysis, which
is the source of my statements.

LYNN R. HARDIN
Houston, Texas

AFTER TWO READINGS
SHE FOUND GOOD COUNSEL

I have twice read the article on
sex education by Helen Johnson and
note the detailed study of the

opponents of sex education and
the report on religious publications

that seek to help parents meet
the problem at home.

Toward the end of the article,

the author has provided

exceedingly important counsel:

the suggestion that parents

find out what is actually

being taught in their particular

school, who is teaching, and how
their children are reacting to it.

I assume the author means
that parents should do
this by going to the classroom, not

just to the principal's office, and
going again if necessary. Since sex

education varies from school to

school, generalizations are

not very helpful.

MRS. LEN JORDAN
Washington, D.C.

CHURCH COURSE FILLS NEED

I have just read the article on sex

education in the November issue.

I thought you might be interested in

knowing that in Arvada United

Methodist Church we have an

excellent weekend intensive course

on this subject for junior high

schoolers and their parents. Parents'

attendance is required, and we use

Evelyn Duvall's book Love and the

Facts of Life (Association Press,

$4.95, cloth; 95<, paper), which

I think you will find does "fill the

needs of today" for youth.

MRS. PAT FURBER
Arvada, Colo.

IT'S THE WAY MR. TROTT SAID

I appreciate reading Eldridge

Trott's account of Berkeley student

life in the November issue of

Together [page 26].

As a graduate sociology student

on the scene during his time there,

I affirm that he tells it like it is. Most

accounts in newspapers and
magazines play up the dramatic,
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but I thought his account was
quite balanced.

Intelligent young people are

refusing to be considered unable to

think for themselves. Anyone with

power, who treats others as though

they can't come to their own
reasonable conclusions, is living

with a time bomb.
DONALD C. STONE, JR.

Oakland, Calif.

ONLY A FEW CAUSE
RIOTS ON CAMPUSES

I want to commend Eldridge F.

Trott for his article, A Middle-Ager

in the Middle of Campus Unrest,

in the November issue of Together.

But I think he is overlooking the

main reasons for college-campus

disorders. Seems to me the students

he is referring to are not the ones

who are causing all the trouble.

I read everything I can get, and
watch TV and listen to the radio,

and my conclusion is that only a

small percentage of college students

are implicated in riots. Most of the

rioters are non-students who just

travel from place to place to

agitate and cause trouble. I don't

think they want an education. It

seems to me we have pretty weak
professors who bow down to gangs
that come in and take over,

break windows and furniture our

tax money has provided for the

ones who do want an education.

I think the rioters should be stopped.

M. F. SMITH
Poteau, Okla.

NOVEMBER ISSUE HIT

THE JACKPOT, SHE SAYS

I would like to express my
enjoyment and appreciation of

your November issue. For quite

a while I have been very dissatisfied

with Together. Here and there you
had a good article, but mostly I

didn't care for the magazine.
But this was the jackpot. The

articles on pages 29 through 52
reached me. Also A Middle-Ager in

the Middle of Campus Unrest [see

page 26]. Thank you for all of them.

MRS. LETITIA JOHNSON
Attica, Ohio

PUBLIC ,/fD)> LIBRARY

BUT WHAT DOES GOD SAY?

As a 20-year-old college student

and a member of The United

Methodist Church, I found the article

by the Rev. Duane D. Hutchinson,

What About Salvation? [November,
page 23], very interesting. It is

always good to hear someone's
opinion of what salvation is, but on
such a topic I want to know what
God says about it, too.

Mr. Hutchinson's meaning of

salvation is quite original, but

biblically "all wet." His article states

that salvation happens through the

love of another person and in no
other way. The Bible says there is

salvation in no one other than

Christ, "for there is no other name
under heaven given among men by
which we must be saved."

(Acts 4:12)

It's strange that in the article

Christ was not mentioned as

necessary for salvation.

DEAN HARKNESS
Asbury College

Wilmore, Ky.

NO REAL DISAGREEMENT,
BUT FINDS SOMETHING MISSING

I find much to identify with in

Duane Hutchinson's What About
Salvation? His illustrations are

instructive, and I find no real

disagreement with anything he says.

But I do have the feeling something
is missing, namely, an adequate
dealing with the Incarnation. He
mentions Christ but somehow fails

to make him central.

I am not of the narrow view

that people cannot be reached by
God unless they are connected

with a particular institution of men.
No man is ever beyond the reach

of God, although it is possible to

evade Him. I live in the hope that

eventually God's love will break
through to everyone.

The Incarnation is central to this.

It is the chief witness to a God
who cares enough to save us.

This unique event of Christ shows us

that salvation is something God
does, not something we work out

ourselves. We accept it, respond in

gratitude to the responsibility it

'places on us, but we are free of the

impossible burden of having to be,

ourselves, loving enough to conquer
the world's evil.

I question whether the views

expressed in this article alone

illustrate salvation as a product of

God's grace through the event of the

Incarnation. The writer has talked

about the fruits of salvation and to

some extent the channels by which
man comes to experience it, but

he has not discussed the source.

D. CLARK THOMPSON, Assoc. Pastor

Centenary United Methodist Church
Quincy, Fla.

ANSWER HAS GRAIN OF TRUTH

The article What About Salvation?

in your November issue presents

a very evasive answer to a most

important question. It seems to me
an answer that has a grain of

truth in it, but leaves out the divine

element in a very important event

in the life of a Christian.

While it is true that the love and
concern expressed by one person

for another is a blessing to that

person and does much good, it is

not salvation—only the results of it.

WILL JOHNSON
Westphalia, Kans.

WRITER SHOULD HAVE
BEGUN WHERE HE ENDED

I would like to comment on
Duane D. Hutchinson's What About
Salvation? in the November issue.

Human love cannot teach

another the kind of love which causes

a person to be willing to give up
what may be his own rights in

order to help others find physical

and spiritual security. Only as we
see the need for the continual

forgiveness of God for our

self-centered lives can our love

grow into that which will bring about

our own and others' salvation.

Mr. Hutchinson should have
begun where he ended. We can

only know true love and put it into

real practice for the salvation of

men as we know Christ who died on

the cross, who was the only one
who had the right to live but gave
up that right, so that we might

know the perfect love and forgiveness

of God.
Once having had the experience
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of his forgiving love, we can move
from our self-centeredness

to the ability to love others with a

continual willingness to have our

love replenished, corrected, and
sustained by his perfect love. This

is the real process of salvation.

RAY E. ALBAUGH, Pastor

Findley Lake United Methodist Church

Findley Lake, N.Y.

A TOUCHING IDEA OF LOVE,
BUT ARTICLE IS CONFUSING

The article, What About Salvation?

is confusing regarding an eternal

matter. Technically, the definition

given by the author is clear and
precise

—
"deliverance from the

power and penalty of sin." But from

this simple truth he wanders far

afield to enlarge the definition to

include everything but the

supernatural act of God in

saving man through Jesus Christ.

The idea of love as presented

is warm and excellent, but no amount
of personal love can save a man
from sin. Redeem him in society,

yes, but not from the penalty of

sin. God so loved that he extended
salvation to all who by an act of

their will accept this love. We are

then to be an extension of his love,

but this is to point men back to

God whose love is shown in Jesus

Christ. The growth into salvation

described by the author is very

touching, but it is not scriptural.

ARNOLD O. WILLIS, Evangelist

Huntington, W.Va.

DOESN'T WANT CENSORSHIP
BUT LIKES OUR GUIDELINES

Thank you for the October issue

of Together, and congratulations on
your 14th birthday!

From the front cover to the

article on art festivals to the

inspirational photography on the

inside back cover, I was pleasantly

surprised.

Your involvement with films,

TV, and books is also most

commendable. Many churches take

an ostrich-like attitude that if

they ignore such influences, they

will go away. As a result, we allow

our children to see and read

objectionable material without being

aware of that to which we are,

in essence, exposing them. I don't

believe in church censorship, but I

certainly appreciate the church's

presenting such guidelines.

MRS. MAX L. WASHINGTON
A/bertv/7/e, Ala.

'WHY NOT USE EMBLEM?'

The new emblem adopted to

identify materials issued by The

United Methodist Church is a

simple, striking design that can be
remembered easily. I understand the

intent was that it be used on all

materials issued by the church or any

of its agencies. Should it not have a

place in Togeffier's masthead—or

possibly even on the cover in

connection with the nameplate?

A. RAY NEPTUNE
Medford, Oreg.

The cross-and-

flame emblem,
referred to in

reader Neptune's

letter, is the offi-

cial insignia of

United Method-
ism approved by

the Program
Council's Division

of Interpretation

as authorized by

the 1968 Gen-
eral Conference.

—Your Editors

THOU SHALT NOT KILL?

I would like to answer the letters

of Robert Bancroft and others [see

November, page 52] who quote

the commandment, "You shall not

kill," but fail to realize that when
Joshua led the Israelites under the

direction of God into the promised

land, they fought for nearly every

foot of ground they took.

To kill another in an argument

is one thing, but to fight for the

freedoms of others which we enjoy

and which were fought for by our

own forefathers is another. And
Romans 13 tells us to obey the laws

of the land, for they are ordained

of God.
MRS. WILLIAM J. MILLER

Burke, S.Dalc.

HE LIKES BLANK SPACES

For some reason that I do not

fully comprehend, I find that I

like your new custom of leaving

some blank space at the end of an

article if it happens to fall that way.

It is contrary to all that I learned

in my journalism studies and in

my experiences of making up
newspaper pages. But I like it and
hope you willl continue it.

The small blob of blank space
gives me the feeling that you
printed the whole article, that you
didn't cut out portions of it to

make it fit the space available.

I know, of course, that manuscripts

have to be edited, but the feeling

persists, because of the blank

space, that the entire thought

was preserved and printed.

DAVID A. DENSLOW, Pastor

Beach United Methodist Church
Fort Myers Beach, Fla.

ALL RIGHT FOR CIRCUS, BUT
NOT FOR CHURCH MAGAZINE

I am ashamed to pass the October
issue of Together on to friends

unless I remove page 34. Such an
exhibition may be all right at a

circus during a tightrope act, or

hanging in an art gallery. But when
most of us ladies read our supposedly

Christian magazine, we like articles

and pictures that help us spiritually,

not something completely out of

place in Christian literature.

MRS. ROY ANDREWS
Kansas City, Kans.

INSPIRING AND SHAMEFUL

Among other excellent features

in your October issue I find The Cost

of Reconciliation [page 22]
especially inspiring.

Your excellent Art Festivals

was beautiful and thought-

provoking. I must protest, however,

the report on page 31 of the

Helen Doerr painting. The artist and
the church have the right to their

own acts. But incorporating King and
Kennedy images in a painting of

Christ is most certainly a sacrilege,

and even the reporting of it in a

Christian magazine is a shame!

JAMES C. TROSTLE
Dillsburg, Pa.

'BUT I'D RATHER BE
SQUARE THAN SICK'

A special thanks to Bishop

Gerald Kennedy for saving me from

despair of ever reading a good
book again. His Fiction column

[page 65] from now on will be my
guideline for reading material.

I'm sick of the trash that carries the

"best seller" label. Although I

feel I am broadminded enough, I'll

probably be called square, but I'd

rather be square than sick.

MRS. ROBERT WRIGHT
Lewisburg, Ohio
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Letters From Elsewhere:

'Everbody is

Wrong No Matter

what They Think'

By Herman B. Teeter
Associate Editor, Together

Deer Editur:

As the new chm. of our bldg.

comm., I am writing for help which

I need more of right now than any-

thing I can think of.

Frankly I dont know why I took

this job in the 1st place. It has been

a trial, tribulashion and adomination

to me ever since the departing from

our mist of the late Hosey Gillam

who is suposed to be chm. insted of

me and still wood be if he had not

past on to his reward last Oct. 17 at

1 :32 in the p.m. when he apre-

hended Si Carters big black bull in

his punkin patch, may his pore sole

rest in piece.

Now I dont wish to be unrespect-

ful to the memory of the departed

but Hosey has got things in a real

mess down hear at the Elsewhere

United Methodist church and if I am
going to get any help from anybody

I figger I have got to lay it on the

line.

It is all about this money we is

recieving from all over for our new
cloke room and vestabule at the

church. Old Hosey he must of wrote

everbody in the country telling them

we needed money and some forein

countrys too. Hosey never done

nothing haffway or let things take

their normal coarse, as he showed

when he atempted to throw that

bull out of his punkin patch, which

nobody could have did.

I dont know what Hosey told

everbody, him keeping all his busi-

ness in his hed the way he done.

But I get the idea some people think

we is a big city church in a slum,

some think we is a church way back

in the sticks, and others think the

Elsewhere U.M.C. is still in the blue-

print stage.

Well, everbody is wrong no mat-

ter what they think. We aint located

in town and we aint Xactly out of

town neither. We is on the fringe of

things, and dont know whether to

drop in or drop out. We go back to

REconstruction days when old

preacher Rowe kept his 6-gun handy

on the pulpitt, and acidently pulled

the trigger one brite Sunday morn

when the Widow Aiken hollered a

grate big halleluyah in the middle of

the tords Prayer, and fell flat in the

floor which was real luckie for her

since to this day they is a big bullit

hole in the pew where she set.

But I digres. 1st, here comes a

pledge of $2000 from the Dist.

Bored of Missuns, folowed on the

heels of by $500 from the same

Bored of our anual Conf. Then all of

a suden I get a letter from a man in

Ala. which says he is sekretary of

what they call a Thousand Club

made up of 1000 lay men who have

signed theirselves up to give $10

each, 4 times per anum, to worthie

projects of which they consider us 1.

Now like this is not enuf, I have

a letter from Twisted Forks, Mont.,

pledging $200 as a advanced spesh-

ul. It seems their Comm. up their

found the name of our Church in

some foleo or pamplet put out by

somebody, and are of the belief that

we is in dire need down hear.

And that aint all. Last week a big

car drove up in front of my place,

and out steps a real flashy dresser

who says to me, Mr. Clutter I wish

to interduce myself, I am a profesh-

ional fun raiser, he says, and can I

be of help to you in your time of

need, asking only 15% of what I

raise for your ambitious new con-

struction project?

Brother, I said, things is too serious

down hear to crack jokes at a time

like this, and all I got from him was

a look like he thot I was about half

or 3/4th crazy from the heat, which

is real extensive down hear about 6

mos. a year.

Well, I have a good reason to be
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The Sermon on the Mount
What does it mean today?

Just what are the teachings of Christ? How are they relevant

today?

The entire January-February issue of The Upper Room is

focused on the Sermon on the Mount— each daily meditation,

scripture selection, prayer and thought-for-the-day deals with

the sermon's meanings in today's frenzied world.

These daily devotions in The Upper Room can help you study

and learn more about the teachings of Christ, more about God's

plan for our lives and how to meet the turmoil and tensions in

our society.

SPECIAL OFFER
We will send FREE a beautiful full-color reproduction (11 x 14

inches) of the painting, shown above, of the Sermon on the

Mount with each new subscription or bulk order (or increase in

existing order). Individual subscriptions, 3 years for $3, one

year $1.50. Ten or more copies of one issue to one address,

10 cents per copy, postpaid. Use the handy coupon below.

THE UPPER ROOM
1908 Grand Avenue
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

Please send copies of The Upper Room at $.10 each to

address below. Total amount $ .

.

Enclosed Please bill me.
Please send individual subscription, (payment enclosed) 3 years,

$3; 1 year, $1.50; to address below.

Enclosed is ID check. Tl money order

(Use separate sheet for multiple orders and gift orders)

NAMF..

ADDRESS.

CITY

drove crazy what with some $12,700

on hand to build a cloke room and
vestabule which will cost $3,447.28

xclusive of arkatechs fees, and we
dont plan to use no arkatech. We get

lumber from Roswells lumber yard

at what old man Roswell says is at

cost and we dont have no reason

yet to doubt his word but will check

around some. Also we will do the

work ourselfs. 7 in our congregation

is carpenters who have it bad in the

slow season right now.

Also, all of a suden we are gitting

free literature like if we are a new
church, which means we have 2 of

everthing to read in the Sunday
School dept.

Which brings me down to the

meat of things, and why I am writ-

ing to you Mr. Editur. Your man
from the TOGETHER magazine

nocked on my door after he drove

up in the yard and run over one of

my dominecker hens quite fataly,

and he said: "Sir, I am just passing

through, and wood like to tell you
that we will send free copies of the

TOGETHER to every family in your

new church, free of charge and at no

cost for one year."

Hope you enjoy it, he added.

That would be nice, I replied

tersly, but we have been on what

you call the all family plan for 9 or

10 year now and enjoy the maga-

zine enough already. Now wont you

come in and have supper? We are

having hen.

Well, no, the man said. I have

got to be running along, and he

wasnt kidding. He run to his car like

he was scared to even come into the

house much less stay all night as we
always invite people to do down
hear but they never do.

I cant say I blame him. I think

he knew he was dealing with a man
being drove crazy by cirkumstances

beyond his control, and I shure do

hope you all up their can help me.

Sinserely yours,

Hegbert Clutter

Chm. Bldg. Comm.
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Teens
By DALE WHITE

SOME MONTHS ago an angry
letter came from a young
man [see Teens, October, 1969,

page 60]. He said drugs are a part

of the younger generation, "and
that's all there is to it." Describing

his horrible experiences in the "hell-

holes" we call jails, he said that

not even arrest will keep kids from
turning on. He insisted that youth

want "love, not war—kindness,

not hate—freedom, not endless

rules—drugs, not jail—sex, not a

marriage certificate." He accused
God of being off somewhere lectur-

ing while humanity suffers.

We invited our readers to

answer the young man's letter.

Replies ranged from warm and
understanding to brutal and hate-

ful. Some offered a thoughtful

analysis of the situation, while

others confessed to an inability to

understand what is happening to

youth today. Some cried out

against the generation gap, while

others denied its existence.

Young people and adults alike

often agreed with much of the

young man's condemnation of our

society. They, too, called for an
end to the Viet Nam War, an
easing of unreasonable penalties

for marijuana use, jail reform, and
more freedom for young people
in dress codes and the like. But

everyone agreed that drugs and
freewheeling sex are "in" for only

a small minority of young people,

and do not belong to the new life-

styles most youth seek.

Here are a few of the views

expressed by readers:

I am a 16-year-old girl and a

junior in high school. I'm not rich,

and I'm not interested in drugs,

smoking, or sex-before-marriage.

In our city, the kids who are look-

ing for these are in a small minority

and considered to be out of it with

the rest of the group.

Personally I feel the person and
his "Pleasure Seekers' Club" are

a group of very immature, unin-

formed, mixed-up, and sick teen-

agers.

I can't see how any young person
could speak on behalf of his whole

generation to say, "Drugs are a

part of the younger generation and
that's all there is to it." That's not

all there is to it! Drugs are used
only by those teens who feel they

can't face up to reality or that the

world doesn't understand them. I

feel sorry for these kids because
they are missing the real joy of

being a teen-ager. Also, drugs are

very harmful to the body.
All I can say to the girls in the

club is, "If you plan on taking

drugs, I hope you don't plan on
practicing your ideas of free sex

because some drugs cause horrible

birth defects. Do you want children

like this?"

As for the over-30 generation:

sure, they have left us problems.

What generation hasn't? Just like

us, they didn't ask to be born into

their generation. Their parents left

them problems, too. But along with

the problems, our parents are leav-

ing us great inventions to make
life easier, laws to protect us, and
schools to be educated in. With
these tools we can help to clear

up the problems our parents could

not master.

As for Viet Nam, I don't agree
with the whole situation, either.

Congress and our President are

trying their best to lift this burden,

but it takes time. Can you think

of another easier or better way?
You said our generation wants

love, not war—kindness, not hate

—freedom, not endless rules

—

peace, not violence. You are right.

Let me tell you that every genera-
tion wants these! You also said our
generation wants drugs, not jail

—

sex, not a marriage certificate. You
speak only for a tiny minority on
that.

God is not a myth! Are you
blind? You can prove God is here

just by looking around and observ-

ing his beautiful world. This he
created for man, but man destroys

it by misuse and neglect. God
doesn't need to prove himself!

—K.S.

To an angry youth:

You deny you are sick. Sick? Yes,

you are sick. Those adults who
would label you as all bad are

sick, too. You and they share a

common disease—narrow-minded-
ness! This is the illness tearing our

country apart. It comes from an
up-tight response to change.

You've got it as bad as the next

one, baby! You run away. You

© 1969 by Warner Press, Inc

"/ was thinking of taping your sermon this morning, Rev. Palmquist

Do you plan to say anything worth taping?"
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Business

Secretarial

SCHOOL FOR WOMEN IN BOSTON
Interesting living and learning experience that
gives meaning to your future career as legal,

executive, medical or science-research secretary.
In Boston's charming Back Bay. Accredited two
year school of business. One year programs. Day
or residence. Placement. Loans. Catalog: 448 M
Beacon St., Boston, Mass. 02115

Boys' Preparatory

WHY PENNINGTON?

Ask a graduate.
Fully accredited
church-related
boys' college pre-

paratory. Fine fac-

ulty specially
selected for grades

8 to 12. Small
classes. Individual

guidance. Develop-

mental reading. 45
acre campus, com-
pletely modernized

plant. Beautiful
new fully equipped gym. All sports —
program for each boy. Est. 1838.
Endowed. Moderate rates. Summer
school. Write for catalog. Early applica-

tion suggested. Charles R. Smyth, D.D.,

Box 45, Pennington, N.J. 08534

16mm color films for all seasons
Just re/eased . . .

Story of the Southern Cross

-a unique aboriginal legend.

11 mins. Rental $9.00. Sale $136.00

A Time of Giving

— the story of St. Nicholas of Myra.

17 mins. Rental $12.00. Sale $200.00.

A/so available . . .

ABC-TV's award winning documentary, The Story

of Michelangelo - new film techniques record a

magnificent Renaissance masterpiece, the Sistine

Chapel ceiling.

11 mins. Rental 2 days $35.00; week $70.00.

Sale $425.00.

Order form Schedule your prints today!

Association Instructional Materials

600 Madison Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022

Rental Southern Cross Date_

Rental Time of Giving Date .

Rental Michelangelo Date_

Send preview prints of _

for purchase consideration.

Send free INSIGHT brochure. N.Y. Times'

Jack Gould has praised this outstanding

film series as "...a remarkably fine job...

superbly played. ..sensitively directed..."

Send free 1969-70 Religious Film Supple-

ment.

Name

Church Org.

Address

City

State Zip

can't stand up and fight for what
you believe. You tear up your
nervous system because you aren't

tough enough to ride with change.
You are so rigid you can't be
bothered to ask me what / think

about drugs, and sex, and morals.

You say you believe in love.

How about a little compassion for

those who don't agree with you?
How about some understanding for

those you call immature? Their

"petty" problems may not seem
worth worrying about to you, but

they could hurt them as much as

yours hurt you.

You are crying to be heard. Open
your ears and listen, first! You are

curled up so tightly inside your
hurt that you cannot hear those

who care about you. You cannot
hear the God of love. Stop shout-

ing your hateful dogmas just long

enough to listen a bit. You will be
surprised to learn a lot of warm
and wonderful people live out in

that world you despise.—M.I.

I'm 16 years old, and I'm writing

in hopes that my letter will have an
impact on the "Pleasure Seekers'

Club."

I dated and ran around since I

was about 13. I had sex with five

or six different steadies. I dated
two guys who tried drugs. I know
what the "in scene" is. But as far

as I am concerned, it's out.

I have moved frequently and
have never really been in any
special clique at school, or any-

where. AAy whole life seemed use-

less and a mess.

Six months ago, I met a guy who
really has something going. He has

seen his father only a few times

since his dad was committed to a

mental hospital years ago. His

mother is a Christian, and in spite

of all the trouble they have had,

her son is also a Christian.

This boy knew that I wasn't the

"nicest" girl around. He knew I

needed God in my life. On our first

date, he told me that I needed to

ask to be forgiven for my sins. That

got to me right then. As he talked,

I realized that God was the some-
one I needed.

I was truly changed that night.

I am thankful to God that I found

the one I love very much now, and
through him found God. We plan

to marry and raise our children in

the best home that we can. And by

the grace of God, we will.

What does this have to do with

today's "pleasure seekers"? Lots.

If we hate the world our parents

are leaving for us, we certainly

don't want to leave it the same or

worse for our kids, do we? Then
it is our job to do our best with
what we've got. And nothing can
be best without God.

I close now, praying that my
words will speak to others who
are unconsciously searching for

that "special something."—L.S.

I read in the October Teens

column where a mixed-up boy had
written you. You asked, "How
would you answer this letter?"

and I would like to try.

I'm a Christian youth who would
like to tell everyone about my kind

of love for Jesus Christ. I don't be-

lieve in a generation gap as this

boy seems to. Christ loves each of

us, and that means adults and
youth as well. I have two of the

best parents in the world, and I

love them dearly.

This boy's opinion of sex, love,

and freedom are entirely different

from mine. There must be some
sort of responsibility to go with

freedom. He doesn't seem to

realize this.

I'm including him in my prayers

tonight, and I hope that he finds

my Lord as his Savior.

I would like you to know there

are still some decent teen-agers

in the world.

Smile! God loves you and I love

you!—J.S.

You laid it on to me, the over-30

crowd—see if you can take it when
I lay it on to you. You said you
had all the answers on drugs, sex,

God, love, and marriage. Then
what is your problem? Why are

you writing? You should be in

seventh heaven. Why are you fair-

ly shouting? Because obviously you
aren't happy.
Why do you cling to your worth-

less magic makers—drugs? Be-

cause you are seeking the same
goal as everyone the world over

—

even those over 30. There is no

short cut to peace of mind.

Your impatience shows your im-

maturity. Your lashing out shows
you have been hurt, and you want
to hurt in return. You say you want
love. Would you be willing first to

clean up, sweeten your disposition,

and try to be lovable? You have to

give love before you can receive

love. To a person who has never

felt loved, this is a momentous
task. How do you give something

you've never experienced?

You can ask God to show you

his love and to show you the way
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to love others. Over and over you
must ask. And remember, God's
love is free! It requires no syringes,

no needles. It give no infections

and an overdose never kills. You
make no connections with a go-
between. It is available for the

asking anytime, night and day.

If you and your friends who be-

lieve in the magic of drugs can
believe in the magic of God's love,

your misery will end. Things will

begin to fall into place. You will

begin to receive love. Your eyes

will be opened, and you will see

the wisdom of laws. You will work
to improve prison conditions. You
will want to earn money, if not to

use for yourself then to help others.

In earning your own way, you
will suddenly discover you are free.

No police can arrest you for steal-

ing. In giving up your false magic,
you will discover even more free-

dom. You will have truly escaped!
Someday you will realize that

sex without marriage is a very

unstable affair. You will discover

the magic of love that makes you
want to take a wife all for your
own. Only wives stand by you
when your health and money are

gone. This is love.

One more thing. Remember your
generation hasn't a monopoly on
hard times. All men have faced
wars through the centuries. Our
generation also had the depres-

sion, no modern conveniences, no
penicillin, many diseases without
today's cures.

Visit Mexico, India, or Viet Nam
if you want to see real human
suffering. Read stories about prison

life in Soviet Russia if you want to

know suffering (not that I approve
for one minute the inhumanities
that take place in our prisons). In

other words, you haven't the only

corner on suffering.

To be blunt: quit feeling so

sorry for yourself! When you can
exchange your self-pity for self-

respect, only then will you experi-

ence a true "high."—Mrs. H.D.

Tell Dr. Dale White about your problems,

your worries, your accomplishments, and lie

will respond through Teens. Write to him in

care of TOGETHER, P.O. Box 423, Park Ridge,

III. 60068. —Vour Editors

RECORDINGS

VOL. I

VOL. II

VOL. Ill

VOL. IV

REX REASON
"well-known actor .... lends his dramatic voice to these spoken

word albums . . poetic words of love, profound truth and

philosophic wisdom . . revelations from the treasured works

of BERTRAM FOWLER .. . enhanced by an enchanting

musical background .... for meditation and prayer . . . truly a"

gift of lasting beauty for all seasons.

2 HOURS OF
CONTEMPLATIVE MEDITATION

"TO YOU WHOM I LOVE" 1/2 HR. LP

"SONG OF THE BELOVED" 1/2 HR. LP

"ASK AND YOU SHALL RECEIVE" .

1/2 HR. LP

"KNOW THYSELF" 1/2 HR. LP

(High fidelity recordings playable

on Mono or Stereo phonographs)

ANY 1 VOL $ 5.20

ANY 2 VOLS $ 9.45

ANY 3 VOLS $12.70

ANY 4 VOLS $14.95

Above prices include tax and postage

Please send me postpaid the following album(s):

VOL. 1 VOL. II VOL. Ill VOL. IV.

Enclosed is $

Name

Check Money Order (NO C.O.D.'s)

Address.

City State

MAIL TO
ROADSIDE PRODUCTIONS
BOX 11

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA 90028
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People Called Methodists No. 68 in a Series

An Evenin

With the

JAMES SKENANDORE usually works nights while

his wife, Lydia, works days, so they do not have

many evenings at home together. The day of our

visit was an exception. By the time Lydia had supper

ready, James was there. So were Roxanne, 15, and 19-

year-old David. Mario, 18, was still at work—in the

printshop below the Skenandore apartment.

Later, relaxing in their comfortable living room, the

family talked about why they had come to Chicago.

Both James and Lydia were born and reared in Wis-

consin. By 1940 they were living near Green Bay,

where he had a WPA (Works Progress Administration)

job, and the family "had it okay, but weren't making

any money." Lydia's brother-in-law, who was working

in Chicago at the time, suggested they move to the

Windy City.

"We were afraid to come," Lydia relates. "We had

heard so much about how bad the city was." Never-

theless they packed up the car and headed south.

They have lived in Chicago ever since.

The move was a good one jobwise, James says. He
has been steadily employed for 30 years—first at a

YMCA, then at an electric company building motors

Skenandores

«q| A glowing, 270-pound hunk of

iron yields to the steam hammer of

lames Skenandore. Two members of his

hammer team use long-handled tongs

to position the hot metal between blows,

lames works nights in the steel plant

when the air's coolness gives some

relief from the workshop's high-intensity

furnaces. Lydia Skenandore works days

for the Marshall Field department store

(upper right), packing and wrapping

merchandise for mailing. En route

home (below), Lydia gives a fellow

employee a lift to the subway.

Text by Martha A. Lane

Pictures by George P. Mil

for the Navy. All his work since has been in steel

plants. Today he operates a steam hammer for Hell-

strom, a steel corporation in a suburb west of Chicago.

A son and a cousin work on his five-man hammer
team, and another son works a stone's throw away.

Lydia's Chicago work has included waitressing,

kitchen work, and bringing up eight children. For the

past three years she has worked as a merchandise

wrapper for Marshall Field & Company.

We asked the Skenandores, who are among some

15,000 of Chicago's American Indians, about their

cultural heritage.

"I'm Oneida," Lydia said. "My husband is Oneida

and Stockbridge, I think it is. I don't even know my
own language. My mother never taught us to talk

Indian. That way she could talk and we kids wouldn't

know what she said. But James used to talk Indian.

He learned English in school." Lydia laughed, then

added, "I've never even tasted wild rice." (The grain,

considered a delicacy, is harvested in northern Wis-

consin by Chippewas, and is popular with tourists.)

Although James's father was an Oneida chief, the
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Chicago Skenandores are not involved in tribal activi-

ties. None of them participate in the city's American

Indian Center (a social and service agency for urban

Indians). Until a vacation stop at Wisconsin Dells,

Wis., last summer, where Indian dancers perform for

tourists, some of the family had never seen a pow-
wow. James and Lydia did belong to the now defunct

Chicago Indian Social Club, however.

Of the four married Skenandores, only one—the

eldest daughter—married an Indian. The others all

happened to marry Polish people, "so now I'm a

busia, a Polish grandma," Mrs. Skenandore says.

The family does have American Indian friends,

though, James mentions. Some live in their immediate

neighborhood, some they know through church. Most

of their Indian acquaintances live outside of the city.

A number of friends and relatives also live in Wis-

consin so the family usually heads north for holidays,

vacations, and free weekends. James and his son

Mario both hunt and fish—as evidenced by the trophy

fish on the dining-room wall, and by the four guns

and two fishing rods hanging elsewhere in the apart-

ment. Then there is the 12-foot aluminum boat in the

garage, the father adds.

Although he often accompanies his parents on their

jaunts to the country, David describes himself as a

city person. "I get bored when I go up there," he

puts it. "In the city there's always something to do."

His sister Roxanne, who had just returned from a

stay on her aunt's Wisconsin farm, says she enjoys the

city too, particularly nearby Fullerton Avenue beach,

on Lake Michigan, in the summertime.

When they lived near Green Bay, the Skenandores

were members of the Oneida Methodist Church,

"where most folks out there go." While some of the

family still have their membership with the Wiscon-

sin church, Mrs. Skenandore and Roxanne have joined

Humboldt Park United Methodist Church (formerly

an Evangelical United Brethren church) in Chicago.

Some 25 American Indian families are members of

the church—and so many of them are from the Green

Bay area that the pastor jokingly calls his church

"Oneida Methodist Church—South."

Both Lydia and her oldest daughter are Com-
munion stewards at Humboldt Park church. In addi-

tion to baking bread for the Communion services, the

vivacious great-grandmother sings in the choir.

It is not often that lames and Lydia are both

home for the evening meal. With them here

are David, 19, and Roxanne, 15. Another son,

18-year-old Mario, also lives at home. Week-

ends are often hectic for Lydia—her 12 grand-

children and 7 great-grandchild live nearby.
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BOOKS
SOME LUCKY souls look better than they are on

television; others look worse, and few people

are more aware of this than Richard M. Nixon.

He probably would have been elected President of

the United States eight years earlier if he hadn't

gotten into a disastrous television debate with

John F. Kennedy in 1960.

In 1968 the Nixon campaign team included

advertising and television men who were charged
with warming up the candidate's public image. This

they did with as much care as they would have
lavished on a movie star or a new brand of break-

fast cereal. They were expert on what sells soap
or cigarettes—and often this is not what brings

out the best in us—but they were incredibly naive

about the complexities of social issues and the awe-
someness of presidential responsibility.

They were naive, too, when they took it for

granted that the book which was going to be written

by the pleasant young Philadelphia reporter they

allowed to sit in on their private sessions would
be favorable.

But at 26 Joe McGinniss had been a columnist

on a Philadelphia newspaper and the author of

an impressive number of articles in top-circulation

magazines. He had wanted to do a book on the

"packaging" of both Republican and Democratic

presidential candidates, but the Humphrey people
had turned him down cold. He was not naive.

The Selling of the President 1968 (Trident Press,

$5.95), consequently, is reporting at its best, a
fascinating, disturbing day-to-day account of how
the man who was to become President of the United

States was sold to the public with the same tech-

niques used to sell a can of beans.

Actually, the future President himself comes off

reasonably well in the book. I liked him better, in

fact, as his "grumpy, cold, and aloof" self than

as the candidate determinedly trying to be folksy

when he wasn't, and humorous when he wasn't

that either.

It is completely unrealistic to expect candidates

not to try to present themselves in the most ac-

ceptable light. Luckily, even though the television

screen can lie, as can print, clues to the real men
remain in the kinds of images they choose to

project, and in the kind of men they choose to

help them.

It is this last that is so disturbing in Richard

Nixon's case. There are many advertising and
television people who are sensitive to history and
social issues as well as the intricacies of their

craft. Why, then, were the men on the Nixon team,

at least in McGinniss' view, men who could be so

coldly cynical about the real personality of the man
behind the public image they were creating? If

McGinniss is correct about them, then the public

—

and Richard Nixon—deserved better.

Edward R. Murrow was—and is still—the radio

and television newsman his colleagues in the field

would most like to be like.

Reporting on the Battle of Britain for CBS during

World War II, he let us hear the sound of bombs,

loe McGinniss exposes a credibility gap

between a candidate and his public image in

The Selling of the President 1968.

the whine of air-raid sirens, the unhurried footsteps

of Londoners headed toward shelter. Back in the

United States, he subsequently opened up similar

dimensions in radio and television news reporting

and was head of CBS News for a few months. The
strong documentaries for See It Now were his work,
and the globe-girdling conversations on Small
World. In Person-to-Person he managed to give

substance to televised visits in the homes of noted,

well-known, even notorious people.

Always he dug deep for historical perspective

and the meaning behind the event, but steadily

and painfully, commercial considerations shoved
him into dwindling time and influence. Finally he
left CBS to become director of the United States

Information Agency, a post he held until lung

cancer, which was soon to take his life, forced him
to retire.

Prime Time (Little, Brown, $8.95), by Alexander
Kendrick is a penetrating biography of him, the

kind of incisive reporting you might expect from
a man who was one of the "Murrow boys" at CBS
News himself.

Dealing with the central theme that runs through

all the late Pierre Teilhard de Chardin's writing,

Science and Christ (Harper & Row, $5) is one of the

most important works of the Jesuit priest who was
both theologian and scientist.

This book spans the latter half of Teilhard's life

and culminates in pages he wrote only a month
before his death in 1955. These pages are
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about the relationship among science,

work, and worship. They made it

very clear that it is relationship, not

conflict.

"What makes science appear dan-

gerous in the eyes of religious au-

thority is that it may well multiply

'objections' in the mind of those who
embrace it, and develop a tendency

to doubt . . .
," says Teilhard. But:

".
. . the Christian scientist is not

only 'equi-animated' but 'super-ani-

mated,' in comparison with the non-

Christian scientist, in his enthusiasm

for research. And the reason for this

is that the former sees the ultra-hu-

man taking shape in the future not

simply in the form of some vague col-

lective but with the features of some
Person who is supremely well defined

and exerts a supreme magnetism.

Thus in the mind and heart of the

Christian who has become 'an arti-

san of the earth,' there is no trace of

the conflict that some anticipate with

dread: a splendid harmony is estab-

lished between worship of the Above
and faith in the Ahead."

Teilhard's Letters to Leontine Zan-
ta (Harper & Row, $4) are less diffi-

cult to read, and reveal more of the

man. Mile. Zanta was a brilliant

Parisienne, a teacher who became
the first Frenchwoman to receive a

doctor of philosophy degree. She was
the center of a lively group of writers

and thinkers.

Almost all of Teilhard's letters to

her were written from China at a

particularly difficult time for him.

Rome had stopped the publication of

Le Milieu Divin. Similar obstacles

were put in the way of The Phe-

nomenon of Man. Censorship troubles

even blocked a study of transform-

ism. Yet his loyalty to the Society of

Jesus remained unshakable.

"You must grasp this crucial point,"

he wrote, "only one thing matters in

life (in order that it may be fulfilled)

and that is to keep exactly to the

place, willed by God, that is indicated

at every moment by the equilibrium

established between our effort (to

succeed and develop ourselves) and
the resistance of things (which limit

us)." And throughout his life as a

priest he held fast to this.

The outlook for organized Chris-

tianity in communist China is bleak,

but a new book by an Asian affairs

specialist reports that underground
home congregations are proliferating

behind the bamboo curtain.

In Christianity in Communist
China (Word, $4.95) George N. Pat-

terson says the organized church is

being throttled by restrictions and
persecution, but the number of indi-

vidual Christians is increasing.

He bases a large part of his book
on information from a former Com-
munist Party official who had served

as section chief of the religious

affairs department of the Canton
municipal government. It is a read-

able short history of the Christian

faith in China that goes back to

the seventh century, when Nestorian

missionaries brought it in.

When John F. Kennedy was assas-

sinated in Dallas, another man said

quietly to his wife: "This is going to

happen to me, also."

"I was not able to say anything,"

writes Coretta Scott King in My
Life With Martin Luther King, Jr.

(Holt, Rinehart, Winston, $6.95) "I

could not say, 'It won't happen to

you.' I felt he was right." On April

4, 1968, their premonition became
a fact.

Because he already is a symbol, it

is hard to remember that Martin

Luther King, Jr., was only 27 when
he led the Montgomery boycott.

Mrs. King feels that even then he

"subconsciously knew he did not have
much time."

Mrs. King's book is open and un-

assuming as she tells of their court-

ship, marriage, and years of struggle

in the civil-rights movement. Her hus-

band's leadership in that struggle,

delaying the bitterness of riots and
disorder until a foundation of respon-

sible protest could be laid, sowed
the seeds of ultimate understanding.

Consequently, what she has written

is firsthand history as well as a moving
personal memoir.

Methodist missionary Murray S.

Dickson died in 1961 in an auto

accident in the Bolivian Andes. He
was 46 years old and was serving

as executive secretary for all Meth-

odist work in Bolivia as well as

superintendent of the Central Meth-

odist District. He had been a teacher

and principal at the American In-

stitute at Cochabamba, a Methodist

school that had 1,200 students.

But the accident that took his

physical life did not lessen the power
of his influence on others. Bolivians

remember the tall, gentle Texan as a

friend they could trust. His wife, Nova,

spent a mission term in Bolivia after

his death, and their daughter,

Margaret June Dickson, is there now
on a three-year term as a United

Methodist missionary. A group of

laymen, most of them from his native

Southwest, joined together to launch

As Trry Servant Was Busy

"As thy servant was bu

here and there, he was gone. .
."

—1 Kings 20:40 KJV

"As thy servant was busy here and there

He left undone
Life's vital and important things.

From sun to sun

He frittered away the golden hours.

Wasting his great Cod-given powers,

Till his opportunities were lost,

And at what cost!

"As thy servant was busy . .
." Lord, dear Lord,

I humbly pray

That the appointed tasks awaiting me
I may do today,

That the chance I have as I travel on
To serve mankind may not be gone.

May my days bear fruit for Eternity,

And thus please thee.

—Grace Noll Crowell
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a $1,250,000 mission program for

Bolivia. They named it Operation

Murray Dickson.

The Rev. Jim Palmer, now pastor

of the First United Methodist Church

in Piano, Texas, was Murray Dickson's

friend and co-worker in Bolivia and
has written a sympathetic biography

of him. Red Poncho and Big Boots

(Abingdon, $4.50) captures some of

the qualities that made him loved as

a missionary, and as "a great guy."

Shortly after she married Charles

A. Lindbergh, Anne Morrow Lindbergh

sat on a screened porch and listened

to her husband and space pioneer

Robert Goddard talk about space

exploration. Half a lifetime later, in

December, 1968, the Lindberghs

were at Cape Kennedy for the

launching of Apollo 8.

She felt "rather like Rip van

Winkle," Mrs. Lindbergh says in

Earth Shine (Harcourt, Brace &
World, $5.75), when she looked at

the rockets in the Cape's open-air

museum.
In addition to an essay expressing

her personal response to space flight

—and the discovery that NASA is

preserving more than 50,000 acres

of wilderness on the Cape—Earth

Shine contains a second essay by

Anne Morrow Lindbergh. On wildlife

in Africa, it voices her reverence for

life as sensitively as the first part

of the book speaks of the sense of

mystery and awe we all share in

the face of the solar system.

Zoologist Robert Bigelow, who is

a world authority in what he admits

is "the very uncompetitive field" of

grasshopper taxonomy, writes grace-

fully, persuasively, and with marvel-

ously understated humor in The Dawn
Warriors (Atlantic-Little, Brown,

$6.95). Reading it is great fun.

When you have finished this book,

then, it comes almost as a surprise

to discover that you have been ab-

sorbing a new scientific theory about

man's evolution (progress, if you pre-

fer that word) toward cooperation

for peace as well as war.

Of course man is a warlike species,

Bigelow says, citing specific examples

of aggressive savagery. And we are

the children of winners who survived

because they learned to co-operate

with their neighbors—so they could

make war on strangers. Now the

whole world is neighborhood-size,

and if man is going to survive in the

face of the common threat to man-
kind he has built for himself—the

hydrogen bomb—he has to learn to

cooperate for peace instead of war.

Can we do this? Can we enlarge

our hard-won qualities of restraint,

forbearance, and tolerance? And can

we do it quickly enough? Bigelow

raises the questions, but the decision

has to be ours.

I am a little surprised at the popu-

lar success of Gay Talese's history of

The New York Times. It is true that

he has written an interesting book in

The Kingdom and the Power (World,

$10), but in spite of my own devotion

for the newspaper world—it gave
me my first job and much of my train-

ing as a writer— I think there were
many places where this book would

have benefitted from cutting.

There was an old joke about a
Boston dowager who was asked

where she bought her hats. She
looked haughtily at her questioner

and replied firmly: "My dear, we
don't buy our hats, we have our

hats."

Well, some families have their dic-

tionaries, too, some as out of date as

the dowager's hats. If that is true in

your household, you might give some
thought to a new one. The American
Heritage Dictionary of the English

Language (Houghton Mifflin) is the

newest and will remain one of the

best until progress outdates it, too.

William Morris was its editor-in-chief,

and 100 writers, editors, and speak-

ers served on its usage panel.

It makes liberal use of photo-

graphs, weighs slightly over five

pounds, and is published in three edi-

tions.- $7.95 plain edged, $8.95
thumb-indexed, and $12.50 deluxe.

Produced by the American Heritage

Publishing Co., Inc., and Houghton
Mifflin Company, it represents "the

largest investment in a single volume
in history."

Master photographer Andreas
Feininger shares what he knows about

taking color pictures in The Color

Photo Book (Prentice-Hall, $12.95),

and it is more than most photogra-

phers will want to absorb. Feininger,

however, writes simply and interest-

ingly about picture taking, from the

most basic things to the most compli-

cated, and anyone who is at all

serious about making better pictures

can benefit from this book.

We don't think of Derain, Chagall,

Manzu, Picasso, and Newman as

religious artists, but some of their
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paintings and sculpture derive from

sacred subjects, and these are

analyzed thoughtfully by Jane Dillen-

berger in Secular Art With Sacred

Themes (Abingdon, $7.50).

Mrs. Dillenberger, who is an asso-

ciate professor in Christianity and

the arts at San Francisco Seminary,

writes with an easy pace and in a

popular style, and this is a good book

for group study, or just for personal

reading.

A brilliant group of authorities on

the fine arts, music, crafts, architec-

ture, industrial design, literature,

theater, and the cinema consider the

arts as a force in society and as an

expression of the human spirit in

The Arts and Man (Prentice-Hall,

$12.95)—and R. Buckminster Fuller,

who refuses to be categorized, speaks

up for the role of intuition.

This stimulating, generously illus-

trated book is a product of UNESCO
and takes its inspiration from the

Declaration of Human Rights in the

United Nations Charter. Says the

charter, on the arts: "Everyone has

the right freely to participate in the

cultural life of the community, to

enjoy the arts. . . ."

St. Louis columnist Clarissa Start,

widow of E. Gary Davidson, was one

of a group of Americans invited to

tour West Germany some years ago.

Guests of the West German govern-

ment, they were chosen for activities

in church, welfare, and volunteer

work, and Mrs. Davidson was so awed
by her companions that she was
determined to stay discreetly in the

background during a press con-

ference.

Representatives of the National

Council of Churches, the National

Lutheran Council, and The Methodist

Church were interviewed at length.

Then the German reporters learned

she was a volunteer, and they were

fascinated. This child-welfare work,

was she paid for it? No, she said,

she had a paying profession. Then,

trying to make them understand that

she was a wife, mother, worker, and
unpaid volunteer, she said fliply:

".
. . you might say that I lead three

lives."

The newspaper story the next

morning was all about this woman
who was a journalist, a Hausfrau und
Mutter, and then, also, this strange

thing, a volunteer. It concluded: "Ac-
companying Mrs. Davidson on the tour

are . . .

Clarissa Start's writing is best if

you take it in nibbles, like her regular

column in the St. Louis Post-Dispatch.

Never Underestimate the Little

Woman (Concordia, $4.95), which is

a collection of her columns, gets to be
too much. But it's amusing and heart-

ening, especially for the lady of the

house, if it's read in short takes.

In Learning to Live (Abingdon,

$4.95), Walter Russell Bowie recalls

a many-faceted career that has in-

cluded parish ministry, teaching at

Union Theological Seminary, writing

almost a dozen books for young
people and adults, and membership
on the editorial board of The Inter-

preter's Bible and the committee of

scholars responsible for the Revised

Standard Version of the Bible.

I have a feeling he may have dic-

tated most of this book. It is low

key and conversational. But a chapter

on changing tides in religious thinking

shows the tightness and polish of

writing that has been worked and
reworked to get it as near perfection

as possible. Whether you are inter-

ested in Dr. Bowie's career or not, this

chapter is an intelligible and intelli-

gent discussion of theological trends

in this century.

Feeling guilty about injustice is a

start, but atonement has to come
through involvement.

How do ordinary people go out

and get involved in the social pro-

cesses at work in their communities?

Harvey Seifert has some concrete

answers in Power Where the Action

Is (Westminster, $2.25). This is a

realistic paperback that tries to help

answer the question: "Here I am,
but what can I do?"

Features elsewhere in this issue

consider the real dilemmas confront-

ing American Indians today. The
ancient customs and celebrations of

American Indian tribes are the subject

of a book for very young readers by
Paul Showers. Indian Festivals

(Crowell, $3.50) is an easy-to-read

description of some of the traditional

feasts and celebrations that are held

by various tribes.

A third, extensively rewritten, up-

dated edition of A Parent's Guide
to Children's Reading (Doubleday,

$5.95) is new off the press. This

book, by Nancy Larrick, is basic for

anybody who wants to understand

how children read, what children

read, and how parents can help

guide them into a full and joyous

relationship with books.

The new edition points out that

even in the past five years children's

interests have changed, their book
choices have become more mature,

and the list of available books for

them has grown by close to 15,000.

An annotated list of more than 700
favorite books for boys and girls

which Miss Larrick includes in the

current edition includes close to 200
published since the second edition

came out in 1964.—Helen Johnson

"Reminds you ol little Abe Lincoln reading by firelight, doesn't it?"
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Fiction

A POPULAR art of any kind is nearly always under

attack. It so easily becomes sentimental or trite or

trivial. The best-seller novel is often junk, and the

movies seem to be under the control of men with no

taste and no moral sense. If the critics had their way,

most movies and most novels would never make a nickel.

Yet, every now and again there comes along a book or

a picture that goes right to the center of what it means to

be human. When that happens a man knows he is in

the presence of art. If it does not happen as often as we
could wish it, still it is worth waiting for. So I begin by

reporting on a movie which I thought was great. I am
embarrassed to talk about it, however, because it is not

by the widest stretch of the imagination a religious film.

No doubt many people will see it and think it should not

be admired by a Christian to say nothing about a bishop

of The United Methodist Church.

I went the other night to see THE SECRET OF SANTA
VITTORIA. The star is Anthony Quinn and it has a fine

cast. It is a United Artists production and Stanley Kramer

directs it. He is one of the best, and he always shows a

deep sense of social and moral responsibility. It is about

the occupation of a small Italian town by the Germans
after Mussolini's murder, and of the spiritual struggle

between the people of the town and the military.

Anthony Quinn is a no-good wino who, by accident,

is thrust into the mayor's job and has to deal with the

occupation. Knowing that the Nazis would be coming

soon, the people of the town hid their wine leaving just

enough to make their story plausible. But the Gestapo

learn there is more wine and attempt to find it by torture

and threats. Such is the plot.

Anthony Quinn, of course, is one of the great actors

of our day, and Anna Magnani, as his wife, is outstanding.

There run through the whole story little vignettes of life

that are pure delight. Underneath all the petty happen-

ings of the small village is the heroic greatness of plain

men.

The picture moved dramatically, and I thought it was
simply wonderful. If you see it and you do not like it,

just put down this enthusiastic word as a testimony of

what can happen to a poor fellow who has been in the

episcopacy for over 20 years.

THE OLYMPIAN by Brian Glanville (Coward-McCann,

$5.95) has a kind of Olympian significance and is a first-

rate novel. It tells the story of Ike Low and his relation-

ship with an eccentric, gifted coach, Sam Dee. On the

ground level it is simply an account of this boy's ambition

to win the Olympic gold medal. But the book never stays

on the ground. It is full of symbolic significance as to the

meaning of life and human struggle. Here is an insight

into the athlete's world and what it takes in the way of

sacrifice if a man is to win. It is in the spirit of Vince

Lombardi who sees religious and spiritual implications

and meanings in football. It has the atmosphere of

Sports Illustrated which, as I have maintained before, is

the best preacher's magazine being published.

The Olympian deals with human relations and human
achievement. Ike Low and his wife find their marriage

affected and defined by his driving ambition to win. It

has to do wth the rise and fall of a man, and the athletic

context has echoes of the apostle Paul's picture of life.

It is certainly not a religious novel in the sense of religious

language and religious situations. But in a more profound

sense, it has spiritual and moral implications which made
it, for me, a great experience to read. Christians will

understand what Sam Dee means when he talks about

breaking "the pain barrier." That's what life is all about,

and when a young preacher tells me he is quitting, I

am going to recommend that he read this book.

CLUTCH OF CONSTABLES by Ngaio Marsh (Little,

Brown, $4.95) is a mystery story by one of the masters.

I cannot remember ever reading a book by Ngaio Marsh

that was a failure in my judgment. She always writes with

a sure touch and a rare skill. This one is no exception.

You will remember Superintendent Roderick Alleyn

of Scotland Yard in other Marsh books. Perhaps you
remember his wife, Troy Alleyn. This story deals with

Mrs. Alleyn's five-day cruise on a ship, The Zodiac, as

it travels the rivers and canals of England. It is a holiday

voyage and promises that "for five days you step out of

time." But there is a notorious criminal at large and

Superintendent Alleyn is on his trail. One of the pas-

sengers is killed and almost certainly one of the pas-

sengers is the criminal. The superintendent arrives and

follows through on the murky trail until the fellow is

caught. It will probably surprise you as to who he is.

Dame Ngaio Marsh writes always with sharp insight

into character. All her people are real people, and while

this book takes a rather leisurely course, it is the kind

of mystery which particularly delights my soul. I was
reminded that a gardener on an English estate one time

confessed that he could hardly wait till supper was over

at night when he and his wife could read together

Trollope's Barchester Towers. Then he added, "And it

isn't very exciting either."

I think I know what he meant, and I react in that same

way to such books as Clutch of Constables. It is not blood

and thunder and breathless action, but it is a civilized

view of crime and an entrance into the motives and

nature of people. You pick it up at night with the feeling

that for an hour you are going to see a writer do a first-

rate job with a whodunit.

It is always pleasure to see first-rate jobs done by

people who take their craft seriously. Competence is a

very satisfying quality to behold. Or if I may coin a

phrase, quality is always quality and nothing is more

distressing than second-rate work. Ngaio Marsh believes

in and practices excellence.

—GERALD KENNEDY
Bishop, Los Angeles Area, The United Methodist Church
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TOGETHER with the Small Fry

By JEAN MERGARD

THE LARGE SHOE STORE on the corner of the street

was dark and empty, without one pair of feet; while

the cuckoo clock ticked merrily away, alert to tell

the hours, through the night and day. Then the cuckoo
bird, with a wheezing and a knock, opened up his door
and sang out, "Twelve o'clock!"

Then suddenly, it happened—a sight to pop your eyes!

The shoes all started leaping, from large to small in size.

Off in one corner, the ballet slippers danced; the cowboy
boots clicked sharply, stamped their heels, and pranced.

The moccasins went shuffling on tiptoe, Indian style, while

bedroom slippers scuffed as they yawned a sleepy smile.

The hunting boots went marching; the snow boots

marched on, too, led by the army boots as if parading in

review. The school shoes were busy, counting off in

pairs; while toddler shoes kept climbing up and down
the stairs. A chocolate pair of oxfords rolled their eyes

and winked; as saddle shoes went galloping, and baby

slippers blinked.

Four tennis shoes were playing a game across the

floor, till, tongues hung out, they rested, then played a

little more. The sport shoes loaned the rubbers their laces,

brown and long, so they could all play jump-rope to

make them tough and strong.

The shoes in the store had such a happy time, they

almost missed hearing the cuckoo's warning chime,

"Three—three—three o'clock!" Soon would come the

dawn! The boots and slippers scurried till signs of fun

were gone, and the store was neat again, each shoe back

in its place, with just the smallest smile left shining on

each face.

The watchman came at four and saw that all was well;

and no one knows it happened—but you—and you

won't tell!

Will you?
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Paper-Bag
Puppet

ON CONSTRUCTION paper draw the facial

features for your paper-bag puppet in-

cluding two big eyes, a round nose, and a

mouth. Make the mouth in two parts so that

one part can be pasted on the upper side of

the bag flap and the other on the lower side.

Also draw a pair of arms, a bow tie, and four

buttons or other decorations. Color the parts

of your puppet. Cut them out and paste onto

the bag as shown in the illustration. Now you

have a paper-bag puppet. Slip your hand into

the bag and you can make it walk, talk, or

whatever you want.

—Beatrice Sheftel

Long Lullaby

My mother says

A lullaby

Is soft and low,

A music sigh.

The wind can sing,

In whisper-song,

A lullaby

The whole day long.

—Florence Pedigo Jansson

I Wonder Where
My Shadow Sleeps

I wonder where my shadow sleeps.

He never talks to me,

But follows me around all day

As busy as a bee.

At night as I turn out my light,

He's right there on the wall.

I guess he climbs in bed with me

—

Or does he sleep at all?

—Betty Foust Smith
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Jottings

We wrote asking for her tele-

phone number, and she replied:

"Please do not telephone ... I

can't hear!"

We asked, "What is your

present position?" and she an-

swered: "Mostly horizontal."

"Education?"

"No formal education."

We knew all these things about
Jane Merchant, but when we ac-

cepted another of her poems,
Hopeful of Being [page 39], we
sent her the usual printed author's

biographical questionnaire. We're
glad we did, because her answers

shed further light on the indomita-

ble spirit and genius of a bed-

ridden invalid who, unable to take

part in life itself, "writes things

for others to act on."

Asked "If United Methodist, for

how long?" she replied with typi-
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cal wit: "Does it seem longer if

one is Methodist?" (Born and
baptized a Methodist, she joined

the church in Knoxville, Tenn., her
home town, when she was 1

2

years old.)

Jane Merchant is one of the

nation's best-known poets. Her
poetry sells, not because she is

severely handicapped but be-

cause her work has feeling and
depth, because it inspires, be-

cause it has great craftsmanship.

If you were impressed, as we
were, by This They Believe [page
35], you may be interested in

knowing more about the group of

Gary, Ind., women who formu-
lated this little statement of faith.

Their pastor, Donald S. Bowman
of Gary's Marquette Park United
Methodist Church, tells us the

women have been meeting for

more than two years as a Life and
Dialogue Group.

"Recently," he continued, "the
group asked themselves, 'How can
we state our faith in brief form
... or how would we tell a non-
Christian what we as Christians

believe?'

"Over a period of time, by trial

and error, they wrote their own
statement of faith. It was not

primarily for public worship, but

I have tried using it as an affir-

mation of faith in worship and
have felt it was well received."

It is no coincidence that This

They Believe appears in connec-
tion with Laymen Interpret the Ser-

mon on the Mount [page 34], for

this also is an interpretation by a
group of lay people discussing how
Christian teachings can be applied
in a troubled age.

"It is the result," writes the

pastor, D. Donald Ritchie, "of six

months of study and interpretation

by a sensitivity group which has
become very open and honest in

dealing with all aspects of life."

The regular Friday-noon meet-
ings of the Holdenville, Okla.,

group have attracted considerable

attention, particularly among the

employees at the local restaurant

where the meetings are held.

"Even the cook and waitresses

have become very interested in

what the group is doing," Mr.

Ritchie says, "and we feel we are

making some sort of witness to

them."

Associate editor Herm Teeter

confides that as a boy he "ran

more or less wild in the Ozarks,

thinking more about the next

swimming-fishing hole than the

plants underfoot or the trees over-

head."

As a result he needed some
botanical help while writing The
Trees in May [page 40]. And he
didn't have far to go. Dr. John
Gardner, a boyhood friend who
became a dentist, knows the flora

of the Ozarks as well as he knows
his molars and bicuspids; and
Herm's college-age son, Tom,
came to the rescue with an exten-

sive collection he was making for

a course in Plant Taxonomy.
"It is one of the joys of father-

hood," Herm says, "to hear a lad

who once didn't know his ABCs,
stand up and discuss in incompre-

hensible botanical terms such

things as false carrot, verbena,

blue-eyed grass, Venus Looking

Glass, and the amazing walking

fern!"

Although Herm Teeter is not a

specialist in botany, he is expert

in some other subjects, and we
would not want anyone to get the

idea that he is inept at anything.

The rest of us here have learned

from the long and enriched ex-

perience of having him around for

more than 13 years that he can
handle just about any assignment

j

that requires something to come
out of a typewriter.

When someone was needed to

create the new feature, Letters

From Elsewhere, which you will i

see for the first time this month on

page 53, whom did we turn to?
|

You guessed it—none other than

Herm Teeter.

If you are wondering where
Elsewhere is, we think you will

recognize the place if you ever

have been in a small church, lived

within driving distance of a pump-
kin patch, know what a dominicker
hen is, or have heard the old folks

tell about how it used to be
"years ago."

—Your Editors
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rOGETHER's 14th Photo Invitational:

'Joyful, Joyful,We AdoreThee'

Joyful, joyful, we adore thee,

Cod of glory, Lord of love;

Hearts unfold like flowers before thee,

Opening to the sun above.

Melt the clouds of sin and sadness;

Drive the dark of doubt away;
Civer of immortal gladness.

Fill us with the light of day!

All thy works with joy surround thee,

Earth and heav'n reflect thy rays,

Stars and angels sing around thee,

Center of unbroken praise;

Field and forest, vale and mountain,

Flowery meadow, flashing sea,

Chanting bird and flowing fountain,

Call us to rejoice in thee.

Thou art giving and forgiving,

Ever blessing, ever blest,

Well-spring of the joy of living,

Ocean-depth of happy rest!

Thou our Father, Christ our brother,

All who live in love are thine;

Teach us how to love each other,

Lift us to the joy divine.

Mortals join the mighty chorus,

Which the morning stars began;

Father love is reigning o'er us,

Brother love binds man to man.
Ever singing, march we onward,

Victors in the midst of strife;

Joyful music leads us sunward,

In the triumph song of life.

HERE ARE THE RULES:

1. Send no more than 10 color transparencies. (Color prints or

negatives are not eligible.)

2. Identify each slide; explain what portion of the hymn inspired

it, where it was taken, and by whom.
3. Enclose loose stamps for return postage. (Do not stick stamps

on anything.)

4. Entries must be postmarked on or before February 1, 1970.

5. Original slides bought and all reproduction rights to them be-

come TOGETHER's property. (For their files, photographers

will receive duplicates of all slides purchased.)

6. Slides not accepted will be returned as soon as possible. Care

will be used in handling transparencies, but TOGETHER cannot

be responsible for slides lost or damaged.

Send entries to: Photo Editor, TOGETHER, Box 423, Park Ridge, III. 60068



in 1970 resolve to read !

The church at one time was greatly troubled because so many

people could not read. It is still concerned about churchmen who

will not read, and about what is read.

The United Methodist Church attempts to answer this anxiety

by producing a monthly magazine, TOGETHER, for the home,

which is attractive in its style, contemporary in its appeal, valid

and solid in its content.

The church believes that the best answer to something bad is

something good, the best defense is a good offense. With its

published materials the church endeavors to provide reading

and study periodicals which have value and challenge for its

diverse constituency.*

In 1970 read TOGETHER, recommend TOGETHER and

profit by TOGETHER. Subscribe now through your church for

only $3 for a year.

* From a statement appearing in Nashville Area TANES by Bishop H. Ellis Finger

KSw

5*$T

"a general magazine informative and vital to the religious life of all United Methodists"

Business Office: 201 Eighth Avenue, South, Nashville, Tennessee 37203
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